
Introduction 

These Terminologies are expressed with special thanks and can be referenced via the Open University courses, Milton Keynes of: DD100 

(2006); DSE212 (2013) AND DXR222 (2013). 

 

Terms. 

 

Psychosocial, Erikson’s Eight Stage Development, Ego Identity, Role Diffusion, Identity Crisis, Core Identity. 

 

Psychosocial is the achieving of a collective identity where a Core Identity can act individually in the mass of Buzzing voices, noises and scent. 

The Core Identity is the individual in the state of continuous growth and cancellation of stimulation given via the Psychosocial crowd. So 

although these Terms interact, they are a separate Cognition towards the Core Identity interpreting the use of Self in the public domain. 

 

Erikson’s Eight Stage Development charts the progress of how a life starts at infancy and the choices that person takes to reach old age. 

 

Ego Identity is the setting and feeling of what one has become. It is the Self-approval of how one has become associated into the Psychosocial 

of the Norm of Society. 

 

In this state Role Diffusion can become the point where success or failure to achieve what one wants for themselves exists. In the Term it is the 

non-achievement of becoming a part of the societal normal of set standards of stabilised work or good study achievement in earlier life to create 

that work standard. It is also the sense of loss where the Core Identity fears losing the adolescent identity causing a drift ing between work 

placements or a relinquishing to illegality in adolescent/adult years. 

 

Here Identity Crisis is the forming of a war within as to who and what one should become in adulthood. At this state an Ego Identity is not 

achieved. 

 



A Core Identity is a part of Self that exists outside the state of Psychosocial. The latter is the state where the Self co-exists as a singular identity 

within the collective. 

 

Norm of Society. 

 

The Norm of Society is the state of how one should exist in the public viewing of character according to the particular grouping of social 

identities. What one group sees as funny or exciting others may see as Abnormal. So this Term is a definition of ideals set by differing groups of 

people. 

 

Abnormal to be Normal. 

 

In the Term Abnormal to be Normal characteristics of the above have the inclusion of mental health issues. In a client sublime thought of voices 

segregates them from the Norm. It is not only by others, but the way a client purveys their characteristics in the public domain.  

 

The use of body language is a big step in alleviating this attitude towards themselves. Although many can and do relate to the Norm, I see 

Abnormal as the issuing of voices that is created in the Psychosocial Norm of how you should listen in the public domain. In the Abnormal the 

Psychosocial standards can segregate a client intuitively, or downgrade the characteristics to mirth and ridicule, via them being the brunt of the 

worst jokes in Psychosocial noises. Or the person that is only accommodated in established surroundings, rather than being invited to an 

establishment on a good vibes night. 

 

Script, Setting, Personal Front, Performance. 

. 

Script is a Psychosocial interaction of a Buzzing crowd. This Buzz is the difference between an argument between a couple, or return home and 

then saying how good the atmosphere was in the pub/restaurant. It is the story that happens all around us and causes groups to move between 

each other in communication of Fashion Trends inter-relating. It is the narration of a person’s life story that is an unconscious act in the 

Psychosocial establishment of a meeting place. 



 

The establishment is the Term Setting and can define the statuses of what type of Fashion Trends gather there. These are the Personal Fronts 

where individual/s gather and causes interaction via the appearance and emotional characteristics. These latter two define the Performance that 

someone will give, but it is also a part of the Psychosocial Buzz that can cause an argument or a feel good factor in the present and also 

afterwards. 

 

Theory of Mind. 

 

Theory of Mind is the ability to act within ones our accordances when conversing. In overt behaviourism the ability to relay questioning, rather 

than adopt towards personal compliance, is the route of non-Self perception. Body language is a form of overt behaviourism when the person 

follows the others movement to the point of distraction. In this area manner becomes the points of frustration that causes arguments and conflict. 

When these Methods are used in conjunction with monotones a criminal state of a mental health client can become apparent. 

 

Fashion Trend. 

 

A Fashion Trend is the Ideology of group standards that causes different sets of Ego Identity standards in the Psychosocial. What one trend sees 

as a group of, “Low life’s” another may see as funny or interesting people. In simplicity it could be a group coming together for a particular 

music singer. Even here differing sets apply where one person or group may listen to both rock and opera. Here Fashion Trends have an appeal 

in the Psychosocial interaction that brings Core Identities into inter-relations of communication. Here the, “Low life” becomes an interesting 

conversationalists to the banker, who popped into the pub for a well earned pub meal, but finds Alleviation of inter-relations to the well dressed 

slurred speaking person   

 

Interpellation. 

 

I describe Interpellation as the sensual act of bonds forming. Interpellation is a Theory of Mind where bonding is appreciable to those 

conversing. Childhood is the Conditioning of Interpellation, but it does not cause Script if Hermeneutic Interpellation is necessary to personal 

sanctuary.  



 

Embodiment, Symbolic Data. 

 

The first of these Terms is that our bodies are both social and psychological in concept. The body is not only used to look at others, but also to 

purvey and connect to others as well. Embodiment can also be seen as the established state of an Ego Identities body language. This inter-relates 

with the Theory of Mind and how one sees and interprets their course of narration with others. Embodiment can be considered as a social 

science extension of Fashion Trends. 

 

In the research Method of Symbolic Data, Embodiment is used to assess a person and the characteristics they convey in Theory of Mind via 

using an outsider viewpoint that attempts to construct a picture of the person. This is via emotional language that they use and express as a 

meaning to their personal identity. It does not however cause attributes to bodily expression, but more so it constructs a picture from the 

emotions of interpretation that the insider view projects. 

 

Inner Experience. 

 

The inner experience is a Term for the inner Self, where feelings and thoughts exist. 

 

Stimulus – Response → Expectancy. 

 

Within Expectancy it is a resultant effect where a response is necessary. Within the context of this book the Expectancy is a result of disruptions 

in a person’s Script. The disruptions are an issue described as voices and or erratic motion.  This describes how Stimulus becomes a Response 

of Psychosocial Expectancy of the person accepting that they are an Abnormal to be Normal. 

 

Conditional Response, Unconditional Stimulus, Conditional Stimulus, Classical Conditioning, Unconditional Response, Contingency, Reflex. 

 



These forms of conditioning describe how people are swayed into responding in certain ways. The result is known as Reflex. The key to Self is 

in how the mind responds to conditioning via a Theory of Mind. At this point Contingency is the stimulus that defines the person’s actions and 

words. 

 

Schema, Recall. 

 

Schema is the process of how conversation is enacted and formed. In the Terms of this book tones are explained as the process by which a 

smooth flowing conversation exists. Via Recall, tones cause the act of remembering something between a person and or persons’. 

 

Inferential Reconstruction. 

 

This is defined as how memory is Recalled to the act of voicing or thinking. It explains how using elaboration can cause the act of remembering 

a topic of conversation. 

 

Attention Directing Hypothesis. 

 

Ideational Scaffolding Hypothesis 

William James and Wilhelm Wundt Introspectionism, Retrospectionism. 

 

Introspectionism is the act of looking within oneSelf. It is a part of how thoughts are created. Retrospectionism is thoughts created via looking 

towards the past. 

 

Confabulation.  

 



Although Confabulation is an act of the mind placing visual misconceptions within Theory of Mind, I have used this word as an extension to 

inner voices causing delusional concepts. These concepts create a state of paranoia. 

 

Psychosocial Moratorium. 

 

Erikson describes Psychosocial Moratorium as a period in adolescence where feelings are explored. In this book I describe that mental health 

clients need a period whereby the Inner experience gives the client a time to reflect and discard unwanted input from the Term the L.V.S (Lower 

Voice of Significance). 

Hermeneutic  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Foreword. 

 



In this book I will explain the theorising I placed on Cognitive consciousness of just how Erving Goffman’s Script becomes a daily routine of 

sublime thoughts and bodily notions. This is an account of how I assessed each problematic of sublime external words that are – in Terminology 

- Script Narration. This Script Narration forms – in some - a Cycle of Enquiry of the Abnormal to be Normal of: pushing the hearing at body 

points where sublime wind is a part of the Script Narration. At this level of mental health, voices push the senses of Self to reading the life story, 

but to a Norm of Society these voices are displaced via immediate sounds and turning the head towards a sight for reasons of causing thought 

blockage of the bodily notion itSelf. 

 

In chapter 1, I will start to show how Cognitive Perception and the Taste/smell of Coffee are displaced into Script Narration of sublime words in 

the Abnormal to be Normal. As you progress you will see how I discovered that the Medulla in the Brain, inner voice box and Tinnitus interact 

in a person. This is the establishment to an Abnormal to be Normal of consciousness reading their Life Narration of an Adult/child of depleted 

Body Language given as worded interpretations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1. 

 



Cognitive consciousness 

 

Consciousness is a broad spectrum, but aligns to Self-sense that links to Psychosocial for what is right in the Norm of Society, or even the act 

of being Abnormal to be Normal. Behaviourism is seen as a form of consciousness. Attitudes explain these two Terms, but when directed 

towards Psychosocial it is the ability to use one’s Self whilst keeping coherent of the Self, rather than slipping into a mental health attitude of 

sublime Script voices. This I refer to later as the Lower voice of Significance (L.V.S). A form of Goffman’s Terminology of Script, but 

extended into a, “Life narration” that extends from the vocal congregation of noises and vocal sounds reaching the ears and inner voice box of 

the Abnormal to be Normal. In the Norm this state leads to reading, thought or unconscious body language, but in the Abnormal it creates the 

perception of Self narration of Script - leaving them – in some cases in a sublime world of delusional thought. 

 

Looking at Script of Erving Goffman as a part of, “The story that happens all around us” (DD100, Open University) and its 

subconscious/conscious divide with stimulus factors of body notions – it can be seen as a sensual incomprehensibility in, “Life’s narration” to 

the Norm. This being with compatible perceptive conscious states of a nod, smile or shaking hands in strangers. These are the stimulus factors - 

of the divide, for example: vision; smell and touch, that are the Psychosocial Norm and the Abnormal of both conscious and sublime looks. 

These can cause stimulus factors of smiling Cognition to friends and strangers. In the mental health stimulus however degradation of the body 

causes a lack of body skills motivation. My attitude is: there are certain key standards involved in sub/conscious divide of Cognitive Perception. 

I will throughout this book explain the Hypothesis as a person harmonised within a Self-sense of the three points below. 

 

1 Subconscious. 

2 Relaxing Embodiment. 

3 Conversation via Cognition. 

 

Self-sense can be likened to Erving Goffman’s work where the Self works in the society as a harmonised force of all in the locality of a 

Performance (public Psychosocial display) of:  

 

 Vision.  

 Touch.  



 Body language. 

 Smell. 

 

These four senses belong in the first point of 1, but the extension into point 2 is via the peripheral sense of smell where it’s an interaction as a 

harmony of the divide of un/conscious of: looking around towards visual attraction that is caused unconsciously through the Script of scent. So 

smell cannot always be considered as a whole form of Cognition. 

 

 

Touch is a state of conscious Cognition of sensual feeling of shaking a hand, or being touched via an unconscious sense of smell, or a sensual 

vision at a peripheral action across the street also causing a person to look around. Here peripheral vision is a sub/conscious divide where the 

person is drawn to a subconscious act of then looking towards a Cognitive action at the outer visual perception drawn by scent. So sense and 

sensual touch become a divide of Cognition Methods. Within vision however this can be drawn towards a sight for no reason other than an act 

of looking. This is point 2 of relaxing Embodiment where body language may or may not extend the individual in their Performance via the 

enactment of unconscious Script of a smell that can lead to Interpellation at a later time. This also can be seen as a divide in actions from: 

 

 Unconscious. 

 Subconscious.  

 Cognitive Perception ( Information Processing)( DSE212, P189). 

The markers above build the Events of a Performance to point 3, whereby the  Terms of un/subconscious builds towards the person needing to 

relieve the states of sense and sensual, in the relaxed state of Embodiment. It is a Cognitive development of the Norm of Society by simply 

asking a stranger what the time is. Within the Abnormal to be Normal the state exists in the second marker. I will explain this as the book 

extends. Within the Norm the subconscious is the act of body language that causes looks towards consciousness in the use of sight and hearing. 

Scent builds a picture of sublime Perceptive Cognition. Embodiment is the state of living in and through our bodies when in a public display, 

but also the state of inner relaxation via the use of relaxing body language. 

 

Because of this mental health and body degradation causes a state of thought instead of the use of Embodiment to cancel inner and outer senses 

of thought, or sublime smell not being adhered to via visual perception through Cognition of relaxing Embodiment (2). 



 

 

The act of subconscious thought in the Norm is via work or reading a book in public or at home, so as it shows Perceptive Cognition – of sense 

and sensual learning - to others that there is need for subconscious solitude. But what of the mental health client who exists in a sublime form of 

Cognitive thoughts of Self and delusional aspects according to the Norm. Well in this form the ears are an obvious point of Relativity. In the 

Norm the act of sensual causes them to look around causing the ears to redirect themselves towards the higher levels of Cognitive Perceptive 

sounds and also conversing. In the client the lack of consciousness of hearing causes the state of Abnormal to be Normal via thought without the 

presence of a book. So what of delusional thought aspects that a client may suffer. In Terms of mental health the client suffers a degrading of 

Self-esteem, but that does not fully explain why most hear vindictiveness. After all the client may be sitting in relaxed body language, like the 

person reading the book. So voices – as I will explain – have a Cognitive reasoning that causes a divide between the Norm and Abnormal 

because of the drift away from (2) and (3) into the L.V.S. 

 

 

Many clients lack the basic of cleanliness and here a big picture is built between the Norm and Abnormal. The interaction of the three points 

and the three markers creates a three dimensional aspect, but with the inclusion of the Taste/smell of a fish and chip shop creating an a 3x3 

dimensional decisional of Self in Cognitive Interpellation of: 

 

 Cognitive Perception of smell. 

 Relaxing un/conscious Embodiment that ponders on looking towards an un/conscious smell. 

 Interpellation.  

 

 

Interpellation is a conjoining of acts of interaction - where Embodiment causes the forming of a Psychosocial bonding between people. In Self it 

is the act of acknowledgement of what the Self needs to extend the state of inner peace experiences instead of delusional thoughts created via 

sounds and noise. 

 



Marker 2 relates to the point between the unconscious and conscious of Psychosocial where the realisation reaches points 1 or 2, but can also 

extend into conversation and a conjoining of the electro-chemistry of feelings. Here Theory of Mind decides whether emotions intermingle. The 

extension of Script is where smell is taken into the unconsciousness of sleep processing and causes hunger the following day or a desire to re-

meet a group or person. It also relates to scent of other factors Relative to the aspect of Human Script Interpellation of the day/night/day 

continuance of hunger and Interpellation. The example is in the Taste/smell of fish and chips extending outward to further localities and in sleep 

of Self. An unconscious act of processing towards the next day’s Events of all the above markers and points. These are the unconscious of the 

latter middle marker that creates the three dimensional picture of the Taste/smell of Coffee and Script of the unconscious and subconscious 

divide of Embodiment and communication Methods in a Performance. So this latter marker is the central Hypothesis of Cognition and its 

involvement with the Psychosocial interaction of the senses. At this point two people meeting may have Interpellation through communication, 

or stand in line for chips in relaxing body language. Here the energy of assimilation between the next day’s’ Cycle of Enquiry are the two 

strangers meeting in the fish and chip shop for the same meal. Only one has the meal as a take-away instead, causing no overt behaviourism in 

the Theory of Mind of unspoken body narration. A Cycle of Enquiry is: 

 

 Unconscious. 

 Subconscious.  

 Cognitive Perception. 

 

Looking from this view the most basic level of Cognition is Adaptations of life Events of food and scent, socialising. In most clients these are 

the main reasons for ill-health via the above markers. However, in the last marker of Perception is also sounds or a chorus of voices creating 

tonal Methods of sublime voices of their, “Life narration” of the Lower Voice of Significance (L.V.S). 

 

 

In the Cycle of Enquiry sleep is the processing of the day’s interaction that extends from Script of the previous night into the unconsciousness of 

the next day’s singular perception. This cycle is the building of electro-chemical scent that is taken into the body’s scent glands and the 

breathing and causes compatibility of CIRCADIAN?????? Body rhythms of a Performance timing according to Psychosocial status in that of 

the Core Identities meeting in the fish and chip shop. At this meeting point body language causes the point of stand in line or conversation 

forming between the two. At this point a key issue starts with the client and that is the thought of, “Hello” rather than the out-spoken form. The 

other’s responsiveness is to think over for example: work problems, and so the person classed as the Norm then continues reading the menu 



board for a different meal on their next occasion there. At this point the client is degraded by an unconscious ignorance that has no founded 

grounds in the other. So in this form the unsaid greeting becomes a narration of trying to hide from the sublime reading of the menu board via 

the use of delusional thought or Tinnitus to hide the sublime level above the L.V.S. So here, in Self-sense a client becomes delusional and a 

conversation that should have been, revolves around the life narration of the client and the would-be conversation that should have taken place.  

 

 

Goffman’s Term of Setting and Personal Front are a part of Self-sense that is carried around for intimacy, or an extension here of a Fashion 

Trend of Althusser’s Interpellation points in everyday actions of glance: ignore or acknowledge, in the state of, “We play the game for each 

other”. Interpellation is explained as the central Hypothesis of: 

 

 Relaxing un/conscious Embodiment that ponders on looking towards an un/conscious smell, noises or vocal. 

 

Script of Psychosocial interaction is via Interpellation points that are extended into the next day after sleep has processed the previous day’s 

Setting and becomes the furtherance of the Personal Front until the meeting at the fish and chip shop of scents of compatibility. In perfection the 

meeting also of a Fashion Trend causing communication At this stage, the 3 dimensional aspect of Taste/smell extends into points 1 or 2 where 

the client exists in a subconscious aspect, whilst the other concentrates on the Cognitive smell of cooking fish and chips. Here further 

degradation via the other’s sublime flaring nostrils builds the client into further depths of displayed ignorance of the Norms communication of 

Self Cognitive Perception. Simply put: the other enjoying the smell, but the client sees flaring nostrils causing paranoia as to whether they are 

spreading voices of, “Hello”.  

 

In a client point 2 of Relaxing Embodiment can be a Cycle of Enquiry based on delusional aspects of, “Why is that person flaring their nostrils 

at me”. Here furtherance of the unconscious ignorance then slowly builds in Psychosocial interpretation of the clients Core Identity in the use of 

body language via the nostrils being naturally assumed as aggression in the paranoia effect. A Core Identity is the need to be individual whilst 

keeping in an act of Psychosocial ignorance of the sublime narration. In reply the Norm of Society may look quizzically at the client of 

Abnormal Script conversation causing conversation in them or more paranoia for the client.   

 

 



In the Norm of Society the three points of: glance; ignore or acknowledge are the relaxing Embodiment of acceptance. But stress or paranoia 

causes an opposition of aspect levels of thought in the Norm and Abnormal of society. Or delusional thought created from the quizzical looks 

answered in Self-sense of a responsive thought on thought in a client’s extension of the, “Hello”. Whereas, in the Norm they may glance at the 

clock for an Alleviation of the length of time of waiting for their meal as a counteractive towards stress. Here the look also causes the Deviation 

away from the subconscious enactment of sublime notions sent towards the hearing which then causes the thought process of thought blockage, 

much like reading the newspaper in the quiet dentist’s waiting room. In Terms of the Setting frying chips is the only sound the Norm would 

need for inner wordlessness 

 

The Term Setting can also be seen as intimacy where the views are an expression of Self-sense of visual and hearing Adaptations given in the 3 

points from sleep to the awakening into Cognition of a Cycle of Enquiry. This is where sleep starts to cause the onset of paranoia in the way the 

client perceives those of Psychosocial, but also how Psychosocial reads the body language of someone who has guilty looks of thoughts without 

a book.  

 

 

Within the Setting a Performance is played via localised Script. Or the crowd within a Setting creating vibes I call the Buzz of Psychosocial 

subconscious interaction, or the chorus of voices. Here the Discussion is the tonal Setting of conversation spread through the crowd to the Self-

sensing Core Identities. At this level the chance of life and death exists, or a shrill voice creating a sore throat because of the crowds noise level. 

In this Buzz a key stage of a client’s regression into mental health deterioration is via them adapting to tonal applications of ridicule via the 

Psychosocial taking a defensive approach of the client being Abnormal to be Normal in behaviour. Madness has always been a part of life and 

this is a form of sublime Cognitive Perception that a client becomes adapted into. The Psychosocial in some will then shy away from this client 

due to their own Psychosocial Buzz no longer corresponding towards Interpellation with the client’s Performance via the Tonal Setting. At this 

point a client’s body language starts to degrade further or at least they start to become humbled in the presence of others.  

 

 

So Self-sensing Cognition can be common to the entire bodily senses – or the unconscious Embodiment of Symbolic Data - but in Terms of 

Script of a localised tonal Buzz, smell and the ensuing Self-sensing Visual Cognitive Perception. Self-sense is also the expressive language of 

body and Cognitive emotional state of tonal voice. Tones that extend into a Psychosocial enactment of a Buzzing crowd of – what is usually - 

incomprehensibility as a whole. Here, the Theoretical of harmonising into Self-sense is the moments defined in three parts of Psychosocial 

stimulation: 



 

1 Subconscious. 

2 Relaxing Embodiment. 

3 Conversation via Cognition. 

 

Symbolic Data is the creation of Self-expression through tonal Methods, but also how the body expresses in a conjoining with these in Self in 

the timed moments of a Performance. As a psychological analysis it is used and transcribed to assess the inner Self of a client. It can also be the 

creation used in art therapy. Here a Cycle of Enquiry exists within the three points via Symbolic Data and how Embodiment is expressed. The 

Term used in the latter refers to a chain of Events leading to the ending of circumstantial Events of the localised Script (Performance), via 

conversing to people or relaxing at home in front of the television or radio. It also then leads into the public domain and listening to strangers in 

the crowds Buzz on the table opposite. In the first instance the subconscious of the Norm refers to Goffman’s Script via the table opposite. This 

then causes Events of behavioural extensions in a person’s life, or glancing appreciatively at someone of the opposite sex in the Norm, whilst 

using unconsciousness of breathing inwards and then using a conscious smile. At this moment Interpellation could be caused via a drawing of 

the scent towards the smiling person. Script plays the part here of whether the day/night/day interaction of scent is corresponding in the Term, 

“The Taste/smell of Coffee”. 

 

 

In this view a client can have inner tonal ear dysfunctions in tonal Cognition of hearing via using the example of the fish and chip shop and 

ridicule in the Buzz of crowded areas and having the head lowered into the latter points of 1-2. A client may then enter a world where voices 

move from ridiculing tones to voices forming in the tones of the Buzz. At this level paranoia is its formation because of not wishing to listen to 

the table opposite.  

 

 

In these 3 points, it is a Discussion of Symbolic Data that in the Norm of individualism has no conscious meaning other than the table opposite - 

in sense and sensual - as a Relative state of peacefulness of Altruistic Psychosocial interaction, as a usage of body language and hearing 

extending into conscious visual Cognitive Perceptions. Altruistic being in the state of individual confidence built from infancy of schooling. 

This Data is the gathering of knowledge that is used by people for conversation, or an Event of Script where two or more people meet to 



converse over a future, past or present Event via paperwork. A client in the sense and sensual of Symbolic Data can lead to a world of reading 

the looks of ignorance built on look after look until such a time as absolute dejection keeps the head lowered. This being via the construction of 

paranoia as the Psychosocial Buzz of a Core Identities feelings spread and acknowledged in the sense and sensual of the Taste/smell of Coffee 

as the inclusion. Scent is the unconscious act of paranoia that the sensual glands would start to adhere to, causing changes in the emotional state 

of Embodiment of feelings.  

In the usage of feelings scent stimulus caused in an unconscious fashion causes emotional states of fear and paranoia that can become a state of 

the inner Self. If the Psychosocial Buzz becomes an Interpellation towards a conjoining in the subconscious, then the electro-chemical stimulus 

will become apparent in an absorption Method of a Core Identity. What I say of Symbolic Data is that it is the creation of minds and then 

becomes the creation of the transcribed inner Self of a person’s Theory of Mind. In Theory of Mind the transcribed Events become installed via 

paranoia of unconscious overt behaviour of the Buzzes defence against the truth of Abnormal. However it is still the Self rather than the 

deliberate overtness of others. The overt behaviour is the Altruistic Buzz of ridicule that some would see and use to ridicule a person, especially 

if progression has been made in the example of the fish and chip shop where Psychosocial conversational ignorance has already been displayed.  

 

Theory of Mind is the meeting of minds that are expressed in the view of personal Human evolution of conversation and body language, 

whether that is via art and culture, but also Ecology and the government of topical narrations. In the essence of Symbolic Data it is a state of 

electro-chemical stimulation of the body language and Cognitive mind through evolving conversations that are exacted in the Psychosocial 

Events happening around the tonal Buzzing conversationalists and their unconscious scent. So in my opinion an extension of Symbolic Data is 

the transcribed enactment of body language that a client carries around in the Psychosocial Buzz. And their electro-chemical Core Identity 

scent. I will explain how the stimulus factors of electro-chemical works in Terms of scent as we progress.  

 

 

So the body and mind work together as the Norm of Society in coherence of peaceful relaxing, but also for communication and relaxing when in 

the public domain. They are not a Method of Cognition other than in Self and those within the immediate communication. Via the first three 

routes, the Self-sense and conversation is the achieving of relaxation caused in Symbolic Data of others. It is in a locality via Fashion Trends 

giving the Self expressive appeal and un-appealing visual perception in the Psychosocial Setting. So we can say conversation and relaxation is 

being gathered from the Buzz of emotional tones of feel good factors in a Setting. That likened to over-hearing the football results on the next 

table, or feeling comfortable in the crowds’ atmospheric enhancement towards the Self-sensing of one’s own Embodiment pleasures. Here 

Embodiment is expressed as a thought, or the reading of the newspaper, or solitude of unsaid and also unheard thoughts. 

 



 

In Script, mental health clients need a Method that causes a Cycle of Enquiry that becomes the Script of electro-chemical interaction of Self-

sensing Embodiment. I say electro-chemical because the bodies glands – or as I Theorise Sensual Neurone points - become the point of study of 

the Brain sleeping and then formalising Script for the next new day’s social activities. Within Methods of Script the Brain shuts down the body 

for the gaining of interaction of electro-chemical scent stimulus caused in body language during awakening hours. Drugs such as amphetamines 

can cause a person to overload the sensual instincts of Self due to excessive wakefulness. Just like the handshake shows a man’s inner strength, 

the formula within the Brain may register scent or chemicals as confirmation of strength via the absorbing of these during the course of life and 

present time Interpellation of a Performance building. At this point the Theoretical of scent absorption causes fear and paranoia in clients via the 

Buzz, or an overloading of Cortical rebooting of K-complexes - where blinking causes a momentary sleep process of Self re-inhancement in the 

Norm. The processes of sleep are a Discussion in chapter 5. 

 

 

This interaction of scent and conversation is then assessed for the following day of consciousness via sleep. That includes the 80-90% of mental 

exertion processed in sleep. The localised Buzz extensions of the 10-20% of Ecological Humanoid Cognitive Perception are K-complexes of 

Performance stress. In the case of amphetamines the sleep stage is not achieved. In Social Sciences I do feel my mood changing due to any 

sharp changes in light and or scent, such as the local chip shop causing hunger or a thought likened to food. A trigger of realisation here allows 

for a Cycle of Enquiry in the 80-90% of mental exertion as does hearing voices drifting on the wind through the closed window by looking 

towards the window instead of the Taste/smell of chips. Voices on the wind are the stabilising into paranoid schizophrenia as tonal effects on 

the inner ear and or its link to the inner voice box where two examples of thought exist, Tinnitus being the third. 

 

 

In the client breathing exercises can eliminate sublime problems in the breathing passages and inner ear via blocking sublime voices, or it 

allows for a Deviation away from unconscious smell in realisation that thought is being initialised into the inner voice box via low breathing 

patterns. This I will explain through the Vagus nerve later.  In the Norm a scented candle would be the answering to this enactment as a 

conscious Deviation away from the subconscious. 

 

 



Now scent and movement cannot always be identified within the first three routes. 99.99% of the time, scent is not a Cognitive Perception of 

acknowledgement via body language. Other than as a sense of actions of movement in Psychosocial, towards the Events of Script Cognition of 

narration causing K-complexes in a Cortical rebooting. This being in locality at times of Events of Script that may or may not be acknowledged. 

Those phases are states of being awake and then sleeping for Symbolic Data gathering of another day, or momentary blinking into a shutdown 

of Cortical rebooting where Script is transcribed. A Core Identity also releases scent into a Psychosocial Setting of their Performance that may 

cause stimulation in others.  

It is the building blocks of the Inner Experience that builds the Theory of Mind and that is passed into Embodiment and Symbolic Data in the 

Route of Learning the Taste/smell of Coffee. Here the state of Cognitive growth in an individual of points 1,2,3 is a non-apparent. This type of 

growth is the Method of the basis of biological reproduction of electro-chemical scent of wordlessness extended after birth, or the personal state 

of Psychosocial as a scent or a sound in Script where Self-sense is timed during the 10-20% of Human Symbolic Data of conscious mental 

exertion. Or the Inner Peace Experience of the solitude of mind created in a wordless Buzz of conscious sounds created in the conscious stage of 

the womb and after birth where words do not exist as a state of points 1,2,3. “They” is only the state of a Buzzed tonal sound of Script 

Narration. In the client the tones have been replaced with an L.V.S system of delusional words created via tones, noises and scent.  

 

 

As a Human, electro-chemical stimulus can cause a look to the window and the Eventual realisation of a conscious smell of chips instead of 

looking for invasive sublime voices. Here in the Norm the glance works as a Deviation away from those voices via pointing the ears towards 

higher sounds via locating higher sounds in the immediate surroundings, or an infant moving the head to find blurry sight becoming clearer 

vision. In other Terms glance: ignore or acknowledge. In Erikson’s developmental chart the Term is, “Trust V’s Mistrust”. 

At a point some say a child has conscious sounds within the Womb. This can be considered as unconscious tonal development of voice via 

Tinnitus creating emotions or the foreground of Cognitive Perceptiveness of word formation via, “Trust V’s Mistrust” of inner and external 

sounds arriving to the ears. This formation can be considered as a point between: 

 

2       Relaxing Embodiment. 

3       Conversation via Cognition. 

 

These are as states of Relative Cognition definitions of baby babbles, or an established state of mentality prior to entering an unconscious 

wordless sound of Tinnitus of established biologically evolved vision and relaxation created via sounds and scent . This as a viewpoint is an 



established state of Humanoid growth of the un/consciousness divide of Embodiment of reading mother/child relations of scent and sound. This 

is an equilibrium of Cognitive conscious decisions of the 80-90% of Embodiment co-existing with Theory of Mind and how the baby’s sounds 

are interpreted by the mother and the child’s progression that then extends into the wordless but emotional Buzz of Psychosocial and Script.  

 

Part 2.  

 

Within Erikson’s Ego Identity it is the established state of a person and how their course of life choices have made them into a character. The 

character of a person causes communication styles and with the loss of relaxing Embodiment built from infancy - a client can become delusional 

within Script and how they react with Cognition in the Norm of Society. Ego Identity is usually achieved in the teenage years of development. It 

is a state of feeling secure about who and what one is and also possibly become. However the possibility is where stress plays its part in 

degradation of what becomes established in adolescence of a teenager. Other factors also become apparent when leaving school/university of 

social life away from the security of a stable establishment. In today’s society university credentials do not necessarily accredit the defined 

scholarship to work placement.  

 

 

For the client of mental health low states of health can be changed with a favourite scent, or re-studying can cause a desired change in the ratio 

of the 10-20%   80-90% of relaxed Embodiment causing an enhancement to their lowered Ego Identity. These low states cause an imbalance in 

the normal ratio used for the consciousness. So in mental health many are seen as mentally weak in the Terminology of the Psychosocial of 

Embodiment and Theory of Mind. Or the ratio of their consciousness being increased into the state of irrational attitudes to what is reality of 

hearing to the Norm, or what they think is thought about of them un/consciously.  

 

 

At this point it is Theoretically possible to cause an interaction of change in the Stimulus – Response of the Client’s ratio. This S – R are a part 

of conscious actions made towards Expectancy. This S – R Theory was the research carried out by Ivan Pavlov where stimulation factors caused 

effects on a dog. This being the addition of a bell at feeding time. After a time the bell alone was able to stimulate the dog into salivating for 

food. This Term being known as a Conditional Response. This CR can be the addition into the re-building of an Ego Identity via character 

building as a conscious act of studying their reactions to visual stimulus when in public.  



 

The simple act of looking up at someone can cause a facial response in both the issuer and the receiver of that upward motion if it is 

acknowledged via Interpellation of sensual scent. So a client needs to form Expectancy changes. Expectancy is the expected route of how a 

person should react to certain points of stimuli in the attitude of the Norm of Society. Smelling salts can cause the effect – if explained – that the 

effect of smelling should cause the need to form a conscious bodily notion such as to glance: ignore; or acknowledge. The latter two are the 

sense of Interpellation. It can be seen as the Sympathetic nervous system of Fight or flight. In the client of mental health it is a constant of rest 

and digest via the Parasympathetic nervous system. 

 

With Expectancy also comes acceptance in some cases. These Terms are based on Behaviourism. Much like the saliva in Pavlov’s dog, the 

Ideology of irrationality becomes an acceptance. Stimulus is both a conscious and unconscious Event of Script. Like an infant the formula is 

Cognition growth towards consciousness of the route of the Human Ideology of: the subconscious; relaxed Embodiment; conversation within an 

Ego Identity that explores Fashion Trends. When comparison is made with the Ego Identity, a client has their Behaviourism set in the form of 

subconscious body language of: Expectancy – Anticipation   Acceptance to the state of mental inhibitions through being Self consciously 

humbled via unconscious Psychosocial Self-Interpellation. Even Humans have nature’s language that does cause Anticipation or Expectancy. 

Much like the dog salivating at the sound of the bell. So here the Abnormal to be Normal is initiated as the client looks upwards giving a smile 

or a look of paranoia being discarded in a Performance to the other. 

 

 

In the Terminology however, it is both un/conscious because an Ego Identity, is that defined as an established state of mind via, the unknown of 

Self-sensing intellectual Embodiment, carried from wordless infancy of a newborn’s solitude in the Theory of Mind, that has grown to 

adulthood via bodily notions. Or even a dysfunctional Core Identity accepted within the Psychosocial as an Abnormal to be Normal adult or 

growing problematic child. The Basic relationship of infant/adult is explained as the Term that: yawning can keep a banker alert to the end of a 

late night film once in a while. The yawn being an interaction of electro-chemicals and the Inner Peace Experience of their infancy allowing 

them to sleep anytime. So here the behaviourism is of a Core Identity giving Cognitive acknowledgement to an unacknowledged conversation 

of, “Are you sleepy child”? in explanation. In furtherance: it is an explanation to a controlled state of sublime bodily functions, but not in the 

case of mental health clients who have the language of, “Are you sleepy” stored in the scent of Embodiment and Theory of Mind. Or a person 

that is using an extra 5-10% of their subconscious as a Theory of Mind via use of delusional thought continuance via, “Are you” instead of, “I 

am”.  

 



 

So, this being a starting point of an explanation of the Taste/smell of Coffee, as Embodiment of sensual electro-chemical Script in the Norm of 

Society of chips drifting on the wind to Cognitive Perception of the sub/conscious divide. Here Pavlov’s Term of Psychic Juices is the 

explanation of why the dog reacted for no reason - which hindered his research - when salivating for no reason simply because of a drifting 

smell. This smell was in all probability wafted in, in the electro-chemical movements of the researcher’s clothing or even that of the dog’s 

hearing picking up on a similar sound on the wind. 

 

 

Yawning is in fact a conscious action, but is kept as an unconscious Self-sensual compartment of a stage set in infancy of learning to become 

that of an established peaceful Core Identity. It is the enactment and sound of yawning acknowledging tiredness. Although the infant already 

has the latter it is not as yet established in word because growth and learning are undecided to the state of education leading to the established 

Core Identity.  

 

 

So here we have two forms of Perception, that causing a conjunction of sublime and Cognitive Perceptive consciousness. A yawning action – 

amongst others – has two forms of Symbolic Data: a yawn with or without a sound. A person left with hearing voices late at night or in the 

morning could surely create a different form of Expectancy via the sound being issued as a redevelopment of their S – R. Even first thing in the 

morning an Event of Script of loud yawns and stretching can become a redevelopment. Many relaxation classes allow for a time of relaxation 

with eyes closed, but do not include a wakeful session inclusion. An abrupt talk afterwards by the counsellor is also advisable. In the state of 

sleep or sleepiness the face droops down the nose from the inner eyes and pulls the outer lips downwards as well. Yawning allows these areas to 

be pulled upwards. 

 

 

In Terms of Expectancy even a depressive disorder can be alleviated via the conscious act of facial expression. Slouching the shoulders is not 

depression, just a route of the social day. Tears are the releasing of emotion, but depression has a certain facial stance. This starts at the outer 

and inner eyes and extends in a downward motion into the voice box via the outer part of the lips. These stances are all a part of the S – R in the 

balance of sublime and awareness of how a client is perceived in Cognitive Psychosocial unconscious Perception. Via the eyes and voice box 



the mouth is also drawn downwards via the inner part of the eyelids causing tears or Self-frustration. Problems arise in clients that fall into a 

state of semi-consciousness between points 1 and 2.  

 

1 Subconscious. 

2 Relaxing Embodiment. 

 

This is where the mind becomes confused in behaviourism in the Abnormal using 10-20% of the Brain as a consciousness. In sleep the facial 

muscles relax into a drooping position via the Lacrimal Gland causing a need for electro-chemical analysis. This extends downwards to the 

voice box. So when the client awakens the mouth stays in a state of what some people see as sadness. This then reacts with the latter outer eyes 

causing depression via this area being downwards as well. In my assessment it is then the ears that become adapted via the context of Tinnitus 

that is used for emotional Symbolic Data, but when they are awake. Here the extra extension of the 5-10% causing S - R stimulus between 

depression and mental illness. Here Tinnitus interacts with the inner voice box – or visa-versa - which may also cause a client to hear delusional 

thoughts, which is a simple act in some of a natural thought process of feeling sleepy, or a hard day’s work where the mind wanders away from 

the work at hand. Tinnitus is also a blocking mode, but like a hearing aid works on tonal dysfunctions, these are in fact Tinnitus discrepancies of 

an extra 5-10% of Cognitive thought processes processed in sleep.  

 

Where the Norm would hear a physical illness of partial deafness a client will have an inner voice discrepancy of sublime voices reaching from 

external or internal sources, which I call the L.V.S. Unconscious Tinnitus is an enactment of tonal vocal Interpellation that causes emotional 

responses via communication that reacts to body language. It is also where paranoid schizophrenia and psychosis are formed via its interaction 

with the inner voice box and the Buzz. As I explain more further throughout, a hearing aid can be beneficial in alleviating external sublime 

Script of a person’s life narration of the Lower Voice of Significance (L.V.S). 

 

 

In the mental health state it can be a state of delusional conversation via a partial opening of the sleep process, or the S – R of Expectant issues, 

giving an Abnormal to be Normal effect that leads them into the realms of the subconscious of the 80-90% of sublime Script of Self. So at this 

stage of a Cognitive Perceptive redevelopment, subconscious issues in script can be alleviated via Self-sensing of facial stance or a device that 

blocks lower hearing frequencies that affects clients’ via sublime noises. Tinnitus can be seen as an extension of unconscious interaction of 



Theory of Mind. In the mental health system clients may be frowned upon due to hearing voices that may be seen as a part of overt 

behaviourism of Tinnitus. 

 

  

In most cases those clients laying down for Alleviation should fall asleep. This then causing the re-stabilisation towards the 80-90% of 

unconscious mind. Therapy lessons in the facial stance of sleep and how to awaken can also be beneficial for alleviating sublime interaction of 

Self. It is also a part of adulthood where most have a natural responsive state for new stimulus in Self thought, or the dividing of the Norm of 

Society of reading a newspaper. A middle ground where the Ideology of Erikson’s and Psychosocial Moratorium exists as a new standing 

ground of tolerance for the Abnormal to be Normal. Here a yawn becomes open for Discussion between the divide of Un/consciousness. This 

leads to the feeling of harmony of euphoric dizzy drowsiness, rather than semi-consciousness via medication. 

 

 

Lacrimal Gland in Blue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are certain directions involved within harmonising a balanced conversation, with the 

enactment of the Inner Peace Experience in public. When a person is using a state of 

euphoria - this being the end Discussion between binge drinking, leading to mental health 

destabilisation or waking up with a hang-over. Here the art of relaxation in the state of Theta 

becomes an apparent (NREM2) of being semi-conscious or euphoric. This Ideology is 

known as a state in infancy of the wordless Embodiment between points 1-2: Embodiment 

and a subconscious dizzy semi-consciousness of wordless Buzzing in tonal peaceful sounds. 



This is simply because verbal communication has not become a part of the electro-chemical device of established Embodiment or Theory of 

Mind. Here the state of euphoria or the Inner Peace Experience can be known as conscious wordless drowsiness, or the art of sublime reading of 

a newspaper. Wordlessness is removed by inexperienced use of drugs: such as amphetamines and cannabis. It is more of a lower state of the 

consciousness, but however is still a Cognitive Perceptive action of semi-alertness when the eyes are open. It is a relationship that can be 

explained as a couple of pints of beer causing dizziness or the enactment of yawning causing a state at dizziness, or 6-8Hz of the Brain 

frequency of Theta. Here people take a route of Abnormal to be Normal, via playing with their Self-sense Ideology of the rights and wrongs in 

the Norm of Society by acting as merrily drunk via the use of Embodiment and speech. It can also be seen as the Inner Peace Experience via a 

Theta induced state of silent euphoria. 

 

 

Here also is the Cycle of Enquiry where a mental health client can spend time in the 5-10% of sublime word inducement as well. So at this state 

of Psychosocial, the Ideology for improvement becomes a natural state of inducement via Cognitive reading or studying. Problems arise 

between that state of baby and adult because Cognitive Perceptive words are within an adult’s body language and thought patterns. That also 

includes the emotions that are Self created via Theory of Mind in Tinnitus, but also an established enactment of the Psychosocial Event of Ego 

Identity in the electro-chemicals of body language where the, “Hello” was not issued in the fish and chip shop. This being used to extend Self-

interaction of meaning expressed as delusional thought of a conversation of Symbolic Data. It is an extension withinan extra 5-10% of the 

expanded consciousness of Script Narration of the far away L.V.S reaching the inner ear as a response to the greeting. Or the Cycle of Enquiry 

where the L.V.S is the destiny of Script Narration from Choral voices happening as a word from here and a word from over there. This is a 

Ideology of the Buzz creating a form of Aural Confabulation in the Abnormal to be Normal. 

 

 

So here we have mentioned some forms of electro-chemical Events that are involved in Symbolic Analysis of a Psychosocial Event. These 

being what the Norm of Society and the Abnormal to be Normal see as Cognitive Perception. Symbolic Analysis can be seen as the Theory of 

the 80-90% of Human’s unconscious interaction that takes place in the Script of a Core Identity when the process of sleep takes place. This 

Theory is the involvement of the body, mind and electro-chemical scent stimulus of hearing, smell and vision of what is localised in the 

peripheral of a Core Identity. This is a matter of the day/night/day continuum of looking around at the localised scenery or a humbled client 

looking down at the pavement to hide the degenerated face of sleepiness that is then processed in the Taste/smell of Coffee of sleep. In the 

Abnormal to be Normal the ears are dysfunctional to the local Peripheral sights and smell causing the state I Term as the L.V.S. 



These then become known as the Tonal and emotional instruments of a good conversation within a day/night/day continuum of Embodiment of 

the Psychosocial Event of Script. It is the Buzz of the crowd causing body language and scent attitudes of the Taste/smell of Coffee where 

impressions of conscious can only be displayed face to face. Or in a simplistic extended Terminology: narration of unconscious body language 

and a Buzz in the crowd of visual looks and unconscious smells, giving the sense and sensual feelings of touched and a feeling of being 

touched. As an explanation a shaking of hands in the Norm of Society that gives the Ideology of Symbolic Analysis of strength of character via 

voice and body.  It is an apparent of a localised Script within an establishment as the continuation of the Humans’ behaviourism and the need to 

congregate in that of bodily unconscious relaxation. 

 

In the mental health client it is the subconscious between 1-2-3 that has opened to the Terminology known as Script Narration. For example the 

chip shop has customers and this also drifts on the wind and is Relativity of the extra 5-10% of what the client would have assessed during sleep 

and subsequently consciously smelled. Instead the client is left hearing the drifting Buzz of the chip shop. So the course of redevelopment needs 

to be re-routed via visiting the chip shop or at least preparing a meal as an Alleviation or correction of the subconscious. In the client the inner 

voice uses the ears to Theoretically follow the scent outside the half closed door as a continuance of Self-sense of a Script of vocal narrations in 

a delusional enactment of noise via the L.V.S or outside voice denial due to paranoia. What the client needs for a re-routing is an enactment of 

becoming sensual. 

 

 

In Ideology, semi-conscious Symbolic Analysis of a point between 2-3: 

 

2 Relaxing Embodiment. 

3 Conversation via Cognition. 

 

At the points of these, “1. Subconscious” has become, “Off-key” and is displaced between 2-3. In clients this semi-consciousness then becomes 

the Ideology of conscious Cognition processes in Embodiment and Theory of Mind. Handshaking is an obvious option or the Orientals bowing 

a greeting, or glancing towards someone a second time for a reaction towards a greeting. This second look is a fact of the Sympathetic nervous 

system of fight or flight, but then extended in the Parasympathetic system of rest and digest. These move away from Embodiment, to a 

Symbolic Analysis of a Cognitive Perceptive Behaviourism of, “An unconscious Interpellation of energy and perspiration in hand” or the 

meeting of, “The superiority of eyes”. So when Interpellation becomes the essence of a conversation, then the behaviourism becomes part of the 



subconscious that is assessed throughout the negotiations of narration and is then used when sleep is initiated. This then becomes part of the 

electro-chemical interaction of night Script of scent absorption (sleep) or the Taste/smell of Coffee of Symbolic Analysis being stored and 

discarded.  

 

 

The Ideology of electro-chemicals here does not start at work/play however. It is built at conception of Egg and Sperm. So saying the passing of 

genetic material. Here there is no form of consciousness.  

 

If you figure on a basis of life and how it became: life started when DNA became structured to replication and caused so. Life only started when 

the pairing string died via preservation of feeding the new life. The DNA could not recognise life as the organs are not apparent. But in the 

Philosophy of the, “Tree falling” it is in fact the making of an echo for future lives to accept in future evolutionary processes. Although the 

route here shows Cognitive behaviourism via Genetic material passed on in adults, these in early infancy are purely: sleep; wake; mother’s 

affection; sleep. Even the DNA would have been like an awakening in acceptance of life and unconscious continuation, or: S – R → 

Acceptance. At this level a baby has no worded Cognitive Perception that is apparent as a worded conversational formula of the Human state of 

co-habitation, but this also being, via the addition of a behaviourism in the Interpellation continuation to, “We play the game for each other” in 

tonal development of, “Trust V’s Mistrust”. So Egg and Sperm are a sleeping continuance of what could or will be via awakening to conscious 

Altruistic choices of: 

 

 Relaxing un/subconscious Embodiment that ponders on looking towards an un/conscious smell. 

Via: 

 

 Vision.  

 Touch.  

 Body language. 

 Smell. 

 



So saying Human Cognitive Perception belongs in sound levels in the states of congregating at work and play with other more or less 

likeminded people. Or conversing the Event of harmonising localised Script of unconscious Interpellation of people passing in the street that 

create localised noise and voice of Psychosocial Performances of the day’s congregating. 

 

Now if study is then considered in infancy towards motions of Cognitive Perceptive consciousness, the areas can be placed in: 

  

a) Noise 

b) Feeling 

c) Scent 

d) Tones 

e) Sight 

 

Or the building blocks of a Core Identities communication skills via: 

 

 Relaxing un/conscious Embodiment that ponders on looking towards an un/conscious Taste/smell of Coffee via the day/night/day 

continuum. 

 

Cognitive Perceptive consciousness then becomes a point of learning via emotional development of a – e. At a new born level these are 

Ideologies that are building towards a Cognitive Perceptive consciousness of Events of wordless Embodiment in the growing infant state. So 

although a new born has the sense of the 5 points, it is a wordless consciousness. Within these points of 5 Events of Psychosocial, the Core 

Identity exists as a radiance of Script, or a baby’s first cry. Tonal emotional methods also adhere to a child’s facial stance of their character 

building towards a growth system of behaviourism. Both of these causing the state of un/subconscious body language and conversation if 

Interpellation is appropriate. Interpellation may or may not be applicable when the day/night day continuum is considered as a total unconscious 

process of the Brain establishing a Theory of Mind. 

 



Embodiment within these categories of a-e can be the difference of being allowed the title of charity shop worker or being a banker. Here – as 

with the latter paragraph a Core Identity is initiated between a constant of unconscious electro-chemical scent stimulus of the Taste/smell of 

Coffee and peripheral vision and sound. One piece of knowledge is missing though and that is Interpellation. In the theory of Interpellation and 

Expectancy the points of 3-2: conversation and relaxing body movements, cause conversations. But also as a differential of Embodiment via: 

the 5 points of a-e interacting as an unconscious Altruism in, “We play the game for each other”. This can be seen as a Performance of a daily 

localised Setting. In Altruism degradation of building skills exist as daily routines, strength of Altruism is balanced and enhanced in sleeping 

and Cortical rebooting. In the Abnormal many lack the blinking styles of Cortical rebooting. 

   

So between the route of 1-3 and a-e: a divide can be placed within a boundary of un/conscious of Psychosocial Norms and Cognitive Perceptive 

consciousness. Globally speaking this Theory becomes a scale larger than language barriers, this also causing Events of chance meetings on a 

holiday and the use of body language and the superior eyes. Point 1 – subconscious - is an Ideology of Self-sense of Cognitive thought, or a 

point of noise distraction of Self-sensual thought elimination creating a peaceful harmony in body language exchanges within a localised 

Setting. In the case of the mental health client, discord into a conscious state of the usually unknown 80-90%. Or that of not concentrating on 

other peoples Embodiment in the localised Setting. It is here at points a-e that Symbolic Data is the Norm of Society of Psychosocial and Script 

Interpellation of unconscious worded congregating, that Buzzes around the holiday, or localised coffee shop, causing sublime worded 

Perceptive Cognition in a client and their life narration. But relaxation in the Norm of Society at the new visual expressions extended from 

sights via sounds. This then gives facial and body stances away from the L.V.S from the hotel next door. 

 

 

Analysis placed here is the electro-chemical constant of the body and Brain or Theory of Mind extending into the use of body language to keep 

consciously calm and relaxed. The Brain is a biological computation of the unconscious Embodiment that gives conversation to the Core 

Identity in some circumstances of relating to Interpellation. So the occasion of consciousness of the Psychosocial, is via the audible verbal 

greeting to the Norm of Society, Relative to Perceptive Cognition or an overhearing of the others communication from the table opposite. This 

giving the chance of further un/subconscious Interpellation between the tables. Interpellation between the tables becomes apparent when a 

suitable sublime narration is heard that causes a conscious reaction of 1-3 via a-e. 

 

 

So the Discussion leads to mental health and emotional Embodiment as a cause of the biological computational inconsistencies of expression. 

So how on earth can this be assessed. Self-hypnosis and the adaptations in airflow of Feng Shui are some methods to mention. In Terms of 



mental health Discussion, the assessment is of people that think they are being touched. Even those that shy into a corner could be problematic 

of this Embodiment and Script of Psychosocial Embodiment as a flow of air disturbances of what I would Term Script Dissension. This 

Dissension is where airflow is a person’s Script of electro-chemical absorption, via the example of shaking hands and the meeting of superior 

eyes. It is not always about air in the present time. More like the Psychosocial Script acceptance within electro-chemical biological 

computations of the unconsciousness. Or biological memories that have S – R →  Acceptance in sleep extending into the waking hours as a 

continuance of a Core Identities life Script of the Taste/smell of Coffee and a sleepy state that is carried around via body language and scent that 

the ears define via the inner voice box of thought. The latter being both internal to the Lacrimal gland and an unwashed body. Quite often 

rubbing the eyes is involved with yawning to wipe away or cause moisture. Here rubbing the eyes with bald hands can be seen as a wretched 

depression. 

 

 

Night Script of natural sleep can be established as something that is not a consciousness in Humanoids. The state of dreaming is a conscious 

enactment though. However in the principles of electro-chemical hindrance this could explain abstract images via the Taste/smell of Coffee. 

These images are in Discussion: an Event that is the consciousness being used as a protection system. From the point of Ideology: an overload 

in Script causing troubles in the REM state of sleep. So dreams could be allowing the Brain to function in a singular state of: being a Core 

Identity as a singular of Psychosocial. In Terms of an understanding: this type of Script assessment of dreams cannot be corroborated in an 

individual at a singular counselling meeting. Logically speaking these dreams could - Theoretically speaking - be the visual state in the Theory 

of Mind that is building a Self-sense in Psychosocial Script. That being stated as the Taste/smell of Coffee as a visual interpretation of scent 

interaction. Hence, certain images having definitions in dream Analysis: such as falling being an interpretation of large currents of wind input 

into a Core Identities scent of the Taste/smell of Coffee.  

 

In a consciousness of Discussion the Taste/Smell of Coffee then becomes the state of, electro-chemical stimulation in a person’s electro-

chemical night Script. Or the airflow from the Taste/smell of Coffee causing body language in the daytime. Hence the rigidity of the body at this 

time of sleep, but also problems with spasms and a lack of motivational body language in clients.  

 

 

Night Script is essentially the body feeding back to the Brain the day’s electro-chemical scent and emotional Tinnitus frequency of emotional 

reactions to keep the person/s in a state of an unconscious Psychosocial equilibrium. Looking at a newborn its first essence is that of a conscious 

sound from itSelf. So in reason, Evolution chose the consciousness as its state of the Norm of Society, this Perceptive Cognition being sound 



and then sight extensions, rather than other methods in Earth’s Ecology.  For the bird in the tree an alternative state of Cognitive Script Events 

may actually be true, this being a Terminology where the natural state of life exists in Script Events of Ecological thinking of homeostasis. In 

Script Events, over-stimulus may be intertwined within the body’s electro-chemical scent of Embodiment causing bodily dysfunctions or 

degraded levels of emotional body language, but also sublime voices in the clients drifting of airflow via the L.V.S of a client’s life narration.  

 

 

This stimulus Theoretically leads to the state of the Lower Voice of Significance (L.V.S) where Script of voice is brought to the 5-10% of extra 

Cognitive Perceptive consciousness. This referencing the 80-90% that is the subconscious (wordless sounds of tone and vision) and unconscious 

(Peripheral choices of non/overt behaviour) in most people’s daily norm of activities. In the client this level is denied from them via Altruism of 

not hearing the coffee tables conversation opposite or the noise of a cup being placed down loudly. Rather, in the sensual of Script Dissension 

the table across the room is where their inner ear of Interpellation is co-ordinated towards causing a dysfunctional Buzz in the inner ear, or the 

multitude creating an L.V.S at that point in the establishment for the client. It is not that of the Psychosocial that is at fault, but age old echoes 

causing some to fall into a state of Script Dissension. 

 

 

(check goffman’s Script). Unlike the established banker, the mental health system can cause a Methodology of Script Dissension(Mine or 

Goffman’s. This Dissension has a Cycle of Enquiry that hides between sublime voices (L.V.S) via unrelated forms of sublime Interpellation of 

scent giving: hearing to far off voices and noises that create a voice narration. The latter is a cause via denial of inner voices of Tinnitus thought, 

or the wordless sound of Self. Sublime voices - like the hard of hearing, work on the Tinnitus of tonal disintegration of the normal levels of 

hearing. But Theoretically this in Terms of Script causes the Cycle of Enquiry, causing the sublime hearing that clients sometimes encircle 

themselves within. Within the old-style of psychiatry dominance was the issue. That and experimental ways based on Victorian times. Today 

much more is understood of Cultural changes in a Globalised system of commercialism. Here the Hierarchy system of today is assessed as is the 

mental health Hierarchy of Willpower struggles in hospitals. Like reaching the top, Expectancy is almost always possible. This has a double 

meaning though. So in Analysis, a new Expectancy or Anticipation is hard gained in the world of even an established group therapy client. Here 

ways need to be developed in curing and not passing on mental health as a disease of Willpowers that some criminal clients create to better 

themselves through dominance. 

 

Chapter 2. 



 

Schema and Perceptive Cognition via Electro-chemical scent 

 

Schema conceptions are a product formula of worded Recall memory via narration of any established states of vocal comprehension. When the 

use of electro-chemical scent is introduced it becomes a part of sensual movement creating harmonious interaction of body language 

intertwining with the emotionally spoken word. This creates a Cognitive memory Recall via Tinnitus causing emotional worded memory traces. 

This will be explained via the oblongata of the Brain later. Here Theory of Mind causes overt unconscious interaction through emotional 

experimentation. 

 

 

If you look at how Recall consists of trying to remember something the body starts to articulate with a sensual interaction corresponding to how 

well the Discussion is adapting towards the remembrance in a certain key point of emotional issues. At the point of not discovering the subject 

the body can become frustrated or in some cases aggressive. Here Theory of Mind keeps the ideal of a groups vocal senses in check with their 

Ideology of the Fashion Trend of body language. 

 

 

Schema is not only the key to remembering a certain key subject because Cognitive visual perception from the others creates a flow of narration 

via the behaviourism of the people conversing. It is points in the vocal narration that causes continuance of the natural Human state of 

Perceptive Cognition of: vocalisation and relaxed body language. Even at the point of frustration, electro-chemical stimulus of scent can cause a 

calming affect via the others giving sensual Cognition in the form of unconscious scent to the emotional vocal stimulation given to calm or 

frustrate the body and mind into unconscious overt submission. Obviously with the life skills obtained the odour will be forth coming without 

the Cognitive desire of smell from others. Within this reasoning, the scent becomes mostly sublime and so hidden from modern day Humans. In 

the case of frustration and anger it is more likely that the banker would show more control over primal instincts. Or a natural state of growth of: 

Script Dissension in the mental health client, as frustration or confusion via paranoia being displayed as a group. Here as a hierarchy criminals 

can cause an innocent to try narcotics even if they have no desire to try them. This being via the innocent being surrounded in the electro-

chemical scent given off by the illicit group as a happy experience. 

 



 

Here categorisation falls into Fashion Trends relating to the type of personalities that move within that circle of companionship or clientele. In 

Terms of Script a person can become frustrated or extended into aggression simply because of the usual Psychosocial attitude installed in 

certain individuals involved as a Core Identity in the attitude of the groups Norm or Abnormal to be Normal.  

 

 

In Terms of Fashion Trends the drug user will have a more heated Schema theory of finding the right words towards a productive Recall of 

certain issues, whereas the banker would use a more diplomatic method in a contract of vocalisation, or the Discussion already leading to 

absolutely no chance of the customer receiving a loan. In Terms of the drug dealer a loan could cost someone their life. Two ends of the scale in 

how Schema reacts to the emotional electro-chemical scent and Tinnitus frequencies affecting the inner voice box. This then extends into 

unconscious body language of Embodiment to conscious emotional vocal narration. At some point the scent of electro-chemicals causes an 

overload in the drug dealer that then causes a violent clash of words or body. In the banker a polite no is usually all that is needed. In court the 

dealer would only say: they asked for it. Although overt behaviourism would not be the Discussion. In a courtroom scent cannot be used as a 

defence for a state of vocal narrations. Body language is backed up by the drug dealer causing the infliction and the use of: he owed me money; 

does not become a Relative defence either. So here basic instincts are aptly approved in the banker and diplomacy, rather than someone 

exploding into aggression due to the smell of defiance. Using this as a vocal defence could of course cause a mental health assessment. 

 

 

In the opposite scaling is rape, where scent can be applied, but it is still a matter of Psychosocial approved methods of how to conduct yourSelf 

in public and at home with a new partner. If either are applying sexual scent of further Schema formulae, then the issue must  be discussed 

before either becomes overly sexual, this being a form of Script Dissension where the obvious to one or both is that discussion needs to link to 

intimacy. In the young inhibitions may cause a lack of electro-chemical knowledge of compliance. There is also the inclusion of Embodiment 

use of bodily compliance that leads to a cuddle and then a kiss, that is taken further via both accepting what is about to happen via un-spoken 

cuddles. At that point emotional Schema works as a Recall creating Psychosocial approval of how the natural state of body language is of 

approval in both. So in the Norm of Society electro-chemical scent has standards that has approval requiring little vocal input. Two Terms 

become apparent according to Fashion Trends that require a Psychosocial extension in writing: love at first sight; or sexual lust at first sight. In 

both Fashion Trends both views are acceptable, but have quite different aspects of partnership relations. Some preferring the extension of: the 

modern sex in extensions that are of a long lasting experimental sex life; or the one night of pub life and or lust. In a future courtroom perhaps 



scent analysis may one day be appropriate as would be behavioural techniques as a conjoining method through evolutionary social scientists of 

psychology. 

 

 

Schema formulae become a standard narration in the latter theory of lust, but in the experimental, conversing also plays a role that may form the 

style of completion to marriage or commitment to co-habitation. Even Schema where lust and anger of human biological scent factors of 

characteristics can be used as Relativity to Fashion Trends. 

 

 

So here four theories of Scent can be used to explain Fashion Trends of how people conduct their life in Schema formulae of Events of Script 

via scent. Even the drug user can become a banker if the Psychosocial adapt the person into willingness. Adaptations to a Core Identity are a 

slow process caused by Schema and a change of electro-chemical stimulus factors. Firstly, the removal of drugs insights a new Fashion Trend 

viewing of the person. However in reasoning personal Adaptation changes are in the un-approachable stimulus factor that many view as: 

loneliness. Here a problematic is the inward turning to thought of: how? Issues arise also in Psychosocial views of innuendo against positivism 

being gained by the drug user or rapist. Here a set of scales balance the person in a style of electro-chemical degradation or enhancement. It is at 

this level that it then becomes the point of pure chance. Simply because of the sensual scent factor of incomprehensibility. Factors of positivism 

for or against can relate to character strength, but also innuendo of hurt caused to others. Here is where the scale forms a judgement in electro-

chemical scent and Script of vocal tonal developments causing success or a downfall into the mental health system. Much like an overdose 

caused in a tipping of the scales, it can be construed as Script requiring further examination. 

Script becomes Relative to tonal adjustments caused in airflow of a client, but also a closing down of certain parts of the Brains electro-

chemical stimulus of their Embodiment via medication. In some this causes erratic motion. A Core Identity is a personal state of a person’s Self-

sense that a doctor cannot truly enter. However with the use of knowledge gained in using the Lower Voice of Significance extensions can be 

made in Psychology. In the L.V.S it is a narration of tonal development of how reactions are made by clients according to their states of: 

 

1. Subconscious 

2. Relaxing Embodiment 

3. Conversation 



 

These three Ideology create an electro-chemical S – R in a person to person that then uses points of: 

 

a) Noise 

b) Feeling 

c) Scent 

d) Tones 

e) Sight 

 

So to the doctor Script and Schema is a statement of sensual factors of partial incomprehensibility that they leave at work and then enter the 

pleasure of home time Taste/smell of Coffee. In the state of Script however innuendo can sometimes be overheard in the person to person route 

of conversation via psychiatric dominance. In this point building blocks can be given to re-enhance a Core Identity back into a new Core 

Identity in the use of Bodily notions by mental health workers. Behaviourism is a big issue of lacking in qualified doctors and counsellors in the 

mental health system. With the use of medication neural transmissions of body language also become dysfunctional. So where a nod is usually 

purveyed via looking upwards to the partial incomprehensibility, it can become a lack of Script identification where the dominant shake their 

head to denial causing: why to become how? Here the client already has the question of how, but an additional question forms a backlog of 

enquiries in electro-chemical scent of Script, that is usually assessed in Night Script. So here unconscious Cognition of Script Performance 

becomes dysfunctional. In theory these two questions cause a lack of motivation in point 2 of a Performance simply because the how came from 

the client, but the extension of why causes non-production of Self-improvements in Psychosocial timing and improvements. The why can stem 

from the overdose, so the question however is not: do you hear voices, but why did you take an overdose.  

 

In Script it is not a matter of qualitative conversation, but rather quantitative emotional analysis via discussion. When viewed like this a client 

can reflect as to how they can climb the Psychosocial ladder to Schema and emotional approval. Casualties of Consciousness rarely have 

problems that cause big issues and leave the system sooner rather than later in formula of Script. 

 

Mental health clients are a Theory of: Casualties of Consciousness (Script Dissension). When looking at Script – it is a conscious enactment of a 

life story and a collective of singularities causing that story via noises in Homeostasis. However the collective of singularities cannot be blamed 



for the drift of breath or noises on the wind. After all clients also consign themselves into the design of that collective via their own ear holes 

moving with head motions and also bodily sounds they create making emotional representations. Here Schema has another meaning of 

Perceptive Cognition methods. In the Terms of uncontrolled circumstances of a client, they can actually mock the innocent bystander if the 

client starts to enter a criminally insanity syndrome via sublime whispering.   

 

 

As has been theorised on, electro-chemical stimulus is gathered in the night of sleep. So the extension is: how is mocking used in daytime by a 

physical criminal over-extending Psychosocial Norms. Visionary sleep or a daytime of hallucinatory drugs are an obvious choice. So: 

  

 Schema and electro-chemical scent   Inferential Reconstruction (DXR222) = a Perceptive Cognitive Consciousness or an overspill of 

sublime into a mental illness in the day. 

 

As the above marker explains a consciousness is formed in daytime as a referencing to a-e in the use of emotional conversation and peripheral 

sight and sound extensions. This being an extension of a newborns first cry to Peripheral visual blurriness. Whether hearing at a level of the 

Norm of Society or, at the sublime level in the Abnormal to be Normal of an extra 5-10% of the collectives of Schema in the how and why. 

Sleeping is the enactment of Symbolic Analysis that references to the Taste/smell of Coffee via electro-chemical Script creating Perceptive 

Cognition once awake. This electro-chemical Data becomes a meeting in the Events of emotional Script and the resulting Performances. This 

being whereby what’s seen and heard during daytime and evening forms the next daily routines of the Psychosocial congregating after sleep 

processing. In sleep this processing is via the Brain processing the 80-90% that gives a day/night/day continuum of a Core Identities Personal 

Front of the 10-20% of consciousness. 

 

 

In terms of this initiation in sleep, a person envisioning or hearing this extra 5-10% could cause a problematic in electro-chemical stimulus of 

another person by using dumb silence or mind games as a sublime consciousness instead of unconscious motion or idol chat of Inferential 

Reconstruction during the day/night/day continuum. This Ideology would cause an initiation of voices in a person’s mental health in the fish and 

chip shop, or the breaking down, via stress given to the Psychosocial from the Core Identity. In Terminology, Script in the person then becomes 

another route of Script Dissension via the client or person using this criminality method. Here the L.V.S is changed in the other person’s state of 

mind, causing confusion. Levels of confusion would vary as to how much is inputted into the person’s drifting Script, as is true of the innocent 



visiting a drug dealers home. Sleep or Cortical rebooting however, causes a reaction that is a re-enhancement via Historical Insignificance of 

faces and the reinstating of the Fashion Trends of their clique. A re-strengthening of Erikson’s Ego Identity of Psychosocial electro-chemical 

Data in the Norm of Society. This really though, does not form a conscious Perceptive Cognition in the Norm if the faces of the Front are only 

forms relating to comparable Psychosocial facial identities of peripheral congregating.  

 

 

Historical Insignificance can be seen as Altruistic Adaptations and adjustments that are carried out in the Cycle of Enquiry of evolving growth. 

This happens in the course leading to a person’s present time, via growth of Theory of Mind and peripheral facial congregating. It also relates to 

the Buzz within a Setting. That leading to Goffman’s Term of Front whereby what is carried around in the persona causes effects into his Term 

of a Performance. So the Performance is how people perceive the person, but this also causes stimulus of unconscious interact ion via body 

language and Tinnitus of emotional tonal language stances. These have an influence on the Psychosocial, from the viewpoint of a Core Identity 

as a singularity, in the presence of the stances of facial and bodily collectives. 

 

 

In this Terminology the marker shows Inferential Reconstruction is explained as a confusion method as well. Here a client that loses sleep may 

cause themselves an overload in Theory of Mind and Embodiment, or an overspill into the day, but not that of a Norm of Society. This can be 

seen via the innocent and dominant of Altruism trying to find Interpellation points of the how and why. 

 

At this point if a person becomes traumatised within their Front, then it could lead to a state of daytime sleepiness. If the person does not get the 

desired state of closing the eyes into Cortical rebooting or sleep then more stress is apparent. This being: the state of Ecology of Humanoid 

interaction of natural Perceptive Cognition and how day/night exists in Recall formulae, or the mind becoming cluttered via the senses of Script 

Relative to the points of a-e causing conscious problems in points 1-3. In another form of Ideology, Cognitive sublime awareness as 

consciousness and the sleep of conscious interaction - of the Taste/smell of Coffee - is the methodology of criminal activity. This used as 

Analysis in the next waking hours conversations as a sublime sleepy action. Here a Casualty of Consciousness then becomes the formulation or 

a mental health criminal that does not admit to hearing voices. But the Casualty of Consciousness in their ignorant innocence replies to the 

doctor of voice, “Yes I hear voices”. 

Looking further then, the relationship of behaviourism and sleep can be discussed via daily routines of Script congregating, or the use of 

unconscious sublime Perceptive Cognition of: looking over the surroundings at the sign of a noise through points 1-3 in a sublime, conscious or 



peripheral viewing. Sleep obviously being a state where the mind categorises for storage and cancellation the extensions towards Script Events 

as a part of a Front of historical Insignificances extending a Core Identity. Just like the daytime produces politeness to a comparable stance 

(facial stance and Fashion Trend) that is walking past them. This can reach a point of hello as an Interpellation that then ascends into sleep as 

Symbolic Analysis of a person’s Script Narration of the unconscious words of the congregating facial and Fashion Trend regularities Buzzing 

within a Setting. In the formulae of Script it would also mean that: congregating forms initial Trend meetings. Although time is sometimes a 

commitment, an unlikely meeting would seem to cause much greater attraction in the natural state of Interpellation in relationship and business 

reactions of bodily stance and dress. So for the Casualty of Consciousness the, “Hello” becomes an answering to themselves in their humbled 

Self where the head is lowered into a droopy sleep, rather than an expression like that of the Norm. At this point the why becomes the second 

point as destabilisation of mentality?! 

So to extend the theory to cancellation, but also to use Spiro’s Inferential Reconstruction as an extension towards the uncontrolled client or 

casualty: it can be used as a returning of their words to themselves via a semi-sleep state induced via the day/night/day continuum via 

medication to get them talking above whispers to the L.V.S. This then causes cancellation or an input into the client using corruptive Script. It 

can also be used against innuendos spread against the Casualty of Conscious that heard the old-style dominance of a doctor. Corruptive being 

the, “Hello” omitted or whispered or via false emotion in someone of a criminalised mentality envisioning someone into their lives. Here also 

the Casualty of Consciousness can alleviate problems of falsehood and innuendo. This in essence being in Terms that in truth defines witchcraft 

in the criminal. Via using the L.V.S it eventually causes curing of the innocent via, allowing the nose to follow their own electro-chemical scent 

and giving them: a causing of not checking Script of the Lower Voice of Significance, but instead using points a-e in a conjoining with relaxing 

body language of euphoria once Script Dissension changes have been made.  

This then gives the person time to use Embodiment as a way of answering the Script Dissension whilst not disturbing themselves into a state of 

voicing towards them once Alleviation has been achieved. Just four simple rules of behaviourism can allow the silencing of uncontrolled states 

of mind. These uncontrolled states are not a true Theory of Mind or Script, but people using it as an overt manipulative controlled conscious 

state. So: 

 

 Nod of the head. 

 Shaking of the head. 

 Thumb up. 

 Thumb down. 

 



In behaviourism these four routes of learning are a method of an adult trying to find what their un-talkative child wants. The exception on the 

television stated of a Rainforest people doing an opposite of the nodding head in body language. Something a client could Theoretically use to 

confuse Script when intertwined with drugs. This being used as a Theoretical to: someone that is using an uncontrolled Script to dominate 

another or, “Overt behaviourism” in Theory of Mind to someone who is in the natural state of sleep or consciousness. At this point thumbs 

become a lesser conscious state compared to conscious Embodiment of sublime nodding in confirmation in daytime interaction.  

Within the route, Embodiment becomes the natural state of emotional scent responses. At this level the Ideology of scent is a truth against any 

falsehood of body language via Feng Shui. In Embodiment the un/consciousness of using a thumb releases an Emotional statement of non-

verbal communication, but at times an energy, hence the police lie-detector machine. It also gives an unconscious glandular scent response for 

the daytime or night. Or the response of electro-chemical Symbolic data used during the day as a Core Identity in the Psychosocial standard of 

the Norm of Society. This being the state of inducement that overlaps from sleep to wakefulness to peripherals. At this latter level a morning 

routine allows a process of noise. Within sleep, noise is not applied in Humanoid Perceptive Cognition other than in the initial state between 

NREM1 and NREM2. So at the point of waking there is need for extra input in a client to reach that charity shop worker via conscious noise, 

rather than sitting down in a sublime method of the Casualty of Consciousness. 

In Theory of Mind the Psychosocial can be interfered with by a Core Identity. This being where someone uses Script to control someone 

towards their, “Overt behaviour”. So here we have the mind of a Psychosocial criminal. In defining the overt behaviour of the criminal, it goes 

un-noticed, while the other person descends further into forms of stress. In this methodology the criminal then becomes a new class of mental 

health client that could be defined as an infection that needs quarantining. In Psychiatric practising then a doctor can simply quarantine clients 

via an inducement into the person’s Theory of Mind. In the innocent a late night film can cause the necessary changes into their electro-

chemical re-enhancement. After all yawning is also considered as a statement of being bored watching the film, or sleepy because of the film, or 

ignorance spread towards Script.  

In Script the truth belongs to all, as the Symbolic Data is the internal Globalisation of the Englishman’s castle being invaded via an insignificant 

sound of criminalised conscious sublime voice. In Script the criminal then eventually becomes part of their own noise and Schema. 

To a mental health client a Cycle of Enquiry leads to the need to voice their Script as a coercing to placation of Script Narration. At points of 

aggression the thumb or head become necessary with the inclusion of further body language. This being the simplistic method of: relaxing the 

jaw away from a clenched position. In this unclenching, the act leads to the tongue and Tardif Dyskinesia that forms the subconscious into 

forming a narration, of conversing with the Script Dissension of their overt behavioural aggression or frustration at a sublime level. This being 

by using a route of the actions of body language plus the relaxing of the jaw and also the tongue for a person to then change – what is 

Theoretically a criminalised aspect of sublime voices into an enhancement towards the Inner Peace Experience of unconscious bodily notions. 

So people that are classed as Casualties of Consciousness are in essence experiencing deceptions of atmospheric conditioning in their 

Performance. This being a factoring of localisation: to the wind patterns of Feng Shui in collectives of Core Identities queuing at the chip shop. 



Using the Schema formulae, the Theoretical is of an electro-chemical stimulus that is Embodiment via translations of: writing; thinking and 

speaking; drawing and thinking; Inner Peace Experience. These four natural extensions are carried from infancy into adulthood creating 

Relativity of Intellect that leads a person up or down the Hierarchy ladder via Interpellation of: 

4. Glance. 

5. Handshake, smile, greeting, looking away, etc. 

6. Conversational notions of Relativity of Intellect.  

7. Intellect Variables. 

Relativity of Intellect are variables created from birth and are Altruistic tools that a creature trades throughout its life to barter around with 

within Performances. This is the Route of Learning and the growth or established stimulus of the Relativity of Intellect as an Ego Identity in the 

Taste/smell of Coffee. Relativity of Intellect, being the life choices leading to being a banker or charity shop worker that is Historical 

Insignificance of the learnt unconscious to awareness of the Inner Experience. As a Discussion of growth this leads to the aging of a newborn 

via Embodiment and the handshake that leads back to basics of the nod or shake of the head of an Ego Identity staging Moratorium. Or the 

unconscious acknowledgement of the Inner peace Experience that is: expressed in strength of solitude and quietude as a Core Identity 

interacting via notions. In the handshaking or the lower the bowing of eyes, the how and then why becomes the singular answer of nodding yes. 

The more expressive the behavioural notions of Moratorium in servitude, plenitude and strengthening practised as Altruism of the Taste/smell 

of Coffee via scent and communication.  

So Embodiment explains electro-chemical scent stimulus and has a compartment in Schema formulae. Simply because of the Human need to 

congregate and the banker or charity worker attending the same football match for entertainment. This in turn then causes the need to converse 

of the memories of the crowd cheering childish wordless Buzzing sounds of encouragement. In the case of each person the Inferential 

Reconstruction is lived in the banker or charity worker chatting or an abstract electro-chemical causing sensual glandular triggers of happy 

times of incomprehensibility via a smile across the street. In some, this then causes a sigh and in others a sigh and then a smile. This giving rise 

to glandular scent, making apparent conscious triggers of emotion related to the Taste/smell of Coffee between Core Identities in localisation of 

a collective. The initiation of the sigh shows a lack of motivation, but to sigh and smile shows a rethinking towards another football match that 

at times seems too far away in time. Something that could be an inducement of old-style psychiatry due to the lethargic state induced via 

medication.  

The latter two emotional comparisons, also being the Cycle of Enquiry that can move someone upwards on the Hierarchy ladder if the thought 

is conscious. The Methods of application re-arrangement are in hearing and the defining of the glance towards the smile for electro-chemical 

stimulus as a reference example. Or the omission: of thoughts of Déjà Vu in the intertwining of Script Narration and Embodiment overlapping 



in the night and day. In translation the French Term is an explanation where Theory of Mind overlaps into conversation through body language 

and also a sensual scent stimulus of Spiro’s Inferential Reconstruction. 

Déjà Vu has an Electro-chemical scent stimulus to the emotional state of the facial and bodily stances. It’s Theory of Mind that has extensions 

here that are defined by not allowing the state of Script Narration to cause a Casualty of Consciousness within. That being a facial look that can 

actually define words, for example explicit to, “Cheer up” followed by the words.  

This unconscious stance is triggered via the outer eye pulling the eye region up near the outer eyebrow and also raising the outer lip on the same 

side. This causes a state of Interpellation of turning the glance to a smile if the Script Narration allows the Psychosocial Event of Script to move 

towards a point of letting the humbled look upwards to Interpellation. It can be used as a Core Identity and be spread in unknown appraisal of 

the person’s interactive skills of Psychosocial narration creating a new Performance.  

Here the divides then become apparent in trends of people, but also interactive skill comparisons. The charity shop worker meets far more 

people than the banker. But the banker’s work leans more towards the specialist field of conversing as educational. The charity shop worker 

would use several words in a busy shop. So in terms of Cognition and Hierarchy, the latter becoming a bank worker would seem daunting once 

full initiation of the mental health systems Psychosocial Moratorium had been placed into the charity shop worker’s Core Identity. 

This can be placed in behavioural Terms of the Bully/lesser Child or: Abnormal to be Normal. If the bully can get away with the Ideology then 

it becomes a part of their S – R → Acknowledgement. However a criminalised state is much easier to catch than someone being assessed in a 

mental health hospital. The bully then adapts their electro-chemical scent to play that particular part in Events of Script. In the Psychiatric 

criminal, the difference is in that factor of knowing what they are doing. One doctor I spoke to referred to them aptly as, “Sublimers”.  

These Sublimers can cause what can be explained as: as air intake blockage causing speech paralysis or speech used for thought blockage. This 

can cause a disturbance in the Inner Peace Experience, or the need for Cortical rebooting via blinking, or even sleep, even that of sublime rape. 

In any chance meetings it is unapparent, but at localised levels a client can cause alarm. Within One’s Theory of Mind is the conceptualising of 

the Psychosocial and an individualism of Self-sense of choices. These Sublimers when using hallucinations, but also a disjointedness of 

Tinnitus and vocal narration based on their incorrect sleep methods can create themselves into a person that should not extend their Ideology 

into Embodiment and Humanoid choice of conversation in public.  

These people are usually labelled as paranoid schizophrenics. As one I questioned said, “You go along with the system until they start to ignore 

you”. However the problematic is that they have had acknowledgement of Stimulus – Response → Acceptance. In the Relativity of Intellect 

psychologically speaking the: heart; Tinnitus and scent glands are the unconscious Theory of Mind and its enactment of using Embodiment of 

established S – R → Relativity of Intellect against the strength of inner vocal intrusions. Or the criminalised becoming accepted as a Norm of 

Societal attitude in thought of Tinnitus, whilst hiding behind vocal narration to the unaware! 



In an extension of Erikson’s Core Identity: our bodies are the enactment of the Psychosocial, expressed via the Inner Peace Experience being 

outwardly expressed bodily. In criminal narration of intended vocal boosting of Interpellation they hide emotional Tinnitus corruption extended 

into the inner voice box of others. Here is a system of physical crimes and in the client mental health technicalities. Here Recall of the night’s 

electro-chemical scent stimulus causes unwanted compliance to body language in the Theory of Mind of a person of unawareness 

Here the Ideology of the L.V.S becomes the apparent in sublime voices explained as Script Dissension of criminalised sublime date rape. This 

being a formulae of public congregating in Interpellation and the degrading of the Inner Peace Experience via intrusion of the inner voice box. 

but also how merely sitting in public causes a natural state in the Theory of Mind receiving states of stress drifting on the scent of wind of Feng 

Shui. At these points blinking into a Cortical rebooting causes the natural effect of cancellation of inner voices. So for the Bully of criminal 

schizophrenia it would mean it would be necessary to change how emotional Tinnitus input has been used as a displacement method during 

conversation. Within Ego Identity it means the Self striving towards, “A feeling of who and what one is” (DSE212) as a way to re-establishment 

of individual uniqueness in striving for solidarity within a groups’ Ideology. This Ideology being steadfast in a community and what it expects 

of mental health clients. Where the Tinnitus makes an impression in Perceptive Cognition, breathing patterns need to be corrected. Within deep 

breathing are techniques of Cultural relaxation methods. So where points of any aggression of mental health illnesses occur: breathing causes a 

change of Script. So: 

8. Look 

9. Hear   ↔   ↔   ↔   Intellect Variables. 

10. Ignore 

Intellect Variables are built-in compartments of emotional electro-chemical stimulus of scent as a non/perception of the body’s language. Noise 

is an initiation of the visual, but scent is the drifting into the states of the partially incomprehensible, or the glowing of a woman or mans scent. 

So within scent the Theoretical becomes the sub/conscious state of Theory of Mind explained as Déjà Vu via tonal emotional input. This gives 

reason to the importance to being alert to wordless sounds above the L.V.S for criminal clients so assessments can be made. But also, away 

from the split personality of two characters building Banalities of Evil. Here they become variables of Interpellation that lead to the 

Terminology of Historical Insignificance cancellation via commonality of scent built from infancy. This Term can be classed within the points 

of 8-10. At point 9 character building is the un/conscious essence of scent. Although at 10 the Term used is, “Ignore” there is a Relativity of 

how the person is appreciated and the physicality of appreciation. Much like a baby crying or laughing at the meeting with a stranger, or the 

baby looking again, with an appreciation towards the scent via: redefining the look of sublime ignorance to a conscious smile, or an emotional 

Intellect Variable gained in scent. Intellect variables build a persons Relativity of Intellect via scent release that then construct together to form 

facial emotions and bodily notions.  

Looking at it from this concept, then a theory can be built into how Embodiment and Theory of Mind become a form of Symbolic Data of 

emotion and scent Intellect Variables, simply because the Variable will be that of an electro-chemical stimulus. Theory of Mind is built on 



successive states of Historical Insignificance of sublime ignorance to the Psychosocial Script of incomprehension. But within the states are 

adaptations of evolvement such as – in worded sense, “And” becoming the math of, “Plus” or, “+”. This being passed onto the state of 

Interpellation as just another Intellect Variable that needs discussing in the Norm of Societal changeover of a second glance in the Performance 

of Schema. Or the discussing of a football match that you once played in.  

So Intellect Variables become a part of emotional Schema, but also with the inclusion of Embodiment and its extension into body language of 

individualism of a person’s Theory of Mind as a Relativity of Intellect via: 

a) Noise 

b) Feeling 

c) Scent 

d) Tones 

e) Sight 

So within Schema the surroundings can become indicative as an electro-chemical scent creating emotions, but also the inclusive of Theory of 

Mind that adapts to conversing and relaxation via Relativity of Intellect. Embodiment shows categories of Fashion Trends, but within states of 

Interpellation are references to the bankers family and a boisterous football crowd chanting praise in unison of a team. Or an electro-chemical 

stimulus of localised Script in a Historical Insignificance. So here the obvious method becomes Relative to Erving Goffmans’ of localisation of 

Script via, not personal Interpellation, but an extension to Script of, “We play the game for each other”.  

This extends the theory of Schema into the formulae of Embodiment and Script of a Core Identities Psychosocial enactment. Script being the 

Ideology of an entertaining match of getting your football team to win the match, just because you are within the locality of vision. It further 

leads into Homeostasis and the day/night/day continuum of Historical Insignificance. Intellect Variables and Embodiment in this type of Event 

of Script rely on tone from the crowd as a whole to make the addition in the football matches atmosphere. So for a charity shop worker tones 

can be initiated into further, by visiting extra matches. These tones being known as the emotional Buzz. Even at this level of congregating a 

Core Identity is an individual part that plays in the subconscious building towards the S - R of the football teams experience. So Relativity of 

Intellect becomes the apparent of: 

 Embodiment → Psychosocial of sound = Core Identity of Electro-chemical stimulus → Theory of Mind of collective. 

It can be discussed in the football crowd creating more ferocity towards a goal in Embodiment of the players via Overt Behavior of the chanting 

created as a Theory of Mind. The state of Historical Insignificance creates adaptations of evolvement towards the And becoming a Plus. Even 

the Discussion based on a Core Identity becomes Theoretically true when the Goalkeeper misses a save causing a goal to the other team via 

Overt ridicule. Or the Theory of Mind based on Overt Behaviorism of outplaying another via the ridicules.  



It also extends to Script cancelling of a more euphoric Buzz leading to disappointment in the losing team. Or a swaying of positivism to the 

lesser team outplaying the dominant via the Buzz. The point of Interpellation is given to the Buzz of the crowd via the Event of Script of the 

Lesser Child being more dominant, or Perceptive Cognition of voice and Embodiment of cheering at the visual deception of the lesser team. It 

also has the apparent of just another emotional Intellect Variable to be discussed in the Norm of Society. The Relativity is a concern to Self-

sense and some peoples’ desire to create words of voice of, “And a plus mark is f***ing given” in the dominant.  

In Terms of mental health there becomes a point where words of defense are voiced. If you look at Script, using a Lower Voice of Significance 

assessment it should be carried out under controlled circumstances. Cancellation is then carried out via voiced narration, but those of criminal 

Script Dissension become the true concern rather than the Casualties of Consciousness. These can simply be answered with behaviorism to keep 

the innocent within the safety of plainness. The use of S - R then becomes a routine of Self-sense of body based on platitude of those of 

Dissension. This then extends into an extension in Theory of Mind of:  

 Alleviation (1) 

 Deviation (2) 

 Cancellation (3) or (2) 

 

1 Subconscious. 

2 Relaxing Embodiment. 

3 Conversation 

This leads to a new empowering of Core Identity of Self-sense of compliance into the Inner Peace Experience. It can also be considered as 

training of Intellect Variables of the obvious truth behind Script of Self-sensation interacting as a Psychosocial truth against innuendo. I will 

explain more of the markers as you progress. 

Schema and Embodiment link via the use of body language causing encouragement to continue or start a conversation. Schema can be 

considered as Self-sense via Embodiment released from its wordless state. The Self-sense can be based on driving around a town in a car. In this 

Event of Script the driver travels round several times looking for a street. Here a Perceptive Cognitive picture is built of several scenes. 

However the Schema becomes the point of asking someone sooner than later for directions. This is simply because an Intellect Variable of 

annoyance would or could cause words of heat within the car. Those using a banality of evil become someone prepared to persevere to a point 

of explosive Schema or Embodiment, or in Terms of a Psychopathic mental health patient, the manipulation that corrupts Script in the Norm of 

Society. This is the probability of Script Dissension and in the Cycle of Enquiry can be likened to memories of the returning goal in the scoring 

of a point by a boisterous person. Or a client that uses voice in a more preferred state that it is okay to be Abnormal to be Normal. The extension 



for re-enhancement can be considered as the state of Psychosocial Moratorium creating a sublime chant of words when watching a match on 

television, much like the yawning of a late night film in the banker. At this stage there is a divide between S - R and where a client can push 

Script too far. This being a criminal act of a mental health client if it is used outside what another person’s perceptive Theory of Mind would 

allow in sound levels in an apartment block at one end of unorthodox relaxation.  

These criminalized states cause the theory consisting of an inner peace regression to a state of mental health problems of, “Not hearing the far 

off coffee cup”. This can be discussed as an L.V.S Dissension in perception caused via a mental health system of a corruptive client revving 

their engine at every opportunity. However at point 2 on the next chart, high pressure lives can cause a higher degree of Relativity of Intellect 

that is above the standards of a charity shop worker or the client in the Hierarchy scale.  

So within Script, ranges of voice un-comprehensibility via old-style doctors, become a necessity of Evolutionary Psychology. Here the old can 

be used with methods of Evolutionary Psychology. Psychiatric dominance I suggest is based on 3 Methods of Script: 

 L.V.S 

 Unreasonable Cognition Perception 

 Double standards in communication 

The L.V.S is the Theory of making someone create an illness instead of defying routes in religion of the creation of life and death. Like with 

scent, so words flow in the air of a Core Identities persona that sometimes incite a Cycle of Enquiry. This in theory is a part of old-style 

psychiatry and religion or corruption of a person’s food system in the Taste/smell of Coffee via today’s assessment of energy values, or hairs in 

the ear hear for you! This in theory causes short circuiting in a person’s energy flows. Or airflow concerned within Feng Shui correction. Here 

Variables of Intellect and Intellect Variables may have created subconscious conversation towards clients. But in theory also criminalized 

clients that use Script Dissension against others in the form of influencing another’s variables of body and thought. This subconscious 

conversation in theory would relate to the Terms of an extension of the natural progression of mental health Hierarchy dominance. So in the 3 

Methods of dominance, electro-chemical scent states could exist as sublime influence. But not existing as truthful Altruism of a doctors 

balancing between the same order of the above: 

11. Scent 

12. Feng Shui (airflow) 

13. L.V.S denial into semi-consciousness 

These can be defined as unreasonable Perceptive Cognition of dominance routes. Variables of Intellect or Schema create Recall and the meeting 

between therapy groups causes emotional electro-chemical scent stimulus that surrounds a group into Core Identities of Psychosocial babble 



under the level of the Norm of Societal hearing. This is then carried into the open air where Script enactment starts another Cycle of Enquiry 

from the Norm of Society. Much like the Ideology of the L.V.S this state is a fact of life concerning Script and Casualties of Consciousness.   

If you look at the body it will conform energy and scent into Script. If a mental health key is given - in Terms of old-style likened to: do you 

hear voices, to someone who does not know its double standard and then answered yes; then a scent of emotional dishonesty would be placed at 

a level of enquiry. This enquiry could be: how do people trust double standards of a doctor. This is the Ideology of what could be defined as an 

improbability Code. Here this chart defines the routing of an example of a Self-sense of quietude and Dissension with (1) being the Alleviation 

point or Dissension point: 

Chart 3 

Wordless noise response (8) (12) 

                   ↕      

         ↕                     

      Self-sense (1),(3)  ↔↔ Psychosocial (2),(8), (9),(10),(11) 

                            ↓                                                                                                 

      Voices (8),(9) and then (10 or 13) 

__________________________________________________ 

 

1. Un/sub/conscious. 

2.  Relaxing Embodiment. 

3.  Conversation 

 

8.   Look 

9.   Hear   ↔  ↔  ↔   Intellect Variables 

10. Ignore 

 



11. Scent 

12. Feng Shui 

13. L.V.S 

 __________________________________________________ 

At the point of 1, Alleviation is not within the scope of the Abnormal to be Normal. Their place, is in the route of variables of 8 and 9 leading to 

13 of the L.V.S and not 10. The missing links in clients is the consciousness of wordless sound made by their own Core Identity at lower levels, 

such as scuffing the feet or even the table opposite. Or Dissension created in their own unconscious sound acting as a sublime thought pattern of 

psycho-babble to others via the non-use of Cortical rebooting. At the point of 10 or 13 the client lacks the conscious skill of appraisal simply 

because of the mindset of constantly being humbled into abjection of voices and what can be termed as sleepwalking in a sublime conscious 

fashion. This is the state of not looking towards a point of hearing higher wordless sounds of the Intellect Variables as a, method of 

acknowledging the day/night/day continuum of electro-chemical stimulus of the Norm of Society, as a Core Identity of consciousness of: a 

stable unconscious Sympathetic and the Parasympathetic nervous system. Here I say is a part of the extra 5-10% of a client’s extended 

consciousness. What I will state is that 5-10% is only an example not a figure of statement. So instead they continue into the state of airflow of 

sublime L.V.S that is not a part of the conscious humanoid wakefulness via, “Fight or flight” or “Rest and digest” as an act of unconscious 

motions placed in points of Self-sense via Psychosocial of the collectives of Self-sensing electro-chemical scent reactants.  

The chart explains quietude and Dissension, the obvious is in the fact that it keeps the banker within their Core Identity, but can also cause 

mental health issues as Casualties of Consciousness. At point 12, it is the initiation of relaxing body notions to move the hearing away from the 

sublime, but also the use of the body to counteract sublime ultra-sounds hitting the body and ears. In the Psychosocial 2, 9 and 11 are the 

initiation of conversation, but also the Inner Peace Experience via the Buzz of a harmonious crowd. 

Here a client - a drug dealer addresses the Method of 3 routes of: conversation; relaxation; sublime, via any information that the drug user needs 

explained. But however in domination terms it means that the user was at fault for any sublime stressfulness that is related – not via an electro-

chemical stimulus of scent (11), because that would be a mad thing to say. Explained in psychology as the moving of a noise of wordlessness 

(12) to a delusional state of mind where there is no conscious physical proof! (13) to the average person on the street. To the banker this is not a 

state of mental health, but the mental health world of old-style psychiatry that would have thrived on these types of Ideology with religious 

fervour. Even 2,000 years ago the behaviourism in Humanoids had levels of – at that time – religious madness and sacrifices.  

The L.V.S in terms of the banker happens to be the scent of Aftershave. To the mental health hierarchy it is a devious planning to consent an 

explanation for the audacity of smelling the doctor of Hierarchy and what facial emotion of indignation and aggression that is the doctors reply. 

So the scent gets initiated into the client via the already Psychosocial Abnormality of hearing voices. In the old-styles of methods, the 



experimentation on Human’s through medication was deemed to be acceptable. Today it is more confirmed towards section rules of 

bureaucracy. Even today clients can be liberal towards medicaments due to Global monetary trafficking of selling their medication.  

At the point of hearing voices the drug dealer and the banker can define those that hear and those that do not. Or acceptance of those of troubled 

levels of voice that may or may not need proof of a hearing aid. 

The chart extends into points 1-2-3 signifying health and that of an illness. I personally describe mental health issues as an illness rather than a 

disease. The illness can become apparent when a person is situated at point 2. In this situation it can be explained that a Cycle of Enquiry shows 

the Events of Script concerning a Hierarchy system in the mental health clientele where a bodily notion becomes unconscious scent Dissension. 

But also a doctor’s style of medication analysis of experimentation. This ranges in the levels in the associated chart of the willpower levels of 

the Hierarchy system.  

Looking at the views of Historical Insignificance and how a Cycle of Enquiry forms then Terms of religion and names that could be categorised 

as willpower of: 

Jesus > Self harm categories. (Altruism of knowledge towards the banker) 

Judas > schizophrenic. 

Jesus/Judas > paranoid schizophrenic/murderer, suicidal.  

God > madness categories. 

Philosopher > conversational categories (charity shop worker). 

Erratic movement > Science/Schema equations (+, and)/erratic movement at Script noise. 

 

When the arrow is taken into account - as the mathematical symbol of greater than - it can be used to show the system of an established 

dominant state, that causes a client’s descent into implications of intolerable levels of madness and mania. Levels of this Script Dissension 

would vary: as to how much is inputted into the person’s drifting Feng Shui of Script. Sleep however causes a reaction of re-enhancement from 

the point of (2) to a re-establishment within (1) of the Sympathetic and Parasympathetic nervous system, via the use of personal and external 

noise creating a wordless noise response or a smile across the street in chart 3;’.  

When looking at the above list Jesus in Terms of the banker relates to disappointment. In a dominant sense it means a Self-sacrificing of words 

rather than scent. If Discussion is placed in the Terms of the banker, disappointment creates a sense of achievement where the client does not 

end their life. In this way the client is obeying domination of non-suicide, but also keeping outside the Abnormal to be Normal of a mental 



illness. Physical pain is also a way to keep away from mental health issues where Embodiment is felt rather than Theory of Mind becoming 

overloaded into voices of the next point in the list, or disappointment of irrational thought. 

Although the World Health Organisation say there is much debate on categorising mental health, the route of madness has long been 

established.  

The last may be hard to understand until mathematical equations are looked at. As their names suggest: the Oxford Dictionary states, “Tic” is a 

Spasmodic twitch.  This can be assessed through Byrne and Whiten of Theory of Mind where the ability of one does not react according to the 

assumptions of beliefs and desires, or rather to someone’s overt behaviourism as the extension is extended via, “Client degeneration in a state of 

perception of conscious relation to rationality of Theory of Mind and how it is consciously extended in thought”. Discussed in Hierarchy the 

latter becomes this issue with the addition of God. Within some, a minor Script noise may cause a cascade in the individual within the electro-

chemical of sleep or Day Script of a Self-sensed argument with the banker once out of their office. But for the client they would be found in a 

Hierarchy of torture levels. In the normal state of daily life, the odd argumentative thoughts quickly pass. Within the mental health system the 

person I spoke of, “You go along with the system until they leave you alone” suggests that some become aware of the sublime and because they 

have been released......?! 

Now Data can be gathered for assessment of Hierarchy of the mental health system. But here the Analysis is: that of the gaining towards 

Abnormal to be Normal that is adapted into the Psychosocial Events. In the Ideology that Script links have become established as a Core 

Identity within their troubled Theory of Mind. 

So within my first book let your fingers do the walking becomes Symbolic Data. Whereas before the sensual detection of energy would have 

been located around the body and heard as sublime words. But instead is now cast off with Relativity of the Inner Peace Experience via an un-

worded motion of sound. Within the fingers motions of numbers, they relate to Feng Shui of airflow being pushed into a Deviation that causes 

Alleviation. This also in a Term of re-calculation of Electro-chemical stimulus and Schema timing of inward breath in sleep. 

This is a key to the L.V.S device in Terminology of curing the Script Dissension between the Abnormal to be Normal of hearing via body 

notions of a consciously worded language. 

Historical Insignificance is Relativity that everything that happens – no matter where or when, it has an effect on us all. Historical Insignificance 

is a constant of time that in Theory has an effect on our DNA processes of reproduction. Cycles of Enquiry become more apparent when time 

and god are combined processes in peoples lives of the mental health code attachments of psychological sacrificial disorders. When looking at 

Jesus Self harm can easily be interpreted via the offering of themselves as the ultimate saviour.  

But also looking at religious Terminology used in a 2,000 year war this then becomes a Theoretical Discussion of mental health disorders of 

voiced noise. Within Terminology of Script the banker can also contain a definition of Symbolic Data that allows Him to refute the drug dealer 

a loan. Embodiment is the issue that would state the bankers honoured position is of a natural rank. This would be via the extension of the chest 



or the woman banker keeping the eyes sharp and the face of a straight facial stance. The greeting of a drug dealer would not necessarily be 

known to the bankers, but from my own learning’s the dealer will either swell his chest as well which should have an alarm system in bankers if 

the back is arched and or as well. Even the handshake is indicative, but can at an extreme level be Realms Darker than the Taste/smell of Coffee 

in the Terminology of sublimers. In the latter Theory, Script noise of words becomes the obvious route of the Darker Realms.  

The use of Script Dissension due to Tinnitus tonal dysfunctions in mental health clients could cause problems in this Modern Global Ecology. 

Like the deaf person, but there is a difference via acknowledgement in the Script of the deaf person. Client’s with erratic movement that are 

stabilised cannot be problematic, but those of the secret friend could cause issues when the use of medication stops. From knowledge that I have 

heard of some actually selling their medication. So here the medicaments cause issues with the illegal drug dealers. In book 1 I mention 

Whispered Shouts. In Terms of the L.V.S, I can say as an ex-patient that the Term Script of this voice as an L.V.S is a reality. But also so is 

Tinnitus frequencies of sleep. Within Tinnitus there are frequencies of level. So in Theory of Mind, extensions can be applicable in a mass 

Biological unit of time or Homeostasis. But does Core Identity transaction take place in Tinnitus codes when Fashion Trends congregate. The 

answer is yes, simply because of emotional input via the surrounding Buzz. 

 

 

NOTEBOOK 3 

Relativity of Interlect 

 

Via Schema formulae, I will Theorise and explain my Relativity of Intellect: 

1. Symbolic Data   Attention Directing Hypothesis = The Lower Voice of Significance. 

2. Inferential Reconstruction   the Taste/smell of Coffee = Interpellation. 

The middle points here have the tendency that shows the point of distraction away from the Taste/smell in the client and banker of what is an 

electro-chemical Stimulus of Embodiment that leads to quiet solitude of the infant status of Core Identity when alone as an established Ego 

Identity. Explained as the smell of dinner being cooked at home. 

Schema is explained as Schema conceptions, or the ability to use words to reconstruct Symbolic Data via the Attention Directing Hypothesis. In 

Terms of We play the game for each other, words are formed into singular Symbolic Data that is gathered from Script for narration between 

Core Identities. Or the enactment of Taste/smell of Coffee of peace of mind via the Banker writing noisy notes during a meeting. This ending in 

a Script Event of a final outcome of Inferential  Reconstruction (Spiro 1977) in the banker based on qualities and inequalities of income. The 



use of Spiro is an extension of Interpellation between two people forming a picture via the customers Recall of assets. Here the two Methods 

causing electro-chemical cancellations of Psychosocial Events within the banker on a daily and weekly workload.  

In the client, it is the beginning of an introduction via sublime voices of Interpellation without the physical proof. The significance of Spiro is 

the persons’ state of Recall, but also the approach methods of furtherance of the Schema in the presence of Script Narration within a client’s 

internal surroundings. That being the extension of Attention Directing via a loss of concentration causing Theory of Mind to wander outwards 

without the ability to hear the Self. Paranoia causes a client to recollect un-assumed conversation that is Relativity of Script interaction via 

Inferential Reconstruction of Psychosocial words drifting on the wind. In the mental health client, a distraction becomes necessary as conscious 

Cognition of Abnormal Recall trigger Alleviation. In Feng Shui the issue is to disturb the Script Dissension of the L.V.S of airflow via a 

Cognitive action of bodily sound movements such as walking with loud steps. So for the banker it is an established Cognition of birth onwards 

of a wordless state of body and mind and a controlled state of the inner voice box that also relates to Tinnitus. For the mental health client it is a 

matter of re-channelling the Attention Directing Hypothesis (A.D.H). At this point the Hierarchy system does not define a displaced word in the 

complexity of the personal Self. Here the old Term, “Follow your nose” is applicable to the Taste/smell of Coffee on the wind to a treat at the 

local Take away/Restaurant. The two Methods include the complexities of instinctual personal Self and the Taste/smell of Coffee that is 

involved in the electro-chemical stimulus of the Brains memory. This method gives the differences in the theories of rationalities. Or 

Embodiment of words stored via Theory of Mind that clients have formed into a state of delusional narration within themselves, so using the 

delusional state of mind as a furtherance of a denial aspect of hearing voices, via hearing their own internal reply from Tinnitus or the inner 

voice box. 

 

 

This is furthered via this being explained as, “Someone acting on their own instinctual beliefs” rather than, “The assumptions about the beliefs 

and desires of another individual, rather than according to the other’s overt behaviourism”. Here the difference relates to paranoia and stress 

levels. These stress levels do have an Ideology to Relativity of Intellect whereby the client becomes Termed as Abnormal to be Normal. What 

causes the relationship between A.D.H and Theory of Mind is the belief of, “A controlled state of sublime bodily functions as a Script” and, 

“The client’s degeneration in a state of perception of consciousness relating to rationality”. This giving a person’s Relativity of Intellect in 

knowledge retrieval and usage via Abnormal to be Normal, but, “The banker being the Norm of Society and their need for solitude in Script of 

personal thought”.  

Schema is an interpretation of word building of memory. Memory or the Brain is built via Electro-chemical food interaction within the body. 

But the body has Relativity to: science of food; and also psychological factors   behaviourism. In behaviourism memory plays a part in body 

language via Symbolic Data interaction. Or unknown interaction of placation to hide, eg: food; or a surprise party. Theory of body then 

becomes embedded into electro-chemical Theory of Mind and. Behaviourism explained as, “The reward was already the behaviourist’s” via, “A 



mental state given to others in Terms of night Script and the electro-chemical emotional states of Tinnitus causing conversing through the 

Theory of Mind” towards, “The Event of Script rewarding the behaviourists”. This then leads to the Theory that the Taste/smell of Coffee has 

Relativity of causing effects in a person’s state of Cognition Recall of conversation or Script of unknown communication factors in Self-sense 

of Tinnitus. Or the alternate states of Cognitive thought of a banker and mental health charity worker who suffers relapses.  

Here a state in the electro-chemical stimulus can be changed for Cognition via methods of Self improvements. That being in methods that a 

client can adapt to change via a Cognitive shrug of the sublime notions that have become a natural part of their hectic day of: Script Dissension. 

Or at least those wishing to move into an Educative, voluntary/paid working position. Here a chart shows ada     ptable ways that a person can 

use to change their Script in Psychosocial: 

Chart 4 

 

                        Schema (Buzz) 

      

      

Bus/train       Taste/smell of Coffee     Home town area                                                                                            

     ↓                                         ↓                    

     ↓          ↓ 

     ↓                                                              ↓                           

Peace of mind        Knowledge               Mental illness 

                       ⤡               ↑                      ↙ 

                           ⤡                 ↑             ↙ 

                                ⤡            ↑              ↙ 

                                     Theory of Mind   

 

Within this description a visit out of town shows how peace of mind can be initiated. In the Ideology of Schema of Script the Theory of the 

football crowd becomes a view of the Buzz of applause. This being via the gathering of knowledge that can be adapted into the Client’s 



Embodiment via new scent and sound. In the growth factor Embodiment comes before language – other than tones. Tonal methods intertwine 

with the building of unconscious sensual Self: wrapping a person into peace of mind and the Relativity of Intellect factor being the Self-

controlled thoughts of becoming a new Ego Identity. Even visiting a Coffee bar before or after a C.P.A meeting can improve a person’s well-

being. In the chart it can be seen that the Theory of Mind is extended in its electro-chemical enhancement of knowledge via the new: scents; 

sounds; and sights. These will in turn be taken into the person’s night Script. This then gives a client the Willpower to boost these into their 

Script of daytime Symbolic Data of alleviating the extension of: the 5-10% of the delusional aspect of the electro-chemical thought sensing of 

the Taste/smell of Coffee. Schema formulae then has an extension in the client and their hometown status. 

Script is a higher Term for Buzz as the latter is localised to eg: a Coffee bar. Here Events of Script are enacted or a Performance within a 

Setting. The client visiting out of town can use this via using the time to think or talk to another about another time out. A way to explain the 

divide of thoughts in Abnormal to be Normal is in Schema formulae of the A.D.H and is worded as, “He’s picking up a cup”. Here if the sight is 

not seen, then the explanation in the Norm of Society is to glance before the thought of Script. This would then confirm the thought before it 

happened or Déjà vu. Here Relativity of Intellect sways towards mental health, whereas the glance of Cognition is within the Norm. So here a 

client is picking up on the sublime of the Buzz whereby a goal is scored via the goalkeeper being elsewhere and a crowds’ acknowledgement of 

the obvious ensuing goal via cheering and booing. In a defining it is – in the infant a wordless: smile, laugh; or cry. But to some in the mental 

health system it is a worded formulae caused in their Embodiment. Or sensual sublime movement causing the Tinnitus or inner voice box to be 

interpreted into a sublime Schema of Theory of Mind based on memory of infancy. This is then encased into Abnormal to be Normal of hearing 

that cup sublimely and the delusional narration of Tinnitus thought via the blockage of the banker reading a paper. Here also is a double 

standard in meanings 

 

So for the mental health client rebuilding their Embodiment, causes a change in the memory processes giving a better outlook in their Relativity 

of Intellect or, “That person I see is having a cup of Tea. This then gives them a chance towards study. So saying furthering  their position in the 

Hierarchy system. In context with Schema it has two states: 

3.  Relativity of Intellect. 

4.  Intellect Variables. 

Point 3 is the states in Theory of Mind that extends from rebuilding Embodiment, whereas the point of 4 is a person’s adaptability in the course 

of emotional narration. Via Intellect Variables theories are used to then keep the conversation in a flowing motion according to sensual action of 

the emotional body and scent. This then leads to two groups: good conversationalists; and common sense bodily communicators. Variables in 

this context are the Self-sensing between conversationalists of building in stages of life. It can be explained as: contemplation of completions 

that exist between the two groups of conversationalists in the Events of Script. Put another way: non/approval of a loan caused in a pre-made 



appointment after the banker has already looked at the person’s accounts. Here the reward or not is that of the Behaviourist,  rather than the one 

conversing information, but also the person may sway the banker towards a loan with conditions via behaviourism.  

So comprehensibility outside the sense of Self maybe an impossibility, but body language helps create a dimension of inclusion of language 

comprehensibility. At this moment this then happens within Schema of Embodiment and the Relativity of Intellect: 

a) Noise 

b) Feeling 

c) Scent    →→→→→→    Intellect Variables. 

d) Tones 

e) Sight 

At this level Recall depends on the formulae that leads back to memory co-ordination and the bodily senses. This in turn builds a narration to 

the desired level of emotion needed to complete the discussion. So in theory, Script becomes a comprehension of a life-story of Intellect 

Variables based on communication methods. Knowledge within the sense of Self then becomes that of an unknown factor other than through the 

other’s interpretation of you. This leads to the Analysis of Script Dissension and the body creating an irrational state of what the mind 

communicates in Self-sense of thought of how the Tea cup came to be mentioned. For the mental health client the chart below has a rebuilding 

of Script Dissension: 

8.       Look 

9.       Hear    →→→→→→    Relativity of Intellect. 

10.       Ignore 

Emotions are built via the emotional sights and sound given to an individual. What one sees, another will see, but the differential is in the 

sounds that are conveyed via tonal instruments of Self-sense of the singular Core Identity of Script of sound and the Buzzing Psychosocial 

Performance of individuality. Emotion is not only a Term of Embodiment, but scent as well. Within the unconscious scent comes the need to 

glance or smell. The simple act of bathing becomes a discarded thought in Script Narration of the Abnormal to be Normal. So here Relativity of 

Intellect has three choices to improve the overloaded thinker. To ignore Script in this method is a finality towards restabilising into the 

Psychosocial. Or, using a personal method of increasing sound over the point of thought. So points8-19 give a change in character. Character 

building can be experimented in via reflective deliberation of people watching. It is also the beginning of Relativity of Intellect building in 

infants. At this level Cognition or repetition causes Embodiment formulae via the actions of close Relatives around the infant. Although in these 

Terms of Cognition it is the conscious instinctual level of unformed words. This keeping with the Norm of Society and the expressed Ecological 



desires of peace of mind. Embodiment causes the emotional states of a-e and 8-10. Emotions also explain how well a person is at 

communicative methods. The next example explains emotional responses of the banker and his son at a football match. Via this route a building 

of a-e and 8-10 can be expressed in the views of how the unconscious stimulus of localised Script can aid the Relativity of Intellect in clients. 

The Term Buzz creates Script, but not conscious Interpellation. However in Terms of the reserved banker and his son, traits of adaptability 

become an inclusive of Intellect Variables. In this family unit the mother plays the part of family ordering and so without the mother’s presence 

the son can lose inhibitions in the atmosphere of the stadium. Here a Variable is taken away and so causing the son new expression of emotion, 

much like character building in some of our work places. Both being the obvious route of empowering the son to be a more assertive emotional 

voice. Within tones that can be unconsciously learnt from the crowds: expression of Schema formulae causing Theory of Mind extensions of:  

Alleviation; Deviation; Cancellation; and success. This leading to Self-sense of compliance via the banker reacting to his son with approval 

contained in the scent of a family unit enjoying itSelf. 

 

 

Here the son learns tonal methods via the seating or standing allocation point. If the two were in a boisterous area in all likelihood the banker 

may not revisit. Here chance takes its toll on Relativity of Intellect as two main Intellect Variables. So: 

1. Boisterous crowd → chanting. 

Boisterous crowd → swaying and chanting. 

Chanting crowd → standing. 

 

2. Chanting crowd → seated. 

Boisterous chanting → seated crowd.  

Now within Buzz localisation to area causes placebo effects on the emotional aspect of the game. The boisterous crowd can act  as a merry band 

of men at the other end of the stadium. Here Theory of Mind has triggers in the A.D.H according to the Relativity of Intellect, or how someone 

perceives a noise as an emotional responsiveness. Here the A.D.H is taken home as an emotional scent taken in via breath and body language. 

Discussion of the A.D.H is a point of how, “Schema singles out important elements”. “More attention is devoted to these elements than to less 

important ones; therefore they are more likely to be learned” DSE212 MEMORY OFFPRINT Within the Term A.D.H  are learning curves 

that can when viewed from another create more learning. The Buzz towards the banker and his son has two viewing aspects that create the 

extended emotional states once conversation has been initiated at home. For the banker, seeing a boisterous attitude could and may well affect 



the emotional state of watching in his son. This would be relayed via conversation at home. So here it can be seen how A.D.H relates to the 

Taste/smell of Coffee and hormones of emotional scent in creating body language. 

Much like communicating, emotion and scent have holder points in Theory of Mind that extends into the A.D.H. The second possibility of how 

encoding reacts on individuals is in the Ideational Scaffolding Hypothesis DSE212 MEMORY. Here the Discussion leads to motivation and 

on demand characteristics. But, also how the chanting has an influence on the emotional characteristics. Although both of these two theories 

relate to: reading; conversing; and memory retrieval experiments, the extension I am Discussing relates to how Theory of Mind interprets Script 

of vocal narration and then uses it as emotional responses. Or placebo effects that cause how well communication Ideology are extended in the 

emotional hubbub of localisation of Altruistic Script or intermingling Buzzing. Within the placebo of a scent or sound is what I discuss as a 

memory retrieval. The Term placebo makes a point of choice in whether the desire for communication or peace of voice is initiated. In the 

banker or his son the placebo is Inferential Reconstruction instigated via the Core Identities’ scent release that is unconsciously acknowledged, 

or not as the case may be. This latter being a state of idol conversation that may, or may not be discovered on a topical conversation of the un-

washed person seated opposite. But as a placebo of communication, the process is in the Norm and Abnormal as the Theory of Mind and its 

enactment on the unconscious placebo of emotional states created in scent. When this is viewed via clients and a lack of washing it can be 

applied as an overloading of the senses. Or the phenomenon of non-physical illness created in mental health issues as placebos of old-style 

psychiatry and religion. 

A placebo is an effect of a holder point in Relativity of Intellect. It defines a person’s inner strength or willpower. It does however contain the 

entirety of a person’s Psychosocial responses as a Core Identity of placebos of character building that establishes a person’s inner strength. Even 

reading and writing consist of the inner character strength. This inner Self is built on schooling and family in younger years. Only once the 

freedom of being allowed individual freedom of outings to friends’ houses and play areas does the Psychosocial become the stage of 

Psychosocial Moratorium. So this can be used as an Analysis point in how a client’s abilities and inhibitions can be assessed to improve 

themselves via new types of group therapy meetings. Abilities and inhibitions are emotional placebo statements made in the public Psychosocial 

that then extend into the home of a Core Identity. In Discussion emotion and scent release in the home define stress and an Inner peace 

Experience definitions. Day’s of stress points can cause an argument in the banker’s home. Whereas in the client, stress can become an 

overloading in the Theory of Mind or in Embodiment. In the latter spasmodic movement and in Theory of Mind an overload in the thought 

processes caused via scent release. The simple act of washing the hands can give placebo symbolism of cleansing stress when re-entering the 

home.  

The key however is to explain this to a bewildered client because in Terminology it gives a placebo effect from the authority figure to the client. 

This giving the client a new Relativity Variable that is an enhancement to becoming a Norm of Society, much like the banker showering when 

arriving home. In the client a full wash is a compounding issue that is stressful, but would be extended into with coercion in their own 

Psychosocial Moratorium. 



In the use of Psychosocial Moratorium emotional placebo input can be replaced - from what is Script Dissension to a placebo of positivisms via 

a group conversing helpful experiences rather than fake illnesses of scent. When looking at those of quietude the inner Self can be placed into 

turmoil due to there being a lacking of adequate conversational input. So ways need to be found that brings out conversation in the clients of 

today’s world. In the client the use of authority gives a placebo of confidential advice that is not an argument from a family member. After all, 

the Norm see a doctor for advice, rather than an argument. In the mental health institute, condescension’s are a ritual in big medical words that 

the clients cannot define in group meetings. True experiences are discussed, but inter-relation does not exist in the madness of discussing a scent 

that cannot be defined in Cognition. Also the act of smelling yourself becomes a taboo that the whole group do deny. In groups I have attended 

the taboo is truth that is denied with only the odd client admitting in silent ridicule from the others at such admittance. At this point it is the 

counsellor that should applaud the client whilst using looks and words to show the truth to the others. Here Script Dissension is placed into 

stress factors of the group. So at this point the use of washing the hands and or face becomes an issue the counsellor advises upon. 

In therapy, Art is a popular inclusion at many mental health institutions, but the reality should be based on vocal and emotional tendencies in 

those that do not have much to say, this being by getting them talking of their work with a questioning and answers. However those with 

depression can become overwhelmed causing the confusing effect of, “Crying with laughter”. However to keep them talking can lead to the 

client releasing those tears. Here it is not a matter of them saying, “Don’t be silly”, but rather, “Please explain what’s happening”. A therapist 

can then use emotional input to calm the client. 

Via this route the placebo effect can be placed in vocal readings, giving the client an inner Self-sense of a new position. The inner experience 

has a form of emotion that can be truthful when a book is looked at. In the use of printed narration, Schema formulae exists in the Self-sense. 

When reading is considered as a thought process, then its interaction is between the inner voice box and the Tinnitus. So Tinnitus as I mention 

contains vocal tonal levels of emotion. With discussion from the therapist the Tinnitus of emotion can then be Alleviated. In chapter 11 it 

explains how Tinnitus has effects on the Script and the Psychosocial. 

Part 2. 

Relativity of Intellect is a basis of interaction that extends from Core Identity growth. It explains the subconscious Script that happens and 

receives replies in aspects of: emotion; Tinnitus; Buzz. It also relates to Attention Span of Insignificance (A.S.I). Loss of control in public 

places are a methodology of crime. Here the Term Casualties of Consciousness does not apply as a Norm of Societal attitude. At the loss of 

Relativity of Intellect two apparent forms of reasoning can happen: Script Dissension; physical crime. With the addition of the A.S.I, 

significance of stress factors cause highs and lows of emotional stress and peace. The banker at this point takes a holiday, but the charity shop 

worker in all probability would like extra hour/s at work. Here two forms of person emerge. Mental health criminal and Abnormal to be Normal. 

In the criminal client for example murder can be cold Hearted in its deliberation or demonic in its ferocity. So here an awareness can be seen. 

Cold Hearted killings in reasoning do not contain any motives. But looking to Cognition of the L.V.S and its possibility of awareness, or the 

little childhood friend: then awareness of the L.V.S does become installed into some. So saying this then has mental health implications. In its 



defining the L.V.S is the base wording contained in Script of what I Discussed earlier and extended as, “He’s having a cup of Tea” where tones 

can be a placebo of Abnormal to be Normal of a ? or an ! 

The Terminology Attention Span of Insignificance is Relative to concentration of the Self-sense being kept at bay in the Norm of Society via 

unconscious overt behaviour other than tones of implication of voiced narration, or the nod of a head when, “No” was the implication from the 

Buzz. Or the use of unconscious behaviourism to allow and not show physical stress at times of the Inner Peace Experience deteriorating in 

Embodiment. Here it can be seen how innuendo can be built in a person’s life narration of the L.V.S.  

Someone that is brought up with this of an L.V.S of awareness may cause the cold Hearted killing due to a sudden shift in the Feng Shui of 

awareness. It can be Discussed as the person’s secret acceptance of a secret L.V.S friend. In Terms of killing, advice would be asked and 

pleaded with but the secret friend could cause S – R → Acceptance, but never mentioned by the Core Identity because of Norm of Societal 

attitude, other than as: I don’t know why I did it. So here the Relativity of Intellect has descended to a biological of Script killing. At this point 

this person would then be classed as Abnormal to be Normal in doctors, rather than entering intolerable levels from the secret friends of their 

Script. 

So in coherence Alleviation in an upward rebuilding of Script and Social Moratorium can then be attained. It is rebuilt via a Relativity of 

Intellect input. The simplicity is via: reading; listening; accepting, the crime or misconceptions of innuendo. This is a key point in Erikson’s 

Eight Development stages and is the 3-6 year olds. In the, “Initiative V’s guilt” coercion via the secret friend can be overcome with the client 

being given a, “New sense of purpose”. Hypnosis could be a vital key in Evolutionary Psychology simply because key Events of Script can be 

discussed with the client. In the subconscious of this state a client can allow the hypnotist to work in conjunction with psychiatrists and 

psychologists.  

Via the route of the A.S.I a team can work towards finding Relativity of interaction of Script building towards finding that secret friend. But 

also tonal words may be applicable in Terms of Historical Insignificance points. In fact of Script an L.V.S device can also be inputted via 

locality on the client’s ear holes of present day problems as well. So an L.V.S system can help a doctor to assess necessary changes in Script 

Narration. Hypnosis that is a practical clinical study of voice affecting Tinnitus and emotions. 

In theory of hypnosis, Tinnitus has an encoding in sense of Self. In my first book Tinnitus was a key factoring in explanations and my personal 

reasoning of how and what was inputted via a dominant form of Chinese Whispers of Hierarchy Willpowering. Or the monotones voiced via an 

old-style culprit. First though definition needs to be placed into left and right Tinnitus. These have two rules linking to Embodiment reasoning 

techniques that cause mental health of oppositions: 

 Schizophrenia > < Psychosis  



Left-hand Tinnitus is the state of the unformed Embodiment of mental health, where psychosis of emotion affects what enters the mind and 

inner ear of the Psychosocial Buzz. It can be seen as the starting point of mental health issues being formed into a Theory of Mind. Once 

establishment is made within the right-hand ear it then becomes the enactment of the body receiving Tinnitus encoding of body language. 

Once the right ear is infected via Altruism then the voices cause an electro-chemical narration of hypnotic enactment of what is being said. In a 

sublime fashion of Psychosocial, emotional responses to the inner ear causes a manipulation of acting out what is being emotionally said 

towards the Altruistic Core Identity. 

In either case of psychosis or schizophrenia the hearing of these voices causes differing reactions. One of a secret friend, or that of a person that 

becomes involved in Script Dissension, but can be known as a Casualty of Consciousness. Here it can be seen the levels of torturous 

consciousness inside some clients. 

Tinnitus can be reasonably Discussed as a part of Theory of Mind construction of the next day’s Cognition and via Script of sublime 

unconscious points of view in sleep. Script of Tinnitus becomes apparent if the Taste/smell of Coffee is put into Relativity of scent glands 

passing information to ENDOCRINE GLANDS???????. At this level the Brain shuts down consciousness so as 80-90% of Script interaction 

can be assessed. So:CHANGE PARAGRAPH TO 6 BEFORE THIS POINT 

Blood 

↕ 

Tinnitus/ Noise pitch 

↕ 

Computational instruments 

If you can see the picture involved in Tinnitus codes, linkage becomes apparent as the very make-up of electro-chemical stimulus in 

construction points relating towards Erikson’s Eight Development stages in the Terminology of Events of Script. Or the interaction of the secret 

friend (L.V.S) with the Tinnitus of the left or right ear. So if the Brain releases electro-chemical stimulus to the blood system, it may also have 

the extension of the neck pulse that extends in to the voice box. This voice box in turn has a link to the ears. Thought has linking methods 

between Tinnitus and voice box via keeping thought within Theory of Mind. In Relativity of Intellect those of voice become a more hierarchal 

person, this being an Analysis of how the Global business trafficking of the High Powered Business Specialists move around, or clients of the 

mental health system that think instead of reading business reports.  

So the extensiveness of Tinnitus codes then becomes a main Theory of Mind of thoughtfulness. Theoretically speaking an act of multi-

frequencies moving in a mass computation of Script of, “He’s having a cup of Tea” IN the Abnormal to be Normal. Here I say that mental 

health becomes an established state in the Psychosocial Cognition of a person they have never met via, “The story ‘Script’ that is happening all 



around us”. Hence the break-away from being a Casualty of Consciousness can start to be prepared herein via taking control of Tinnitus as a 

Core Identity. Tinnitus disruption is caused via jaw and tongue movement and is known as Tardif Dyskinesia. This causing thought or old-style 

mental health disruptions in the non-physical illness phenomena of Tardif Dyskinesia. The extension is of Chinese Whispering into innuendo in 

dark places. So at these points there can be seen a Relative Theory of the dividing between the unconsciousness and consciousness via being 

awake and the process of sleepwalking consciously in clients of the mental health system.  

Looking at the plausibility of bedtime regimes, then it becomes a point of electro-chemical stimulus, but not at the point of initiating sleep. 

Rather the new day is the point of change. In the awakening the day began with mental health. In the mental health system an S – R → 

Expectancy that is not at a level created in the Psychosocial of the Norm of Society. Rather, in the Abnormal to be Normal it is a continuance 

from the unconscious to sublime noise that goes unheard via hearing the internal ear of Tinnitus or the Script Narration of their collectives 

subliminal voices. This Theory is a link to hearing levels in the Norm of Society in Terms of levels of hearing but also thinking.  

So in Terms of Pavlov and Psychic Secretions of the dog, the natural balance of: sound; scent and voice are not in true alignment with the 

natural energy in Feng Shui of the client’s Core Identity. So Unconditional Stimulus becomes the, “Stay at home” of staunched views creating 

Conditional Stimulus. Here Pavlov’s Theory does give rise to Classical Conditioning arising from the old-style psychiatry via a Method of 

Classical Conditioning. Saliva is the natural conditioning even in the Human Term that causes Saliva in a food or emotional S - R. Pavlov’s 

initial work as a physiologist led him to researching Bodily Juices for which he Termed as Reflex. Reflex being an automatic unconscious 

response to stimulus. Here in Erikson’s chart, it intertwines via childhood extending into the Reflex of any Interpellation creating Unconditional 

stimulus of scent. But Interpellation does not cause interaction with Script if the Hermeneutic Approach to Interpellation is necessary in a 

forming of personal sanctuary. Hermeneutic is the work of a Qualitative Data gathering that then generalises towards an individual rather than a 

bigger picture of Script that is being described between a group of people in a Setting. The latter can be seen as Quantitative Data gathering 

 Unconditional stimulus is a natural unconscious response to other unconscious factors. 

 Conditional stimulus is a factor that is consciously learnt likened to an introduction and the learning of a bow or that of a 

handshake. 

 Classical Conditioning is the learning that is caused via parameters outside of the control of the experimented upon. Or 

Abnormal to be Normal. 

 Reflex is the normal expected reaction to a stimulus. 

So even at the point of a morning cup of tea the client can be initiated into the un-natural state of a Casualty of Consciousness if they do not 

practise Hermeneutic methods of noise in personal sanctuary. So rather than staying in a route of a vicious Cycle of Enquiry a placebo needs to 

be recognised by the client. So in Relativity of Intellect, Reflex becomes a point of the Fight within simply because of washing, dehydration or 



the smell of beer at the waking point. So here we have Relativity of Intellect, giving a method of Reflex that is Discussed in the borderline of 

banker and physical/mental degeneration at watching and hearing the late night film.  

The ears are also the first point of the sensual state of awakening or sleepiness, but also the state of sleep/waking times in Script and electro-

chemical stimulus, that causes sounds to be distributed into the Psychosocial states of care co-ordinated groups and the Norm of bank meetings. 

This then links clients to Casualties of Conscious as non-interference of electro-chemical interaction as personal sanctuary to the Psychosocial 

of the Norm. Or a closing of, or adaptations to electro-chemical stimulus via the Brain with the usage of medicaments. This in theory of new 

medicaments causes groupings of clients to become a localised Script of a Psychosocial of electro-chemical scent adaptations initialised in 

clinical hospital surroundings that causes the mental health Hierarchy of Willpowers in the Abnormal to be Normal.      

In Embodiment causation via Theory of Mind, establishes a placement in sensual scent glands according to old-styles of mental health that is 

caused via historical significance of witchcraft trials and religious rites. So within any sensual gland is a passage of rites in Intellect Variables of 

the mind and old-style psychiatry that causes scent triggers of sublime strangers on the opposite table causing sounds of psychobabble in the 

dysfunction of a client’s hearing. In my Ideology the state of rite is in facial stance of Humanoid facial replications. So if behaviourism is 

looked at, the placebo is a natural state of inducement via Self-sense or Implicit to a world of sublime worded Interpellation of faces not being 

acknowledged, via indignant morality of looking at condescension of views of body language. Even using a military style awakening can cause 

a subtle change of a rude awakening. So the Cycle of Enquiry of the Abnormal is: 

Chart 5 

 

Sound               Reflex 

             ⤢      ⤡ 

        ⤢  ⤡ 

Stimulus            Off-key   →  →  →   Core Identity 

                                   ↕ 

Response       Expectancy  

At the point of Expectancy a patient reaches the Symbolic Data of Acceptance simply because of diplomacy and a head full of un-curable 

words. This is via their Core Identity Relative to the Willpower in their own right to find their own passage through the confusing circumstances 

of bank meetings. It is also a key factor in Historical Insignificance whereby the client has meanings without the understanding. Here a Client 

can adhere to a new cause of a Psychosocial Moratorium of a new awakening via finding the meanings through Evolutionary Psychology. In a 



Client, Expectancy is an acknowledgment in the Schema of an electro-chemical narration of their Embodiment of notions made without using a 

consciousness of hearing those motions as wordless noise. In Embodiment of Psychosocial Norm, scent will be initiated in banking meetings. 

So the rude awakening can be quite trivial via the use of an early morning telephone call to confirm today’s appointment so as washing and 

grooming can be initiated but also putting last night’s washing up noisily into the cupboards. 

To some, confusion is caused via the emotional route of authority, but simply because a scent can relate to both childhood and Script 

Dissension. In this Dissension it is a lingering scent that can cause stress levels in clients in clinical places that have caused alarm to others. Or 

the Symbolic Data in the scent of the mattress underneath them of an electro-chemical sleep enactment of Interpellation. Once the S – R 

becomes the point of being initialised, confusion settles into the statement of Willpowers of Psychosocial sublime voices. So Cognition of 

Theory of Mind becomes a daily Acceptance of their Relativity of Intellect. Or Interpellation of un-curable words of a Psychosocial enactment 

of off-key sounds making words over and under the levels of the Norm of Societies hearing adaptabilities. 

Here a picture can start to be assessed as to the Hierarchy system involved in mental health categories of Willpower.  At this point a chart can 

explain how differences of Tinnitus work towards each or both ears as a Reflex of Classical Conditioning. 

Chart 6 

 

Psychosis             Schizophrenia             Possible causes 

(left ear)       (right ear)   

           

Fight within       Paranoia                     Crime/moral  

             judgement 

           

External                 Erratic                       Phobias/drug dealer/ 

 

paranoia       movement          user 

           

Voices within         L.V.S Dissension         Symbolic Data  



              change 

           

Paranoia in            L.V.S Dissension          Script criminal 

hearing                 C.M.H.T visit                                                                                                         

         

 

 

 

 

Psychosis             Schizophrenia             Possible causes 

(left ear)       (right ear)   

           

Erratic facial          External                Criminal activity/ 

movement        paranoia          Guilty feelings 

           

Self-Harming/        Harming                     Suicide/contained                                                                                                      

criminal            criminal 

           

The left ear has blood flowing to the Brain. This causes encoding of electro-chemical Symbolic Data of emotion. Tinnitus in Theory has 

Relative interaction with the hearing in both of the sub/conscious. Or a dividing line in the Norm and Abnormal at Societal attitude towards 

hearing and thought. In the case of Willpower it seems logical to say that schizophrenia is a more developed illness. So here psychosis becomes 

non-apparent as a mental illness of an outward nature. This is simply because this battle is a constant in everybody as a sleep transaction of 

wordless knowledge gained in the Taste/smell of Coffee and expressed facially.  

It is the Cognition of Tinnitus that needs Discussion. At this point Analysis can be shown of using an L.V.S system. Via having a microphone 

like a hearing aid working on voices that reaches the inner ear, it can be used like a Script Dissension apparatus that can hear the lower sounds 



of voice that reaches the client’s tonal dysfunction in the ear/s via also recording. Or the Lower Voice of Significance in a clients Script of 

Psychic Juices that have become the sound of the cup overpowered by sublime words, rather than the Taste/smell of Coffee causing a glance 

towards the cup. Much like the hearing of downstairs’ doorbell. So in the Route of Learning a baby has to divide its attention towards Human 

Cognition of Ecology. That state could be known as three sides of Script of Psychosocial Norm of a babies laughing for no reason in the shop 

next door of: 

 Subconscious sound. 

 Wordless Cognition. 

 Return to Inner Peace Experience. 

This is the theory of how the Bi-cameral mind exists in Earth’s Ecology of the Human state of Psychosocial independence as a Core Identity in 

the modern world. It is the point of wordless Cognition that also becomes a Relativity of Intellect via the use of notion and emotion in Intellect 

Variables. This being via concentration of the A.S.I and reasoning of an Improbability code of a person relating to the wordless baby crying that 

creates a delusional Psychosocial Buzz of Schema formulae that a client interprets as words via schizophrenia. Another extension here however 

is that the interaction becomes a type of delusional voice of psychosis where the crying becomes mumbled tonal words in Tinnitus from the 

other side of the shop. In view the crying is used to hide the laughter of the other in Psychosocial Tinnitus frequencies of a good night’s 

sleep/lessness.  

The counteractive at this point is for the re-alignment of a subconscious blink causing, ‘Cortical rebooting’ (chapter 5, part 3) combined with a 

Cognition factor of looking around in ignorance afterwards. These are examples of how the body works in two methods of creating the third of 

the Inner Peace Experience. This is an unconscious Cognition Methodology of wordless acceptance in the Psychosocial gathering of near and 

far that extends night/day, but also present time via unconsciousness of, ‘Cortical rebooting’.  

This is why I say that clients are Casualties of Consciousness, simply because their degenerated states of the body and mind in Intellect 

Variables causes it to be so. If you take a look towards schizophrenia in chart 6 a trigger may be given in delusional thought or paranoia that 

they made the baby cry if unheard. Simply because in mental health Hierarchy, it would cause the client to form paranoia behind innuendo’s of 

delusional thought of a murderer in the Psychosocial enactment. At this level conscious paranoia also forms in Theory of Mind.  

Cognition at the lowest point does not have a worded understanding due to infancy not having the capability of an adult’s language as a 

rehearsed Theory of Mind evolvement of a conversational Reflex. Or a Cognitive knowledge of outside people in Script as a Relativity of 

natural selection of the preservation towards danger signs based on Psychic Juices, or the enactment of consciously hiding from sounds and also 

outside intrusions. This is based on an electro-chemical scent stimulus of danger signs as a natural order of Adaptations in sounds. This then 

gives S – R of unconscious signals that define wordless tones Relative to intellect building of an infants’ Script that progresses from 

wordlessness into a Historical Insignificance. 



So in the theory of curing it leads to Embodiment of two locations – tonal noise and body response and one of solitude of the Core Identity, or 

the banker or baby quietly yawning to close the inner ear passages. This is Embodiment based on Tinnitus causing emotional factors of scent 

and thought or a change of bodily actions of noise adaptabilities, but also facial actions in relaxation via unconscious Tardif Dyskinesia. Both 

being Intellect Variables based on Historical Insignificance of points of Psychosocial solitude created in groupings of Core Identities both inside 

and outside the shop. Or a key stage issue in the Route of Learning as: unconscious sleep causing un-worded electro-chemical signals given off 

by the interaction in a family home of sublime voices downstairs causing that state of sleep. The third route is the issue of continuation of 

natural states of Ecology of life as Events of Script. At this last conjunction is the starting of rebuilding of an Eriksons’ Analysis of how a 

person becomes stable in life as an Ego Identity. At this stage in re-development towards a Core Identity four states can be given in Erikson’s 

Ego Identity: 

 Infancy. 

 Schooling. 

 Psychosocial Moratorium. 

 Continuation. 

These points can be Discussed as Relativity towards the states of mind. Markers 3-4 are the banker making decisions for a family holiday with 

the children. But to the client of Script Dissension all routes are like a hazy daydream of misconceptions that have become muddled within 

themselves in Embodiment and Theory of Mind. Study becomes a point of S – R but no Expectancy. Here additional help other than the group 

therapy becomes a singular meeting with outreach workers for the prospects of charity shop worker or education. The marker of Psychosocial 

Moratorium is where a client can discuss options for their Theory of Mind conceptions of Self-sensing belief building. At a point this will 

naturally move towards Intellect Variable building in an Event of Script in the local community college or higher education. This is a key stage 

point in rejoining the Norm of Society of Self-sense of curing delusional aspects of their Tinnitus and or thought via: 

CHART 7 

Tinnitus (3)       Wordless noise response                      

           ↓                ⤢                  ↕   

Relativity of Intellect   ⤢        ↕             

             ↕                  ⤢                            ↕ 

           ↕      ⤢         ↕ 

           ↕   ⤢                         



 Self-sense (1)   ↔    ↔   Strength of Self-sense (2) 

         

1. Subconscious. 

2. Relaxing Embodiment (Intellect Variables). 

3. Emotional conversation via Cognition. 

         

The Theory of Mind can then rebuild towards a state of Higher Theory of Mind Extension. In Philosophy an extension of HTML to HTME of a 

Term I like Circuitree. A Term that is of evolving new and old techniques of electrical equipment talking in mental health issues. Here a 

Psychosocial Moratorium exists in Tinnitus and how the Theory of Mind has outside influences. Many have theorised and defined computers as 

a life form, but old systems had sounds not unlike Tinnitus codes. After all someone wanting to study I.T could not incorporate talking to 

computers in their C.V to the manager of a bank. 

Here Self-sense needs the alarm call into getting a Core Identity extending towards natural selection of business and pleasure. This issue is of 

Ego Identity and Self-sense of individuality and not the use of hypnosis techniques of a criminalised mental health client. Even that of 

relaxation classes opening Tinnitus codes without the rude awakening. This can be seen in the Possible Causes of chart 6 via the changing of 

Symbolic Data that usually medication alleviates. 

So looking from this Ideology Tinnitus can cause – in some - awareness. In truth of Script and electro-chemical Stimulus the darkness of 

Psychosocial outweighs a person/client and the intensions of using Script Dissension as anti-sociability. The right-hand Tinnitus is the 

Embodiment encoding overlapping the day/night for which no drug can compromise. But in Theory, the Route of Learning of awareness can 

cause the effect of ignorance away the solitude of Abnormal to be Normal of thought. In a state of sleep left-hand Tinnitus feeds electro-

chemical stimulus via scent into the mind that then causes encoding of Neurones fed information about Script of the day/night and onto the 

continuation of the next day’s Psychosocial. Relativity of Intellect Variables that then cause chance meetings via Feng Shui of common scents. 

Awareness of this highlights how the awareness of Tinnitus used in hypnosis of drug dealers and monotones can institute theories of friend or 

foe of a first time drug user. Here the explanation is that a drug dealer who may already suffer from Tinnitus and to an unknown reducing to 

their level in Theory of Mind via drug induced Embodiment could cause trauma Events in the person. This being via oral stimulation causing 

Schema input in Embodiment via, “Happily relax man” or, “Relax man”!  

Here Discussion opens into tone and Cognition methods of Schema formulae in real-time Script of an interaction of the Relativity of the 

willpower and the conversational tools for a flowing conversation throughout the drug induced state. This caused via the need to converse at a 



range of voice tone that is used in adulthood of talking just above your level of sleep. In drug induced states paranoia is the only Alleviation 

from someone on the verge of thinking out loud as a Sublimer of conscious sublime levels of Cognitive conversing. 

If Tinnitus is considered as the building blocks of societal solitude extended from sleep into unaware alertness, then Relativity of Intellect can 

cancel or reduce the glandular scent involved at the time of contact via a blank wordless Tinnitus as the blood flows past one or both ears. That 

scent being the odour given off when natural sleep occurs as a processing of Events of Script or that of paranoia in defensive physical measures 

where the Heart has decreased to sleep levels rather than wakeful levels. This glandular scent is natural to the unknowing when considering the 

drug dealers introduction. But it’s also the state of the banker yawning at the late night film, where boredom may or may not have set in. 

In Terms of the scent, that also can be defined within parameters of today’s order of natural selection and commonality of body odours. More in 

chapter 9. A bit like an extra couple of hours in bed after an old friends meeting that extends into the pub/bar. Here Analysis is placed on 

common sense and the desire not to associate in the Route of Learning again if it is of illicit drugs, or when paranoia is enhanced via a lowering 

to ominous sounding voices. Introspection is then created in a personal state of Self-sense of either overlaying for work or the beginning of 

moral issues of psychosis. Even in later life this can cause Embodiment issues. Moral issues of re-use can cause Abnormal to be Normal, but the 

downward slope can lead to the loss of the Inner Peace Experience when introspection becomes a part of their societal Script. Hence the Term 

Schizophrenia. Paranoia extends from a person’s hearing lowering towards either left or right Tinnitus. However a person who is not trained in 

psychiatric treatment will not have control over the methods of hearing or even the Symbolic Data to admonish the cancellation of alertness 

when drugs are an inclusive. Methods that can be used to move away from sublime (A) awareness can be via the following chart: 

Chart 8 

Voice disturbance (Dissension) 

           ↓ 

           ↓ 

Lie in Script (A)                      

           ↕ 

           ↨                                 

Left thumb (B)   ↔   ↔   ↔   ↔   ↔   Right thumb (C) 

                            ↘                        ↙ 

                             ↘              ↙ 



                                 Shrug (D) 

                           ↓ 

                           ↓ 

                                 Inner Peace Experience   

                                        ↕ 

                                        ↕ 

Symbolic Data input(B) or (C) and cancellation via (D) 



The method of rebuilding or stabilizing towards the Inner Peace Experience is a converting to 

thumb rules. In behaviourism the left thumb is sublime in comparison to an overt right thumb.  But 

up and down rules also apply to correct and incorrect or Psychosocial that it has no conscious 

Relativity via the extension to point (D). In behaviourism there is also a cross over of thumbs where 

the left or right is moved to the opposite. Much like crossing the thumbs and then twiddling them as 

an old-style stimulation of conversation. These points can also be discussed as Reflex actions. In 

the simple act of arm motion it causes Symbolic Analysis of a shrug at the inclinations of body 

notional language. Or the unconscious meaning making that lies behind behaviourism combined 

with language via evolved states of Bi-Carmeral Variables. At this level a drug dealer can control 

the Euphoria their home conveys in mild mannered conversation. But as a dealer stressful day’s 

appear for the ones of moral issues. Here a particular group may have lost that feel of the thumbs up 

appeal of the good old day’s.  

So confusion enters into Tinnitus and then becomes a Relativity of Intellect in variables of 

Embodiment and Script Sounds entering the domain. Hence moral issues within causing drug 

induced psychosis where conversation cannot describe what a person is or was going through. Or 

the lack of communication that the mild mannered drug dealer thought about but did not convey in 

the use of words. So here Symbolic Data becomes transcribed into Behaviourism via Embodiment 

and a lack of communication.   

If you look at Script and sleep interaction of electro-chemical stimulus the drug dealer in most cases 

falls into the last paragraph, rather than rarities in Script Dissension of being caught for their crimes 

as a psychological telepath without the certificate to say so. 

Here in this simplistic result, it can cause a shrugging motion to become slightly erratic. It could be 

any shoulder according to the thumb rule and it defines the person as having a subconscious 

backlog of work or troubles in their home and the drug dealer becoming paranoid about emergency 

sirens or stage five in chart 6. So the right thumb confirms the shrug or any action where 

Embodiment needs relief of Psychosocial, this also being put into infancy as Intellect Variables via 

a parent: giving a thumb motion to encourage a nod or shake of the head for food or a book. If the 

infant learns fast, the effect of the thumb will cause the child to shrug as though not to be bothered, 

but with quiet unconscious acceptance in S – R development. 

In rules of Behaviourism the child gained an extra exploitation method for the playground, based on 

the extension from unconscious infancy of S – R development of: 

 Stimulus = Unconscious.  

 Response = Un/consciously pre-inputted in home. 

 Expectancy = Reflex. 

Only one problematic revolves in the school playgrounds. That is competition of the Bully/lesser 

Child. The exploitation does not necessarily cause the outcome on a stressful day toward that of a 

school scuffle. So in Relativity of Intellect a Cognitive theory of consciousness becomes apparent. 

That being of diplomacy and aggression. In Terminology of an infant of faint Heartedness the 

Lesser Child then loses the Willpower of this behaviour exploitation tactic.  

Here diplomacy has lost, but in some these children still grow to be bank managers. So when 

looking at this view point of behaviourism, Relativity of Intellect stems from Embodiment of: 

sublime visual perception and; Intellect Variables of Cognitive vocal narration according to the 

listener’s of Pavlov’s Ideology of the S – R → Expectancy extended into the Buzz (Psychosocial), 

or extended to the later years in the Terminology {(Script ),( Historical Insignificance )} of the 

crowd and the enactment of their Performances. This can be seen via: 

1.      Subconscious.  



2.      Relaxing Embodiment {(Intellect),(Mind over matter)}. 

3. Emotional conversation via Cognition (Intellect Variables). 

In the baby and a dog both can confirm a wanting with a vocal noise. Here chart 8 also shows 

points of a truth and a confirming via an untruth. This stems from the inclusion of the left or right 

thumb. If the left thumb is in conjunction with the shrug quite often the formula for erratic vocal 

notions or motions can be installed. A friend of mine used to cause much confusion be saying yes 

with a shaking of his head meaning no. So in theory of chart 8 thumbs and shrugging can be used as 

a routine of truth, but also as a non-committed tendency of an unconscious Reflex of language. 

Much like President Clinton in pre-trial Embodiment training which in my estimation was Oral 

Sex. So to use Embodiment as a lie, then scent may be plausible as a method of unconsciously 

learnt Cognition. In rare cases it could possibly be used to intensify the effect towards spreading 

paranoia. This is easily explained basically via the drug dealer and Acupuncture.   

 

 

A dealer may not have needles when they feel this drug type is un-ethical to them. Paranoia in the 

drug dealing world of willpower, but acceptance of needles in the Psychosocial, or the Norm and 

the Abnormal. But they do have sets of sublime tones and levels of communication as an Ideology 

of S – R → Acceptance. These in my Ideology are encoding of Intellect Variables via the authority 

figures Relativity of Intellect giving off emotional tones of: 

 Visual perception → Embodiment.   

 Embodiment → Tonal narration → Schema and emotional Ideology. 

 Tonal narration → Emotional scent → Tinnitus encoding to the emotional voices. 

Schema and emotional Ideology are a part of Psychosocial acceptance of what is right and what is 

wrong to a Core Identity. Scent can cause a non-acceptance of something such as acupuncture. This 

could be as simple as rejection of the smell of the herbs, or the needles to the drug dealer. Here 

chart 8 can explain how body language builds towards the non-acceptance of the two Ideologies of 

drugs and herbs in both the Norm and Abnormal of Society. 

Although many other factors of body language relate to shrugging in chart 8, in the Ideology of my 

own understanding it is of the French expressing, “I don’t know”, the significant extension is in the 

outer part of the lips defining non-commitment to exasperation in the wide eyes. These also being 

shared and expressed in groups via someone being let off in court for a technicality. Tones at this 

point become a theory of affecting Tinnitus encoding towards body language that causes the flow 

of conversation towards quiet remembrance being expressed vocally.  

When Tinnitus I Theorised as something that can cause tonal levels in the electro-chemical system 

of where the blood enters and leaves the Brain, then it is an Ideology that says hypnotism can affect 

the transmissions in the Brains frequency levels of emotional Tinnitus of the inner ear. Here a 

device used for hearing level tests could play a part in how tones affect individuals responses to 

their personal Self as a Core Identity. Or mental health and psychotic overloads that have no 

apparent reasoning.  

In the old-style of psychology and psychiatry dominant Methods may have instigated notions that 

were unexplainable other than within the commonsense fact of a Philosophical Historical 

Insignificance built on 2,000 year religious war Theories of the societal attitudes. If this is 

Theoretically possible then links may be applicable to faces of evolvement as well. But however, in 

today’s age Tinnitus admittance is not an easy task. Once admittance is accepted, a Route of 

Learning can start to be rebuilt. Chart 6 at stage 4 shows a person that is in the boundaries of 



Abnormal to be Normal at a mental health level of one of the old-time crew of a drug dealer’s gang 

of paranoia in hearing. 

Chapter 4. 

 

Schema and Script 

When you Discuss the first two levels of chart 6, in the case of the right-hand ear: paranoia is first 

on the list, or an electro-chemical extension of the Self-sense of danger via the body receiving 

notions. Paranoia is not classed in method of a cheque not clearing. Simple daily affairs like this are 

boundaries between Casualties of Consciousness and getting a loan or overdraft. At the point over 

clearing the loan or the wake-up call initiated, Psychosocial causes the client to become a cashier 

after studying in conjunction with charity shop working. So here there can be a localised Event of 

Script boundaries of Core Identities changing via chart 5??????????????. This causes an electro-

chemical shift from Script Dissension and away to a new cashier and established cashier as a 

Psychosocial enactment of conjoining via Script Interpellation.. In business Ideology it can be 

deemed via the Term as Networking and in the Norm of Society the Buzz coming from a certain 

local bar on certain nights. In the Ideological extension it means the new ringing of orders or the 

issuing of tones of merriment coming from the beer garden at the weekend? 

At this level Cognition becomes a Discussion point of Variables of sound. If the town is a first time 

visit, then Willpower and a conversation with someone about to enter, or the group only following 

the Script of? Here a dimension known to me as the Improbability Codes exists. Within this 

definition a life encoding starts and ends with the flow of blood in sleep. It can also be Described as 

the day/night/day continuum. Or the starting point of a Performance in the crowd’s Buzz that 

extends to a, “Hello” to the doorman. This in my look at Goffman and, “Script”, “That happens all 

around us” reaches a point past Cognition of Western beliefs in the Norm of Society.  

When you look at the individuality of Self-sense it has that of a Psychosocial circumstance 

attached. So if one or more people make merriment increase, then what of an un/conscious 

Embodiment via Theory of Mind exploitation causing more Willpower. Schizophrenia although I 

say is more advanced, this is because mental health deterioration began at a younger age or because 

of Interpellation with the wrong people. When looking at older cultures sleep inducement via a 

trance like state of lucid sub-coherence allows a higher (HTME) form of Feng Shui when 

comparing ancient cultures. In Eastern standards it has belief of Solitude and the natural states 

leading to martial art definitions to a point of precision in a kill and so moving the Soul onwards. In 

other cultures Ecology of states of Cognition leads to magical Terms of Spirits. But this is not a 

logical Cognition of some in the Western Norm. In holistic methods dreams are assessed, but in an 

evolvement links need applying to electro-chemical scent and vision of: 

Chart 9 

Dreamer → Visually    

          ⤡ 

                              Cultural Variables.  

          ⤢ 

Interpellation → Scent    

At this point of Variables the left-hand Tinnitus causes dream Variables relating to some form of 

scent stimulus either: caused in day time of Script congregation or; a lingering bad feeling taken to 

bed. Here Chinese acupuncture can start to relieve energy flows of a Core Identity. In a multitude 



of sins independence is the Western Ideology. The lingering extension to a dream can explain scent 

or Relativity of Intellect Variables, but daytime must have the Theory of Script. However an 

embraced meeting would carry home scent, but in an embrace the closeness of ear may cause 

stimulus that is much like the usage of tones to lowering towards an amorous location. Here a point 

can be assessed in Terms of rationality. In all likelihood the conscious issuer would not be 

overheard. But as a Theoretical of drugs used to pass over sleep patterns, then the use of Tinnitus, 

whilst walking away thinking of them in a non-existent but sleepy state could cause a problematic 

to some in relaxing in the Terminology of Psychosocial. Or extensions into conscious sleep visions 

for the Core Identity of drugs. A Term that would have incited witchcraft trials in the middle ages 

of the West. 

Looking back to the yawn, it is Self/Self of the Brain giving conscious acknowledgement of 

knowing the body is being set for a relaxing sleep. Here the issuer may have caused themselves a 

contradiction in what was relayed via previous Tinnitus encoding and amorous attempts. Here you 

can see a Casualty of Consciousness in a wearing down of their Willpower. In the office, 

regulations are adhered to. But if no ill intent is meant, still contradictions emerge in daily routines 

of electro-chemical scent clutter. So left-hand Tinnitus cases would need - to me - more personal 

proof in conscious interaction with older cultures for any further inclusion. 

So what of Schema and Script? Well Core Identity transcends into a humdrum of noise at certain 

points of the day and night. The dustbin Men are the explanation towards an awakening in some. At 

these points tones of noise string out around an area of localised Script. At this point a daily routine 

surpasses the individual humdrum as just another day. In the extending of the workers this sound 

travels - in Theory - like strings on the wind that cause attachments to other lives of Core Identities 

that are in for example, motorway traffic congestion. So if right-hand Tinnitus becomes an 

awakening as it enters the body then it could possibly cause a state of erratic motion and or vocal 

paranoia and these are the levels of an intolerable madness. This being simply because of 

Embodiment that becomes a part of Script extensions in Tinnitus and thought. At this indicative it 

is a matter of talking yourSelf out of the input created in the Script of Self-sense. Here Counsellors 

can also aid in Schema and Recall. 

In reasoning of medication this helps block extensions in electro-chemical interaction of the Brain. 

So saying it then causes Script and Schema no further disruption in the continuance of the Brains 

active stimulation towards Embodiment of outer thought perception. Schema has no conception of 

words towards a singular Core Identity of the humdrum of electro-chemical noises. This humdrum 

should confine someone to Self-sense of wordless Cognition within the inner ear, but also has the 

Term of voice behind the noise in some. Paranoia is a part of logical reasoning that hides a Core 

Identity from bothering other people of Psychosocial, but also their own unconscious worded 

humdrum. It is the Schema formulae of their Embodiment that has become adhered to as 

schizophrenia via Theory of Mind conjoining with bodily notions. This is where secrecy of voice 

becomes a bodily action that stimulates between electro-chemical of night Script and what the 

person hears as a Casualty of Consciousness via interpreting body language as a voice in the day. 

The latter state defines the fully installed mental illness of paranoid schizophrenia, but also includes 

misconceptions of Willpower that have no Relativity of Variables towards mental illness via 

reading a paper truthfully. This person is the Abnormal to be Normal that has risen above the 

mental health state to become an Ego Identity of a charity shop worker, college or the university 

Student. The latter being the extended into a Higher Theory of Mind Extension via extending the, “I 

don’t care attitude in early schooling of old times”. 

So the Methodology of mental health is that it has expanded the Ideology of a continuance of 

growth in Script via educative methods. Or a second chance at life via a rebuilding via using a 

period of Psychosocial Moratorium, this being where medication and therapy has allowed for the 



clearing of clutter in the mental health state of the Theory of Mind. This latter is the Buzz of an old 

life-style that has been left behind in some viewpoints. This is how the paranoia is then over-

powered via using Script of Embodiment to counteract sublime noise related to: external 

manipulation that corresponds to Script beliefs of innuendo in using extensions of etiquette of body 

language improvement skills. So although right-hand Tinnitus continuance is an Improbability 

Code, it still has the Relativity of Intellect as a new Core Identity of electro-chemical scent drifting 

in truth against the destruction of the Inner Peace Experience in Theory of Mind conjoining. So 

Analysis placed here then states that a return to childhood due to Willpower becomes the apparent 

cause of equilibrium of body, mind and soul to the point of re-awakening to solitude.  This solitude 

exists with the clients being understood as the Event of Script as their own, or the charity shop 

worker becoming the cashier instead. At this point the Discussion is that Script of innuendo is 

banished due to its falsehood in both. In Terms of the question: do you hear voices, it is a double 

standard where I used the B.P.S Code 4 of Ethics. 

In stage 2 of chart 6 those in mental health are already reaching stabilisation where natural 

inhibitors are taken in the form of medication. But the drug dealer and who he supplies, these 

people are on the balance scales as to which way they are going in: moral de/stabilisation; further 

drug use; harder drug use; natural move away from the scene. All are Abnormal to be Normal to 

some in society, but the latter can suffer a backlog of Script Dissension that needs mental health 

care co-ordination. Some identification can be placed on drugs and what source of food they 

require. This being body and glandular scent locations of energy feeding the Script and how 

depletion is recognised into innuendo of truth. Vitamin B being a part of alcohol and vitamin C 

being used in cannabis is my Theory. These drugs interact with the food source via the Terms I 

would use of a Capsid and Lipsid motion in the Brains electro-chemical stimulus causing a pleasant 

dizzy or euphoric feeling. This motion is where yeast ferments in the body taking vitamin B as a 

supply from the Brain and bodies resources to feed the dizzy motion. Embodiment links body and 

mind and so by using new forms of relaxation the Theory of Mind has time to equalise with the 

newly relaxing Self-sense of Core Identity when drinking is cut out or is alleviated in levels. In this 

Core Identity that is newly forming the Self plays a part in the work of Foucault. His Term, 

“Technologies of Self” are the constructive methods of fashion labels that can be extended to an 

Historical Insignificance of how Erikson’s chart can hold sways and balance in a person’s 

life.CHECK HIS WORK. Here in rules of subjection, inequalities identify to three forms of Core 

Identity via Psychosocial: 

11.  A further depletion of personal Self of identity in the Embodiment and Theory of Mind. 

12.  A re-educating via non-production of what is expected from Psychosocial Dissension of 

ridicule and false innuendo. 

13. To do the expected. 

In the case of 11 a counsellor is needed, simply because the overload causes a breakdown. Here 

however is a move up the scale in a contradiction because of someone that already is at levels 

where: Self harm; manic depression exists or other mental health non-physical illness phenomena. 

In the case of ascending to the charity shop worker a time of Psychosocial relaxation leads to 

desires to fulfil a Core Identity via swaying towards Expectancy or Anticipation. A point where 

Relativity of Intellect starts to rebuild emotional Intellect Variables, or Theory of Mind Extending 

into Embodiment. With the use of part time work counsellors can be used for Analytical methods of 

caring for mentioned signs of any pressure/stress. This Stress/pressure however that goes un-

noticed usually degenerates to an un-reasonable anger from within. Anger management courses or 

the acceptance of condescension towards narrative of the un-reasonable nature can be applied in a 

routine of ignorance to (12). Oppositions include washing before going to work or study. Here 

fashion identity is stated in the two ways of dirty unreasonable words against the Psychosocial. Or a 



good mannered fight to reach the bathroom first in a person living on their own? Changing of 

perception in Script and Schema of Buzz being given off is all about using a simplistic method of 

Symbolic Data that re-analyses societal Script at the level of wordless noise or body notions. Here 

perseverance of either thumb held downwards is the adulthood extensions of adult talking to their 

childhood state of the Psychosocial Moratorium of: the wordless states of the Inner Peace 

Experience forming solitude and relaxed Embodiment as a new Theory of Mind extension where 

exaggeration is the H.T.M.E.  

This route is also confirmed in a counsellor’s views expressed in tonal construction of a working 

environment of negotiations. Here Embodiment causes a new personality of traits given off by the 

counsellor in Schema theories nourishing a period of Psychosocial Moratorium. This being via the 

head, shoulders and thumbs routine confirming the unknown of a hidden agenda of Events of 

Script. The points of 11-13 can be defined as Introspective Script. In Terms of William James and 

Wilhelm Wundt this Term is extended in the work of how a counsellor causes changes in the 

mental health state of a client’s state of Core Identity of Psychosocial. Introspection is the basis of 

people using verbal reports from another to gain indirect access towards a particular person’s state 

of mind. However these views should relay verbal emotional tones as a form of reporting. In Terms 

of Script Narration a natural emotional state where no argument is formed states a narration of 

compliance reporting in a Psychosocial Moratorium restructuring. 

So if this is extended into Script of Goffman retraining becomes the noise of positivism of an early 

morning telephone call or the statement of a client being awake for some charity shop work and the 

wordlessness of the dustbin men being heard for the first time. This defines a change in societal 

tones of Buzz reaching the client as an application of Introspective Script change in the attitude 

placed in the persons: Self-sense; Core Identity; personality. So surrounding tones expressed 

outwards via Analysis of a counsellor and what the client feels about themselves then shows the 

extension of application towards wellbeing of installing an Ego Identity. 

 

 

Although James and Wundts’ Ideology fell out of favour, its application can be used via the 

extension of reading behaviourism expressed via extension of how well words are used over 

counselling periods, but also with the inclusions of voiced emotions. So the progression of a client 

not only discussing the move towards work or study, but asking for the counsellor to cause the 

progression shows how Script accepts the Introspective Ideology into an Analytical process of what 

Social services must enable in the new system. So in Script of Introspectionism it can then be used 

Analytically via the emotional tones that relate to a person’s state of Script where the Buzz extends 

as a natural Performance. 

With the aid of counselling, stage 12 is the route of going against Script via the established route of 

doctor’s creating a statement of Psychosocial acceptances. In social sciences Fashion Identities can 

indicate where a person is heading, extroverts being an exception, but are still identifiable to the 

learned. This is a system made of good mannerism being used and is likened to males wearing 

make-up in the late 70’s and early 80’s. Just like catching a train/bus elsewhere causes a change in 

Script and Schema of localisation that a client is not causing consequences in an act of, “Not 

reproducing inequalities of Self identification” of Core Identities. Via points 11-13, 13 is the time 

to adhere retraining away from the Cycle of Enquiry via using voluntary work as a production 

system of someone on benefits or even study. However in the right of voice and Script, the 

counsellor overrides innuendo in their status as understanding the rights and wrongs of the Self-

sense factors of inequality identification towards a client as a Core Identity analysed via their 

emotional tones of Intellect Variables and Body notions of Intellect. It is an Ideology Discussed as 



Technologies of Self that is relayed into societal attitude that can identify you via expression of 

Embodiment of Symbolic Data input into a crowded room of Buzzing noise. The classic example of 

these tones of Script and Symbolic Data are football crowds and how they affect the personality in 

a localised Societal tonal method. 

Identification to Humanoid states of tonal adjustments of attitude can cause developmental 

categories as to just what effects sounds have on the emotional responses in Schema conceptions of 

a Self-sensing. Here the bodily scent glands relay emotion of scent and also the vocal narrations 

between groups conversing in a collective of Core Identities discussing individual topics. Also the 

continuance it causes in Cognition via overhearing the football result of your favourite team 

whether consciously of unconsciously. So via Script, emotion and scent create conversation that has 

a direct impact on a personal perception via tones (Buzz), or electro-chemical Neurones causing 

adjustments in a person’s vocal narration due to hormonal changes of the body’s locality. So in 

Theory Schema and Script are an interaction of any emotional responses giving an electro-chemical 

stimulus of body and mind of sublime, leading to methods that are naturally Humanoid of: 

congregation; un/conscious Interpellation via the evolved Bi-Cameral. In these latter two states are 

the defining points between conscious Cognition and sublime Cognition built on extensions of 

wordless language of a babies Adaptations of the parents bodily devices of a sublime understanding 

of behaviourism.  

So although the sublime can be considered as a Methodology of Cognition, the enactment is of the 

conscious acknowledgement of being individual in a Psychosocial development of a quiet nod of 

approval towards the opposite sex that could lead to Eventual Interpellation of Cognitive 

conversation. The nature then becomes the emotional scent reactions that then causes emotional 

stimulus in the ways of intimacy of Schema formulae and of the needing to be congregating. This 

causes the Script enactment of either a chance meeting over coffee or the introduction of meeting 

new friends on the part of Core Identities. But also the extension of natural selection causing a new 

Theory of Mind Relative to the Intellect Variables available to the new of Interpellation where 

Erikson’s chart holds sways and balances of acting childishly funny, or emotional panic in the 

middle aged man re-dating a woman for the first time in years. It can be seen here of a returning to 

the state of stages 4-6 in Erikson’s chart.  

So in natural selection the Inner Peace Experience becomes the probable course of how people 

choose the partner of relationships. When partnerships are formed conversation between them 

forms the extension into two groups of structures, or friends of both. But also an adaptability of a 

how peace of mind can cause a natural state of cohabitating. A deep thinker does not necessarily 

form cohabitation, but can cause narration about extending into Psychosocial conversed approval 

via good body language skills. Thought not expressed in conversation builds up a Cycle of Enquiry 

when a partnership is a natural point of Eventually expressing those thoughts and desires. 

Embodiment expressed correctly cancels that thought process.  

 

 

Thought is a natural state of a Core Identity used in Embodiment, but lack of communicative 

Ideology gives a falling in levels of emotional responses, or a relationship that has become 

emotional stagnant because of a lack of emotional vocal tones. It is a lack of, “I would like a 

cuddle” instead of the pre-occupied state of wandering what the football results were. This then 

causes alienation in the Psychosocial co-habitation via the television being changed channel 

without actually saying so. Once a thought is expressed in a Core Identity it is not usually repeated 

due to an emotional responsiveness relapse of a partnership drifting apart. 

 



 

In a relationship is where Script and Schema formulae can especially be assessed. Whether that is 

an intimate or a plutonic relationship. Even counsellor/client has the basis of a study. All forms lead 

to expression of an Embodiment via vocal narration that expresses emotional states of body 

language. Intimacy does not necessarily involve communication as bonding can be initiated on the 

natural selection of quietude based on an arm put around the partner. Here Schema and Recall are 

not a necessity towards marriage. But still welcome diversions away from the pressures of the daily 

Cycles of Enquiry. It is Schema and how the approach towards peaceful bonding that defines a 

bonding or a marriage. At points of thought some have a tendency to want to talk and that is the 

defining of Interpellation continuance of bonding into equilibrium of Schema and Solitude of the 

Inner Peace Experience that removes any of the inadequacies that idol thought creates in over-

stimulation of some. Many in mental health lack communication skills of body language. In these 

medicaments can hinder them due to lethargy.  

 

 

Identification to Human tones of attitude and emotional scent would cause categorisation of just 

what sounds affect the Human state of Self-sense of Embodiment in a combining of Theories of 

Mind as a Psychosocial enactment. Much like partners that become compatible for organ donations 

due to living in compatibility. In Theory the bodily scent nerves may have extensions in their 

reactions to others’ emotional scent states. After all, drug users can become accustomed to someone 

that uses likewise drugs. Even the women that choose to become friends become adapted – in some 

– to having their menstrual cycle coincide with one and other. Or heroine used to inject other users 

that can cause a compromise in moral judgements. Embodiment has the aspect of the body’s 

unconsciousness of communication skills. Here Symbolic Data forms around the two people. In the 

two women it relates to Script and the possibility of keeping the friendship once each have found 

partners, or strings of early morning sounds being boosted from outside their windows at 

awakening times. This being the Theoretical Discussion relating to Script and the Taste/smell of 

Coffee. 

 

 

The body expresses itSelf when we are in public. Not only in its attitude, but what we wear as well. 

But it is the way it is expressed that causes a state of Script reactions. Fashion has trends that cause 

a Psychosocial Ideology about how the person feels emotionally. A person wearing a Mohican is 

not necessarily aggressive, but making an individual statement that it is okay to cut the hair into a 

weekend style before smoothing it down for the working state of Monday to Friday. You could be 

dressed like a thug or a down and out, but it is emotional scent that causes the state of innuendo in 

the Taste/smell of Coffee leading to the truth about the amount of money the person may or may 

not have. Fashion Identity belongs in roles: 

 

 Gender or age. 

 Social roles. 

 Personality. 

 Interests and taste. 

 Attitudes. 



 Current state of affairs. 

 

Fashion has always played a part in designs of behaviourism and Script. So picking a fashion leads 

to a personality trait of: 

 

 Rebel. 

 Rebel without a cause. 

 Embodiment following Script. 

 

Within the second marker is the role of how a mental health client can remove innuendo. It is the 

use of attitude that causes the Rebel without a cause to extend away from the mental health stigma. 

Using the last marker, it is defined in the point 20 and so does not allow for the forming of a new 

Psychosocial Moratorium in life. But within the second marker a rebellious state in conversing 

against innuendo can be formed via natural states of asking for a coffee in a gruff voice. It is all 

down to the presenting of electro-chemical stimulus of how feelings create a Deviation to one 

person using the next in a person’s extension of Psychosocial Performance. So Embodiment causes 

personality traits that react in a person’s Script or Psychosocial and the way they relay themselves 

in emotional scent and conversation. What the bank manager sees in work does not relate to the 

person at home. A caring family bank manager shows at times a cold-Hearted view to those 

needing a loan, but that also is a rebel without a cause due to the fact extending into a client’s needs 

of Embodiment following the establishment of Ego Identity. This giving rise to the Route of 

Learning via: unconscious interaction of emotional pleading causing a – still - route of no loan. Or 

the Introspective use of cold-Hearted wordless Cognition in the family home, Introspectionism 

being the science of behaviour. 

 

 

Embodiment is a natural reaction to the Theoretical of sub-schemata formulae. When hello is 

initiated a bow can become apparent. This is not however the standardised method, especially in a 

family unit where daily meetings are evident. Here Theory of Minds has become a collective of 

Inner Peace Experiences. A starting block in forming a good relationship is obviously 

Interpellation. But when Schema is applied to someone using Interpellation of their Embodiment - 

when looking at a World of Metropolis - even accentuated body odour forms a part of how well 

Interpellation of a future ending in a marriage or a splitting apart applies, or walking indoors only to 

sit on the sofa without the Interpellation of Embodiment in the Norm of Societal attitudes of love 

and negotiations. In the state of Metropolis, the emotional and electro-chemical scent overcomes 

the any robotic behaviourism in Terms of Electro-chemical localisation applied to a churchman 

entering a coffee shop from out of town.  

 

Chapter 5. 

 

Script and the Taste/smell of Coffee 

 

The script and interaction of Taste/smell of Coffee refers to: 



 

21.  Emotional responses. 

22. Embodiment. 

23. Script. 

 

Embodiment stems from the enactment of the three above Cognitive actions. All three refer to the 

state of peaceful solitude when sat in relaxation, whether that is in singular Core Identity or within a 

group friendship or relationship. Within emotional responses, Embodiment leads to conversation, 

but above all the quiet contemplation of Ideology in friendship/relationships. So when looking 

towards 21, the significance of moving up the social scale is via: local Script acceptance of peace 

and solitude of Embodiment in a Core Identity. Defining points are the electro-chemical scent of a 

bodily acceptance away from the innuendo of the mental health system of double standards of old-

style Psychology. In Terminology the Taste/smell of Coffee follows a person simply via body 

odour and expressive conversation of asking in the coffee bar for an Earl grey tea. At this level 

Embodiment receives glandular scent responses that become stored ready for the processes of sleep. 

In Terms of what is seen and what is sublime is due to visual perception and that of a localised 

unconscious hearing of a Core Identity and also in the Psychosocial Buzz. In Terms of asking for a 

tea/coffee Analysis is placed in Symbolic Data of the person’s emotional state of mind through 

which conversation of tonal aspects appear. In the client they must rise above the individual and 

concentrate on their own Theory of Mind. Gruffness does not necessarily mean an insult to the 

Barista, rather it is a statement to the needs of the day’s ongoing equilibrium.  

 

 

So Introspectionism is a Self-sense reason to cause applause for the audacity of life’s misgivings. It 

is a point of letting Script hear the electro-chemical improvement via natural statements made in 

day to the exchange of multipurpose sleep of Symbolic Data spread via the Barista, customers and 

also the client as a Core Identity. So at this point chart 7 becomes the point of shrugging (D) and 

the following of left or right thumb of confirmation at some point in the Performance. If the electro-

chemical emotional scent leads to further innuendo, then a disconfirmation of a downward thumb 

until an Alleviation is received via emotional tones in the Buzz that causes feelings of relief or 

wellbeing. That can also be simplistic towards an acknowledgement of a raised thumb at a 

cancellation of innuendo. 

 

 

So Script becomes a changing point of falsehood into a new Core Identity theorem. Or a 

Psychosocial improvement that is a cause of improvisation input of the counsellor arranging for a 

college study appointment for absolutely no reason other than the feeling of readiness caused via 

the client’s audacity of encouragement. In the new Performance of Script the shrug becomes 

acknowledgement of the Inner Peace Experience to the counsellor, the thumbs of the counsellor 

being that of the Embodiment followed into Script of the locality.  

 

 

So the Taste/smell of Coffee is extended into day from night via the Symbolic Data spread in the 

80-90% of the Brain that causes the interaction of daytime. Discussed here is the element factor of 



how the Taste/smell of Coffee causes interaction in the public domain, or the Core Identity standing 

up for their rights against a system in Terminology of a Casualty of Consciousness. From here a 

client can build a social role according to: 

 

 Attitude. 

 Current state of affairs. 

 Interests of tastes. 

 

Via using Psychosocial the other three markers 21-23 can define how a person can progress via 

what they know about themselves and how they can extended their knowledge of old Embodiment 

into a new extension of their Core Identity. A Core Identity is already built, but with leniency and 

attitude a person can then extend themselves no matter who they are via inconsistencies of 

standardisations of Erikson’s chart. The difference is that the client has the backing of workers 

involved in this state of knowledge. The banker has an established Core Identity of the Inner Peace 

Experience, as does the client at this stage. Only in the latter case knowledge on knowledge builds 

towards a H.T.M.E via Psychosocial Moratorium. 

 

 

Embodiment is built on the Taste/smell of Coffee drifting around your body and extended into 

Script. It is Embodiment that causes traits that are given off as a notion of how you are perceived in 

the Psychosocial. Taste/smell of Coffee is not Psychosocial Cognition other than body odour at 

some times in this type of Interpellation. Flatulence can be considered as an example. Even a Core 

Identity does not have Relativity of the complete scent system of their Script as a Cognition 

method.  

 

 

Clients of Casualties of Consciousness cause changes in perception of the, “Technologies of Self” 

via enhancement techniques. Or from a counsellor that is giving general encouragement, and not 

that of a robotic Metropolis Script worker of methodical reasoning. So the Embodiment in Self and 

relationships is important because of a: simultaneously involved stress relief in the Psychosocial 

Events of Script as family or friends or counsellor. Here work becomes more satisfying due to the 

creation of the communication it can create. Positivism in the lower needs of the mental health 

client can be created in study. 

 

 

Embodiment also includes the emotional Theory of Mind and creates relaxation in the hectic work 

of counselling people that usually find no hope in their own solitude of mind. Adjustments are slow 

and inclinations should be given at meetings. This approachment is explanatory to Erikson and 

Marcia of Psychosocial whereby: the bonding is simultaneously Psychological, but kept as 

personal views within the Embodiment of the social link of the relationship. So saying where 

adjustment toward a new Core Identity takes time to undergo natural enhancements of 

improvement via quietude and the inclusion of Psychosocial friendship based on the plutonic. 

 



 

The Ideology of extending Psychosocial of Erikson and Marcia to adult relations is a Psychosocial 

Moratorium that extends into an adolescent needing of conversation and explanation of growing in 

a community via childhood questioning of the likes of: why, Why, why! In simplicity a counsellor 

explained, “We are all number 1’s”, but to extend the counsellor was with the pigs in Dahl’s 

book, “Animal farm” that could not explain the lowering state of the other number 1’s. Input here 

would be an explanation of the: innuendo describes your illness, rise above what is not you within 

the groups of one. Lies and deceit build an imperfect system that needs to be risen above at the lies 

hidden behind the wordless noise of Script of true Self-sensing emotion, or, “We play the game for 

each other”, or individual uniqueness striving for continuance in a solidarity of a groups Ideology ( 

DD100 ).  

 

 

In Erikson’s 8 development stages of points 6-8, 6 can be described as the starting point of a 

relationship of Script building in the community and the expressing of an intimacy in the far off 

wordless Script of Embodiment that causes unreasonable establishment of loneliness ( depression ) 

in Point 7 as a state of whereby a singularity fights against the Abnormal to say that, “Hey I don’t 

want a coffee, children would be more preferential! Stage 8 is an acceptance of, “Why try for 

children when a coffee is more sociable”. At this point both thumbs can be raised to signify the 

possible and possibilities.  

 

 

The latter two are the Psychology of Script via Core Identity and its state of two Ideologies of an 

over-populated planet of Humans, or the good and the bad. Like the visit to the drug dealer can be 

construed as bad, continuation leads to worse possibilities of a dealer that injects heroine when the 

first supplier is arrested. So here the user creates a Script of more is a possible better. At the point 

the marker – attitude - relates to attitude of tasting a better life’style of solitude that is away from 

that of a dull cashier job. Or point 21 and the calming of any emotional responses that are not a part 

of any of the Interpellation of a Core Identities personal relationship.  

 

 

Here Script has broken down into the Embodiment of relaxation and not of conversing, or someone 

turning inward to find a cause to how their life has extended to this point. Analysis away from 

drugs leads to applying new orthodox methods such as a family outing or a change of scenery via a 

personal vacation, or weekly outings to restaurants in the larger localisation. Even a bus journey to 

the next towns Kentucky Fried Chicken or McDonalds is not out of reach on occasions of saving 

pennies. 

 

 

So at the Core Identity is Embodiment of electro-chemical assistance to the Theory of Mind 

causing speech or relaxation. Simply by moving into another social context of using another coffee 

bar or pub, the client can find an alternative Buzz. The Buzz is a worded Discussion of the Script in 

a local establishment. Whereas the Taste/smell of Coffee is the electro-chemical scent stimulus that 

causes an equilibrium to the emotional state of the Performance. So here Theory of Mind can be 



proven - as not only sounds of electro-chemical neurone connections of overt behaviour via 

unconscious, but emotional Tinnitus, but an extension into the bodily scents as also having an 

electro-chemical stimulus. 

 

Part 2. 

 

From the Terminology of Expectancy, the behaviourism of Script Dissension is typified. Here the 

psychological murderer/paranoid schizophrenic is more the Abnormal to be Normal in the mental; 

health Hierarchy system. In the learning of Social Sciences of Evolutionary Psychology: Script at 

this point is based on chapter 11 and the Lower Voice of Significance. But before that can be 

understood a Cognitive reasoning needs to be explained into Script Dissension of the Taste/smell of 

Coffee.  

 

 

Script Dissension is the statement of a person’s unbalanced electro-chemical links in the 

Taste/smell of Coffee. Within airflow a lot of mental health clients spend time in a world of air 

currents of thought denial of a collective of multiple L.V.S of noises and voices. This can be 

abstract personal Self-stress to levels of schizophrenia.  

 

 

If you look at Script it is the conscious actions of many: talking; thinking; exercising; relaxing; 

sleeping. These are all in Script and if you look at the scents of electro-chemicals as an airflow of 

scent, then the Stimulus – Response association in clients becomes a point of Expectancy 

association. This is a point whereby the Psychosocial Moratorium can be placed in a client/s 

Expectancy via counselling. When referencing Expectancy the body receives both personal and 

Taste/smell of Coffee in relation to an expected Event. The simplest of explanations is the local 

take-away store at the end of the road, or standing on the sea shore. These can be a part of life, in 

some living on the sea shore: who hardly ever smell it. These however are more of the double 

standards of the Term smell.  

 

 

In the Taste/smell of Coffee scent I feel is a random theory of Script. However when Embodiment 

of scent is also included, the electro-chemicals of airflow can heighten or lower the S – R of 

Expectancy. Here changes can be made. To the banker it may be just a new Eau De Cologne. But to 

a client small uplifts can be immense or: a new shampoo. Both explain scent given out into Script, 

but the scent of the Psychosocial may be Theoretically applicable as well. Here I Theorise on a 

conscious movement or set of actions that cancel this S – R of Expectancy in clients. In my first 

book I describe this as, “Let your fingers do the talking. At the point of Expectancy the opposition 

is to reverse the Cycle of Enquiry via:  

 

 Deviation →. Cancellation 

 



At this point of mental health a client can use Stimulus of Opposition within the bodily scent. Now 

it does, in some cause a differing of reactions ranging in the Hierarchy system. But by using the 

Core Identity of Self a Psychosocial Moratorium can start to be re-assessed. This in simplicity is a 

matter of washing the hands after urinating. To some it can be carried out via their own Self-sense 

reasoning. Here however opens up the new route of Evolutionary Psychology. Within the concept 

of consciousness is the collectible of Psychosocial, nothing of a Core Identity actually exists. 

Rather, the individual has concept of Individualism in the material of the Taste/smell of Coffee. It is 

the consciousness of the 5 point route that causes Cognitive reactions to the concept of a personal 

choice via:  

 

a) Noise 

b) Feeling 

c) Scent 

d) Tones 

e) Sight 

 

These 5 points link to both Moratorium of Sleep where, “Low commitment and high exploration” is 

enactment for achievement of the 10-20% of what the Humanoids have chosen for Cognition. The 

interaction of Self is in the Script of the Cognitive Moratorium of unconscious movement and 

scent. These being defined as electro-chemical interaction of their energy and sweat. When this 

energy and sweat becomes misaligned faults happen in the Self-sense. This being the Terminology 

I call part of Script Dissension. That also including the Cycle of Enquiry of voices of un-related 

Interpellation of Script in the un/con scious L.V.S, or a singular Buzz of multitudes reaching the 

inner ear/s.  

 

 

So in book 1 let your fingers do the walking becomes unconscious body language that counteracts 

airflow via: 

 

 Opposition → Deviation → Cancellation. 

 

Whereas before Cognitive sensual detection of Script Dissension, energy would have been located 

around the body as a scent of non-protection, causing the L.V.S to have a form of:  

 

 S – R → Acceptance.  

 

But instead, it is now cast off with Relativity of the Inner Peace Experience of a newly extended 

Embodiment theory of scent Events. This also a Term where re-calculation of electro-chemical 

stimulus and Schema can be initiated via an unconscious clean smelling Feng Shui of airflow of 

Self, or the fading of Script Dissension. 

 



 

Timing within Script Dissension is an out of fluid motion of electro-chemicals of Core Identity. In 

other words Embodiment has become an Expectancy of Psychosocial Events of Abnormal to be 

Normal. In Feng Shui it is also about airflow of energy disturbances. These are a part of lower 

sound levels where a person has a chance to alleviate mental health or thought of the other day. A 

simplistic Discussion via personal Self is to have a bath and then stand up and drip dry. You will 

feel in most cases the Theoretical basis of Chinese Feng Shui of airflow. Now if this is the case, 

scent may play a part in Embodiment of Script as a continuation of Psychosocial Events of un/con 

sciousness of the Taste/smell of Coffee. In the part of the individual client a mental health illness. 

Improvement may be in order of Self-sense improvement. A chance smell causing a bath or even 

the remembrance of starting to use a special Eau De Cologne. 

 

 

Script Dissension also has a meaning defined in sound/noise/tones. From the point of true Chinese 

whispers tones have Relativity of Tinnitus problems. At this point there is an upward turn to the 

negotiation of communication to those outside of psychology. Tinnitus is however a truthful point 

of being an, “Inferential Reconstruction” of electro-chemical emotional scent reactants causing 

Abnormal thought. Or the base line of life. At the realms of Tinnitus, hearing of communications 

become a force of energy of Script distortions. So within Tinnitus the initiation is purely personal to 

the person, where thought has become in part mental health realisation. It is an Ideology of airflow 

affecting what has become the ear/s hearing only certain pitch points in the normal hearing range 

are heard as part of the vicious Cycle of Enquiry of hearing sublime voices. But also ranges down 

into the L.V.S ranges of the inner ear. By blocking the ear, it can then be assessed whether the 

problem is an internal or external. ie: airflow or; Inferential Reconstruction of bodily distortions 

affecting Tinnitus. Inferential Reconstruction is a subject where recall of a subject matter may or 

may not be identified. Its extension hear is based on the: why, why why; and the client extending 

the question of why into how. In these questions however is the non-pronouncement of the words, 

so once the client forms an aspect of vicious delusional Tinnitus thoughts chart 5 becomes: 

 

Sound                         Reflex 

             ⤢      ⤡ 

        ⤢  ⤡ 

Stimulus              Off-key   →  →  →   Core Identity 

                            ↕ 

Response          Expectancy  

       of 

              voices 

 

Or point 3 in chart 6 of: 

          

Voices within         L.V.S Dissension         Symbolic Data  



            Change       

     

 

The ⤡⤢↕ are indicative of the vicious cycle of Enquiry in how voices within become a point of 

forming the L.V.S of words and the delusional aspect of worded noise. At this point Symbolic Data 

change starts to be transcribed into the body language of worded interpretations of looking across 

the street at others for a reaction of a sublime thumb. Here the use of a shrug can cause a re-

stabilisation of the client before the question of how surfaces. 

 

Part 3. 

 

The inner voice box – unlike the outer voice has more of an array of tonal methods. When the 

aspect of hearing voices via the Abnormal to be Normal is considered then the Ideology of a 

personality disorder becomes apparent. Tinnitus when wordless cancels this via the inner voice box 

being blocked. Music therapy is the choice where the inner voice box cab be used to sound like the 

singer, or a re-enhancement of wordless Tinnitus via the music. The enactment of humming or a 

clearing of the throat with a gruff noise is also an option. However music and lyrics are an option 

that is much more appealing. 

 

 

This interaction is a Method where the night of a Core Identity is extended into personal daytime 

interaction. This causing the re-establishment of, becoming a part of the Norm of Society. In book 1 

I mention singing lyrics in present time after only one hearing, but in the factor of day/night 

interaction of Script a song can be sung at a personal sublime level even if the song is heard for the 

first time. It does not take away the need for sleep simply because of the 80-90% ratio of a Core 

Identities enactment in the Psychosocial enactment of Script arrangements. Script arrangements are 

the sensual interaction of scent in psychological wording of the Taste/smell of Coffee. But in the 

sensual a client becomes – in part opened to E.S.P of the Psychosocial arrangements of their Core 

Identities Script Narration of keeping the L.V.S to the home. So, proving E.S.P cannot necessarily 

be Analysed via a deck of cards because the doctor may not be acting in the Script Narration of life 

and death of the hunter and hunted. Or the sublime notions of spotting a rustling movement in the 

undergrowth and whispering to no one in particular, “There it is”. But in some it would be acted 

upon by moving the gun towards an unidentified target of instinctual Methods. Here Interpellation 

is acknowledged in the extra 5-10% of the Human latent mind of instinctual Chinese whispers 

above Tinnitus where the hunter issues a bullet towards the hunts’ blood line above the neck. 

 

 

Interpellation of the un-necessary causes the state of personality disorders or the developed stages 

of a psychotic becoming that of a paranoid schizophrenic. Or the inward turning of looking for a 

non-physical phenomena of illness that progresses to hearing voices via the ears, nose and throat of 

a personality schizophrenic. The nose is also a problematic because of nasal whistling at a sublime 

level, or trying to make lyrics to the internal whistling interacting within the inner voice box. So 

when looking to create the feeling of the Inner Peace Experience the nasal passages must be used as 

a conscious action of wordless breath that consists with or without a whistle via breath exercises. 

This also being of importance in book 1, The healing of someone that once knew”. 



 

 

So in the case of the extra 5-10% of consciousness  being considered then the use of night/day 

interaction as a Core Identity becomes the traverse into the realms of E.S.P. This being where the 

hunted use the perception of hiding alongside the electrical apparatus that belongs to them. Or 

Interpellation of a microchip processor as a minor highly specialised electrical apparatus 

broadcasting a radio frequency, that has frequency ratios much like the Human mind at eight 

cycles, or hiding in the crowd at a concert or football match. 

Extra Sensory Perception is a battle of Willpowers in ecology. Man in today’s standards are not a 

part of the nature of hunter and hunted where the mass Core Identities are concerned. There is also 

the issue of communication and echoes though. Echoes are a creation where some clients can exist 

in the soundings of their personal Script interaction in the Psychosocial, or trying to find a way of 

locating away from ear dysfunctions of tonal levels via using those to aid the ears to look within the 

immediate surroundings. This being where the sounds are heard as a whole Buzz of singular 

narration of music from a microchip, this then being the end point of adapting the label of mental 

issues from a non-psychical illness.  

FROM HERE ON WIKIPEDIA Here a device in the ear that allows the client to hear the Lower 

Voice of Significance allows them time in Erikson’s Psychosocial Moratorium of correcting 

themselves as a Casualty of Consciousness. Once the Core Identity has established their tonal 

Dysfunctions of mental health issues the client can then relay via the device recording the 

information – to a team of counsellors. This allowing the counsellors and client the use of Symbolic 

Data gathering that can then assess emotional personality disorders relating to the patients inner 

responses interaction as a Core Identity to the Psychosocial interaction. Here also Analysis of what 

is being said in the collective of the L.V.S via a device that records at the points of tonal and vocal 

dysfunctions in the inner ear. Here the counsellors act as a conduit that gives a Self-healing via 

discussion methods. In persisting cases the use of a hearing aid type device can allow for the 

Tinnitus and vocal tonal dysfunctions in the inner ear to be corrected via for example: a tonal pitch, 

inner ear sound expansion or playing music. 

Research in bold with thanks to www.wikipedia.org : 

These tonal dysfunctions I Theorise are Relative to the stages of sleep patterns in the sleep induced 

stage of Brain activity which is involved in wave cycles from and between NREM1 and NREM2 

sleep. In the non-physical illness phenomena N1 sleep is a stage where the Brain emits Alpha 

waves. Alpha waves are meant to be reduced with the eyes open. Between N1-N2 a drowsiness is 

initiated and then N2 sleep. But yawning delays the initiation of N1 sleep in the Norm of Society. 

These waves are thought to represent the activity of the visual Cortex in an idle state. Occipital 

Alpha waves during periods of eyes closed are the strongest EEG Brain waves. They are also 

detectable with the naked eye or in Theory with the use of a hallucinatory drug. Although study of 

Tibetan Buddhist monks and Celestine nuns has shown signs that Gamma waves are what are 

involved in meditation. However in this case the eyes may be closed, but I say Alpha waves are a 

state of the Abnormal sleepwalking with the eyes open Relative to the states in and between N1-

N2. This can be seen as a case of the Abnormal to be Normal where pre-sleep is not acknowledged 

as an un-worded sensual state in the day/night/day continuum of Alpha waves of Cortical rebooting 

and Gamma waves of the day’s interaction.  

When in wakefulness a client does not use Cortical rebooting – as I came to realise - which may 

cause an overload in Occipital Alpha waves. So this in turn then causes auditory hallucinations 

(superstition against E.S.P), but also flash backs from hallucinogens where the eyes are open. In the 

View of auditory hallucinations the Brain reverts to Alpha waves to stop a client from falling into 

http://www.wikipedia.org/


the state of hallucinations. In this state the Theory of Mind still has a state of semi-consciousness 

via the Parasympathetic nervous system and a state it creates as, “Rest and digest” as an, “Idle 

state” of body and mind, or a person deep in sublime thought interpretations. This can be seen as 

meditation of the eyes closed or a person that seems to being thinking and best left to themselves. 

In the latter a lack of body motion towards others confirms the glances the patient receives. 

At this point the Brains dysfunction is a cause of the Parasympathetic Nervous System causing 

Confabulation. Or if the reasoning of the L.V.S is considered a Bi-cameral Theory of Mind where 

the Terminology is, “Life narration of Script interaction”, but also keeping within the Self of a Core 

Identity of Psychosocial individualism. This can be seen via noises of Self in night extended into 

the daytime as an interaction of sleepwalking in the dominant night extending into the Occipital 

Alpha waves of the day continuum. I also describe voices as an auditory Confabulation because of 

the mental denial system of the non-physical illness phenomena where the idle state is that of the, 

“Rest and digest” of the Parasympathetic nervous system not denying public superstition. It can be 

Described as sleepwalking in a sublime fashion of the Brain overloading via Alpha waves caused 

by a lack of blinking into Cortical rebooting, even nutrition and water.  

Sudden twitches are also a commonality in these stages of sleep. In Tardif Dyskinesia the twitches 

are a natural state of the illness Palatal myoclonus where movements of the breath onto the Soft 

Palate of Psychosocial scent causes dysfunctional sublime interaction of involuntary tongue and 

jaw movement. At this point the breath enters the inner voice box via a relaxing into the stages N1-

N2 of sleepwalking. In a patient this process of breathing may extend their consciousness into the 

8-12Hz of pre-sleep of Alpha waves. This is a state in the Cognition sciences known as 

Conflabulation. 

The next state of sleep of N2 which contains the use of K-Complexes is where the Brain sweeps 

across its neural networks looking for correlations of consciousness within, looking towards the 

next day’s 10-20% of Cognition unconscious Script interaction. At the point Interpellation can be 

initiated via the urge to visit the coffee shop at the same time if feelings should say so. This 

sweeping action is carried out by gamma waves. A person left awake here would become confused 

with their internal conscious workings, or the development of a psychotic illness if water and 

nutrition are inadequate. In some however a drifting mind is just idle thought or the act of 

daydreaming of an old holiday fun-time, even meditation of gathering energy via breathing 

techniques. In my first book importance is placed on breathing techniques and how day and night 

involves different breathing patterns. I state that breath of night is a gathering of ionisation and the 

day gathers internal energy from another cause (The Trauma of Voices).  

In Terms of Script continuation the 80-90% is a biological computational action of an unconscious 

action of the sensual and sense in Embodiment and Theory of Mind conceptions. This creates body 

notions and motions of Script as well as forms of Interpellation. However in the use of Theory of 

Mind it can be seen as sensual via the Inner peace Experience where the body is the Alleviation of 

mind sense but the mind also has a sense of thought. This sense of thought is the interaction 

between the inner voice box, the inner ear, but also Tinnitus disruption. In the drifting of scent and 

energy, the interaction is Theoretically based on James Lovelock’s Theory of a planetary 

Homeostasis. Here Theory of Mind is built upon the next day’s gathering of electro-chemical 

Embodiment of scent, vision and hearing that is then processed in sleep. This is the process I 

Describe as the day/night/day continuum of the Taste/smell of Coffee. What I do say is REM sleep 

is a place where dreams are processing an overloaded Core Identity in a logical fashion of 

protection in the body’s paralysis. However a lack of Cortical rebooting causes the state of flash 

backs and the Script of mental health denial system built upon witchcraft and superstition in a 

Psychosocial enactment causing a client a Lower Voice of Significance denial system. What a 

client needs is a system of: 



 Deviation → Opposition → Alleviation. 

The above marker gives a Deviation away from denial where a Psychosocial Moratorium gives the 

client a chance to oppose sublime issues in a loud vocalisation that can then be extended into an 

Alleviation system where superstition is the deviant and the Opposition is an opposition of a person 

becoming a Norm of Society where Theory of Mind is vocally expressed as Self-therapy. At this 

point the, “Why and how” via the questions of, “! And ?” becoming Script input from the 

counsellor as a matter of saying vocally, “Give repetition of echoing your mind aloud until 

Alleviation is achieved as a truth of Self-therapy of becoming confident enough of achieving an 

Ego Identity”. Big words to a client that needs explanation, rather than leaving a formula of 

confusing dominance. 

K-complexes were discovered in 1937 in the private laboratories of Alfred Lee Loomis. These K-

Complexes occur in a spontaneous fashion, but is responsive to external stimulus such as sounds 

and touch to the skin. As I mentioned in Feng Shui, airflow can cause reactions in the body and so 

here the day/night/day continuum can be Theorised upon via Homeostatic Script. Palatal 

dysfunctions are a degenerating towards an extra 5-10% of consciousness in the day via non-

Cortical rebooting or in Theory of the Norm K-complexes of Gamma waves sweeping across the 

mind so as to keep within evolutionary humanity of Norm states of the 10-20% of consciousness. 

Here it may be proven that a client uses Alpha waves in a sweeping action of the N1-N2 points in 

and between. This can be seen as a point between Tardif Dyskinesia entering the inner voice box, 

where a client staying alert instead of Cortically rebooting during this process may find scent and 

Abnormal hearing interaction of Embodiment where the hearing becomes muddled because of 

Occipital Alpha waves. This can be seen as the day continued as a state of sleepwalking due to the 

stages from N1-N2, by being able to sense externality of touch and sound as a conscious sublime 

issue. At this point the boundaries of superstition can be overcome by a Script input from 

counsellors of giving the client time in a Psychosocial Moratorium. At this point exploration of the 

L.V.S can cause the client the need to reply consciously. This then causing the re-enhancement of 

Psychosocial solitude of the wordless sound from across the street that was not usually heard 

because of a tonal or Tardif Dyskinesia dysfunction. Although the sound is made by one, another 

Core Identity of the Norm of Society’s sound would be different due to velocity giving a lower or 

higher sensual sound or combining sounds. Or even the lack of usage of a counteractive 

wordlessness in sounds where the body language is the interpretation of Tardif Dyskinesia. Here 

difference can be placed in the Norm and Abnormal via sensual and sense of body language of 

motion and notion. Tardif Dyskinesia is the product of involuntary Jaw and tongue dysfunctions. 

Olanzapine is or can be a bi-product of Tardif Dyskinesia. This causes sublime interaction in the 

inner voice box, inner ear and Tinnitus and the mouth parts. Acting on vocal echoing and impulse is 

the initiation towards: 

 Deviation → Alleviation → Opposition. 

Here the Opposition is a deviant to wordless noise restoration because superstition has been 

answered as a Norm of Society via vocally preaching Self-therapy. Homeostasis and Feng Shui 

then causes bodily reactions in the Sensual glandular points that as a Theoretical causes the re-

issuing of restoring Cortical rebooting and so allowing the Brain to restore the Inner Peace 

Experience via an new Theory of Mind. This giving motions to looking at someone across the fish 

and chip shop. At this point a smile can be issued instead of lowering the head into subjective 

mental abhorrence continuance. I call these points Sensual Glandular Neurones that gather the 

Taste/smell of Coffee. This can be expressed as the Glandular Neurones becoming sensual points 

instead of sense points of body language dysfunctions of Bi-cameral notions. 

So these K-complexes are a creation that is an occurrence in the widespread cortical areas of the 

outward Dendritic currents from the middle (III) to the upper (I) layers of the Cerebral Cortex in 



the Brain. The cerebral Cortex is a sheet of neural tissue that is at the outermost point of the 

cerebrum of mammal Brains. It plays a key stage appointment in memory, attention, perceptual 

awareness, thought, language, and consciousness. Here a client’s Abnormal distraction may cause 

development into the uncoordinated Psychosocial enactment of bodily notions of sublime thought 

notions. In Psychology it can be Discussed as a sublime Attention Deficit Syndrome or in a worse 

case scenario a delusional denial aspect of not wanting to go over the boundary into the L.V.S 

system of curing problems within Script via Self-spoken counselling. The Cerebrum is constituted 

of up to six horizontal layers, each of which has a different composition in terms of the neurons and 

connectivity. The Human cerebral Cortex in size is approximately 2 – 4 mm thick. In preserved 

Brains, it has a grey colour, hence the Brain having the nickname, “Grey matter”. 

These Dendritic currents are accompanied by a decreasing of the broadband EEG power that is an 

inclusion of Gamma Wave activity in REM sleep, but also includes daytime Cognitive abilities. Or 

the cancellation of the Psychosocial script enactment of unnecessary Taste/smell of Coffee gathered 

in the daytime interaction of Occipital Alpha waves causing glances towards a noise and 

philosophically speaking, “The scent of magnolia” gathered in breath of unconscious sleep. It could 

be Theorised in Gamma and Alpha waves that the Binding Problem is an issue where the Brain 

has adapted to Occipital Alpha waves in the Abnormal following a Bi-cameral state of creature 

body language notions instead of using Gamma waves of conscious Cognition that are depleted due 

to breathing, nutrition and water imbalances.  

In the Terms of, “We play the game for each other” correlations will Theoretically be placed in 

Feng Shui and the state of N2. It can be seen as the external un/conscious sensing of Norm and 

Abnormal where the night of the day/night/day is the human equivalent of the Bi-cameral Brain 

created in sleep patterns extended into the day of Alpha and Gamma wave Interpellation. It can be 

placed as merely looking up sensually or keeping the head lowered in Bi-cameralism in sensing of 

Self via, “! And ?” of the Abnormal clients confusion in the non-physical illness phenomena. In the 

Norm this can be seen as the Core Identities need for the next day’s stimulus of Script and the body 

of Psychosocial interaction, of congregating as Self via words and the relaxation of calm internal 

breathing and sensual feelings. So these Gamma Waves produce stages of neuronal Cognitive 

daytime silence in which the neural network activity is then reduced.  

So in the activity of K-complexes of sleep it is then a transferral from the Cerebral Cortex to the 

area of the Thalamus in the Brain where it synchronizes with the Thalamocortical network 

during sleeping time, producing sleep oscillations such as Spindles and Delta Waves. Sleep 

spindles result from interactions between cells in the thalamus and the Cortex and coincide in N2 

along with the K-complexes. These bursts represented in cycles of 0.5 – 1.5 seconds and are 

sometimes known as Sigma Waves where consolidation may be Theoretically apparent. 

Theoretically saying, the combination of separate memories or scattered computational material 

that forms into a single whole or mass as a Core Identity conjoining Psychosocial informational 

processes towards individuality of memory and Schema Recall in the day/night/day continuum. 

Here it can be seen that a fully sleeping creatures Bi-cameral state is an unconscious enactment of 

sleep in the Norm of Society of the continuum.  

Thalamocortical Dysrhythmia (TCD) is a Theoretical framework in which neuroscientists try 

explaining the positive and the negative symptoms induced by Neurological disorders like 

neuropsychiatric depression. In Theory these positive and negative issues could also relate to Bi-

polar due to the depression of a neuropsychiatric problem where the positive is elation. In the TCD 

the intricate dynamics contained between the Thalamus and Cerebral Cortex: they are disrupted by 

changes in the behaviour of the Neurons in the Thalamus. TCD can be treated with Neurosurgical 

methods like the Central Lateral Thalamotomy, which due to its invasiveness is only used on 

patients that have proven resistant to conventional therapies. Bi-polar could be the cause of 



dysfunctions whereby an overlapping between any K-complexes currents that become a part of day 

time analysis at a level of sleepwalking and hyperactivity due to bursts of Gamma interspersed with 

Alpha waves of N2. In the state of N2 the facial features resemble sadness, a depressive look, but as 

a daytime stance to the Norm glumness (moodiness). To the Abnormal to be Normal Script and 

Interpellation will translate this look as: depression and dejection simply because the client lowered 

the head in the fish and chip shop that may become Scripted through Interpellation in the 

day/night/day continuum as Self-awareness. 

At the base of the theory lies diminished excitatory or increased inhibitory input at the Thalamic 

level, but also a visa-versa in Bi-polar. This leads to a switch of the Thalamocortical Neurons 

from tonic to burst firing and subsequently entrains Thalamic and Cortical areas with 

Pathological Oscillations at around 5Hz. These Oscillations are a part of N2 sleep patterns where 

K-complexes consolidate Neural patterns into a Cognitive pattern of understanding, but to the 

Abnormal carrying a mirror would seem absurd. In myself I would study my facial stance in the 

glass of windows. Tinnitus and tonal dysfunctions of day time, only causing a dysfunction between: 

the Theory of Mind and what Embodiment sees in the Abnormal to be Normal. Or using worded of 

thought to interpret what someone else is feeling about them via a Self induced Confabulation of 

facial and body stances. This is then taken into the day/night/day continuum of a Core Identity 

translating Interpellation. What I will say is medicaments can sometimes have a hypnotic effect or 

cause a sleepy effect. This has two effects whereby the clients tries to cheer up, but lacks an 

Interpellation point due to loosing the hypnotic effect. Input here is to explain the facial stance of 

depression and glumness in a reassuring method so as to cause the smile. 

In psychology, Confabulation is the spontaneous narrative report of Events that never happened. 

Confabulation, also known as a false, degraded, delusional, or corrupted memory via insinuation is 

a stable pattern of activation in a Neural Network or Neural assembly that does not correspond to 

any previously learnt patterns of a normal attitude. The same Term is also applied to the Neural 

mistake-making process leading to a falsifying in memory. Confabulation is central to a Theory of 

Cognition and consciousness in which thoughts and ideas originate in both the biological of 

Embodiment and Tinnitus via Synthetic Neural Networks of Theory of Mind as false or degraded 

memories Nucleate upon various forms of Neuronal and Synaptic fluctuations and also thought 

damage to Tinnitus frequencies. Damage being a factor also of drugs such as amphetamines 

(speed), crack-cocaine, Lysergic Dythilamine acid (LSD) and cocaine. Such patterns of Neural 

activation are promoted to ideas as other Neural nets perceive utility or that value to them 

(Thalamocortical Loop). These Looping actions are involved within the production of Sleep 

Spindles and the control of extending new information. This Loop controls information that passes 

between the Thamalus and Cerebral Cortex via Thalamocortical Radiation. Within Cognitive 

sciences, the generation of Confabulatory patterns is a symptomatic of some forms of Brain 

dysfunctions. Via this the Confabulations relate to the pathologically induced Neural activation 

patterns from indirect experience expressed in Script, Interpellation or insinuations of the L.V.S and 

any learnt relationships that it causes to a Core Identity. In computational models such damage and 

the related Brain pathologies such as dyslexia and hallucination result from simulated Lesioning 

and Neuron death. Forms of Confabulation in which missing or incomplete information is 

incorrectly filled in by the Brain is generally modelled by the well known Neural network process 

called Pattern Completion. 

Part 4.  

Sleep spindles are where the Brain correlates synchronicity of Cycles of Enquiry of remembrance. 

Whether it be a conception of Schema, vision in the need of Psychosocial sensual sound or even: 

drawing the head towards the sense of smell via peripheral vision where sensual Feng Shui expands 

vision. It can also be comprehension of hearing the following day’s extending of life’s Script 



Narration the unconscious causing un-worded noise or even looking around and out the window for 

no apparent reason or in these Terms the day/night/day continuum. In the latter the Terminology of 

Scent Interpellation gathered in the breath of sleep via Self and Feng Shui. The latter of Feng Shui 

is more apparent within the home of a family unit.  

So it has been observed that Sleep Spindles are indeed identical in the "laminar distributions of 

transmembrane currents" to the slow waves of slow wave sleep. (SWS or N3), often referred to 

as deep sleep, consisting of stages three and four of non-rapid eye movement sleep, according to the 

Rechtschaffen & Kales (R&K) standard of 1968.  

As of 2008, the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) discontinued the use of stage 4, 

such that the previous stage of NREM3 joined NREM4 to become simplified as stage 3. An period 

of (30 seconds of sleep) that consists of 20% or more of slow wave (delta) sleep is now considered 

to be stage 3. 

There are defining points in the electroencephalographic and other characteristics within in each 

stage of N1-N3. Unlike the stage of REM sleep, there is usually little or no eye movement within 

NREM patterns. Dreaming is rare during NREM sleep, and muscles are not paralyzed as in REM 

sleep. More so, there is also the state of parasympathetic dominance of, “Rest and digest” during 

NREM. The Parasympathetic nervous system can stimulate or inhibit glandular actions of scent and 

touch like in the stage N2. This can be Endocrine in action as well, which is usually a release into 

the blood stream. Stimulation and inhibiting of scent can be seen as a part of Psychosocial 

processes where the Endocrine release is stored for a later glandular release in the day or the Theory 

that it works much like an anti-body. 

The highest arousal thresholds (e.g. difficulty of awakening, such as by a sound of a particular 

volume in mental health cases) are observed in deep N3 sleep. Lack of sleep can cause fatalities and 

in mental health particular sounds are Relativity of causing tonal dysfunctions in a Core Identity. In 

Psychosocial the tendency would be towards, “Killing me softly”. Or Eventually giving up the 

Willpower to live that could cause death by natural causes in a person. This can be Theorised via 

the ears closing, followed by the inner voice boxes tones closing that then causes breath paralysis. 

In book 1, “The Trauma of Voices” it explains the part where sleep breath can be lost causing death 

or the loss of sleep where day time internal breath is the full cycle. That fact which destroys 

religious madness is due to the internal breathing of the day time. 

A person will typically feel more groggy when woken from slow-wave sleep, and experimental 

tests on Cognition after awakening show mentality performance is impaired for up to 30 minutes or 

longer, Relative to awakenings from the other stages. This phenomena is known as "sleep inertia." 

Sleep inertia is a physiological state characterised by a decline in motor dexterity and a subjective 

feeling of grogginess, immediately following an abrupt awakening. To the Abnormal I found that 

grogginess was not always present, rather sleep was a continuance of sublime notions. What is 

essentially missing is the rude awakening of the alarm clock before work, but also the fact that 

awakening also has a slow ascending from realisation of thought that extends into sublime 

conscious interaction. The impairment where there is a lack of a groggy feeling then causes 

physical tasks of morning noise routines (eg: putting the washing up away) to be partially blocked 

via the ears still being at an internal point of sublime interaction. Sleep inertia can also refer to the 

tendency of a person that wants to return to sleep where the Norm would stave this off with loud 

yawning - causing the ears to open - and the stretching the limbs. Typically, sleep inertia lasts up to 

3 hours for a night wake up and up to 90 minutes for a day wake up. If the subject is awakened due 

to a perceived danger, however, the duration of sleep inertia is reduced to only a few seconds or a 

rude awakening to the alarm clock. 



When looking back at K-complexes it has been suggested that they both protect sleep and also 

engage in information processing as they are both an essential part of the synchronization of NREM 

sleep processes. That being while they also respond to both internal and external stimuli in a 

reactive manner. An extension of the Ideology of the Taste/smell of Coffee continuation is in the 

unconscious act of Psychosocial interaction of day/night/day. This would be consistent with a 

function in suppressing cortical arousal in response to stimuli that the Brain needs to instinctually 

process in regards to whether the external is a sensual danger of tonal sound or not.  

Here forms the questions of why and how in a mind that has been tranquilised with medicaments or 

hyped-up with street drugs. In modern Terms however the Brain and medication linkages are better 

understood and so questions of why and how are blocked via the tranquilisers or suppressants. Or 

the suppressing of danger signals in Psychosocial warnings sent towards a person’s own electro-

chemical scent of danger or stress during the day that is then assessed in sleep. When street drugs 

are assessed, danger can seem a long way off due to the happy-go-lucky attitude of a euphoric 

dealer. 

Another suggested function of K-complexes rhythms is in aiding the activation homeostasis of 

synapses and memory consolidation. In the Gaia hypothesis, James Lovelock’s Theory is of the 

entire bio-mass – but also chemical - of matter on Earth (or any planet with life) functions as a vast 

homeostatic superorganism that actively modifies both life and the chemical environment to 

produce the environmental conditions necessary for bio-mass survival, or Script and the sense and 

sensual Interpellation. In this View, the entire planet maintains homeostasis or a Psychosocial 

equilibrium as Self and food production. A relatively simple homeostatic equilibrium has become 

acceptable. A confirmed equilibrium is when atmospheric carbon dioxide levels rise: it causes some 

plants that are able to grow better, that are then enabled into removing more of the carbon dioxide 

from the atmosphere. When sunlight is stronger or there is a lack of cloud cover the atmospheric 

temperature climbs. This then causes phytoplankton in the oceans to thrive and produce more 

dimethyl sulphide, DMS. The DMS molecules act as cloud condensation nuclei, which then causes 

clouds to become more abundant and that causes an increase in atmospheric equilibrium. This then 

causes an effect which then lowers the temperature of the atmospheric conditions due to Carbon 

Dioxide removal where moisture causes the product of H2O division. This can be seen via H2 and 

CO2 equilibrium and division.  

As scientists discover more about Gaia, vast numbers of positive and negative feedback loops are 

discovered that cause and help maintain an equilibrium to feed basic bio-mass via Carbon 

Monoxide within the environmental conditioning. As climate change and global warming occurs, 

the temperature of the Earth increases. So as memory consolidation and homeostasis become the 

occurrence of sleep functions - of allowing the Ecological formulae of the 10-20% of Cognition in 

localised Script, this then branches out via bio-mass frequencies of the extra 80-90% of 

unconscious sleep interaction brought in the scent of daytime of the Taste/smell of Coffee on the 

wind of commonalities of equilibrium in Feng Shui. Feng shui and air currents of energy are an 

explanation of Homeostasis via ultra-sounds of an Elephant. Ultra-sound is a part of Script that is 

gathered in electro-chemical scent of the un-worded electro-chemical reactions of Earth’s winds 

and ocean currents. From there a Core Identity commonality extends into a Psychosocial wind 

current via their apartments and outings. At times a breeze runs down a street into the next causing 

electro-chemical enhancement of life and death interaction. In the state of N2 this Theoretically 

exists as Psychosocial interaction that extends via the unconscious ultra-sounds from across the 

street when collectives of commonality coincide.  

Part 5. 

The activation thresholds of Cortical Synapses or Plasticity become raised during wakefulness as 

the body and mind processes new information, and so needs to be adjusted back to uphold their 



signal to noise ratio. Signal to noise ratio in a philosophical sense can be explained as Tinnitus 

frequencies relaying blood codes, but I also say they relay motion and emotion. When 

communication is placed within the ear, Tinnitus can be seen as relaying emotion to Theory of 

Mind that then causes bodily notions of unconscious, but also involves Interpellation that is part of 

the day/night/day continuum of Script. In the womb some say a child has consciousness at a certain 

point before birth. What I say is that this conscious is the enactment of ultrasounds affecting 

Tinnitus that then causes emotional issues once birth has happened, or the state of cries of peace via 

pleasantness of Waaaaa, Waaaaa, but also the unpleasant of shrill WaWaWaWa. This can be seen 

as a first emotional state in Erickson stage developments of forming point one of, “Trust versus 

mistrust”.  

During wakefulness the thresholds of the Cortical synapse processing of K-complexes of the signal 

to noise ratio is taken care of by a blinking of the eyes. Blinking can cause a momentary shutdown 

of the consciousness into a Cortical rebooting to keep Symbolic Data gathering of Self as a Core 

Identity of bodily motions. It can be Termed as the unconscious Symbolic emotional Analysis, or 

shaking a person’s hand that is washed or unwashed with regards to Fashion Trends at working 

lunches with alcohol or a gym session with colleagues. 

With thresholds of processes - in meaning it defines a set of parameters that a Core Identity has a 

higher and lower threshold where the necessity of the action of natural blinking causes a 

momentary sleeping inducement. This I see as usage for the calculations of emotional energy and 

sensual glandular neuron scent points that gives emotional conversation concepts in a biological 

sense factoring of the localised atmosphere where a Performance is Buzzing towards the day/night 

continuum for the following day where Interpellation causes a look towards a sublime action and 

recognising the face of a Fashion Trend of. Localisation causing pre-dispositions of Retrospective 

meaning that leads to Introspective actions in Theory of Mind and Embodiment in people. Via: 

8. Look 

9. Hear   ↔   ↔   ↔   Relativity of Intellect. 

10. Ignore 

But also: 

 Vocalisation. 

The latter is the bi-product of the day/night/day continuum of: 

f) Noise 

g) Feeling 

h) Scent    →→→→→→    Intellect Variables. 

i) Tones 

j) Sight 

It is a catching up on the day’s actions via the strength of Willpower according to an individual’s 

schedule in present time reasoning of keeping within the Inner Peace, “And thought” Experience. 

So once that blink has been consolidated into electro-chemical information, it then passes to bodily 

compartments of the scent glands, causing inhibitors or stimulus factors of body and voices.  

The down-state that is provided by these K-complexes does this by reducing the strengths of any of 

the Synaptic connections and or the electro-chemical interaction of the sensual Embodiment and 

signals sent to the Brain that occur - when activated - while individuality is awake. Or the breath 

blocking the internal ear from the 80-90%, analysed in sleep via: a Core Identity interacting in 

Psychosocial Embodiment of the ears, nose and throat via Tinnitus and tonal sounds of sublime 

ultra-sound causing stress that creates Peripheral sight on the eyes absorption of co-ordination 

towards those sounds. Ultra-sounds are also a part of sleep that are collected via bodily motions of a 



Human or creature of objects moving during times of wakefulness, but continued via Homeostasis 

as day/night/day. It is Theoretically part of the process within sleep continuance via N2 of 

unconscious sensual scent and how the family scent interacts as points of Interpellation worthiness 

to the family unit. When movement is made I say, a Tinnitus code is then sent to the Brain via the 

inner ear. I state that I hear my Tinnitus and although I say it is a clear and steady tone in my 

previous book this is within the idle state. As I progressed I could notice differing pitches that were 

responded to with motion. It is also a visa-versa of a Tinnitus frequency that causes movement of a 

bodily part/s. It is a part of Homeostasis of the peripheral senses via Erving Goffman’s 

Terminology of a Performance that is caused via these ultra-sounds that are processed as a 

day/night/day continuum, but is then extended in Embodiment of movement and scent release of 

Feng Shui. 

In the client Tinnitus is the last resort, but also a wordless beginning, but as an Abnormal to be 

Normal beginning to rebuild an Ego Identity via a period of Psychosocial Moratorium. The un-

initiated of societal attitude would cause extensions into thought extensions of, “Do you hear  

‘sublime’ voices in your head” that was, “Not” an original questioning of old-style psychology in 

America and British psychiatry, in an Abnormal Cycle of Enquiry. Furthermore, the recovery from 

the down-state these K-complexes inducement, that allows, a "cortical firing of 'reboots' in a 

systematic order" so that memory engrams and bodily notions encoded during neuronal firing can 

be "repeatedly practiced and thus consolidated" in an unconscious act that blinking creates 

momentarily.  

In the mind that is comatose due to drugs or sublime conscious sleepwalkers - thoughts and 

processes cannot always be condensed into a stable order. Or the Brain having troubles storing data 

of the Norms 10-20% which then causes thought Conflabulation in clients. Hence erratic thought 

processes or the hearing being affected into a delusional enactment of sublime or latent voices of 

the instinctual Bi-cameral, being brought to the foreground via a coffee bars chorus creating words 

of ultra-sound at the level of Script Tinnitus, or a chorus of understanding of babbling baby talk via 

the Term of Adult/child of established wordage formulas. It is delusional, simply because of the 

societal beliefs being brought to the statement of Abnormal to be Normal. The client trying to rise 

above Tinnitus may only be met with the likening to a football crowds chanting of mirth and 

ridicule in tonal dysfunctions created during N2 of sleep due to a lack of correct sustenance that 

causes the non-physical illness phenomena. Bi-polar is also an inclusion of good and bad times of 

this choral chanting. What one hears in a football crowd chanting another hears slightly differently 

or the Term, “indistinctly” to the Norm of Society. Confabulation is not necessarily delusional 

when Script Narration of a life’s words are a concept. Bi-polar is a denial factor of the Terminology 

of my use of the Lower Voice of Significance. The L.V.S is a state of faraway voices, not that of a 

singular Core Identity being influenced by Overt Behaviour. Here book 1’s Discussion of control 

freak is appropriate.  

In K-Complexes, Plasticity problems may arise in the Dendritic currents passing over the Vagus 

nerve via assessment of the ears, nose and inner voice box and their assessment of the wakeful 

times of consolidation furtherance towards reduced states of synaptic signal strengths of sleep via a 

lack of electro-chemical Brain secretions of food sustenance. Or the forming of a waking nightmare 

continuation where a client cannot conceive the illness within, in a conscious narration, until a 

mental health overload becomes overly apparent that leads to consciousness of Tinnitus defence 

leads to the opening of the inner ear. Here the Norm of Society may unconsciously conceive clients 

as falling asleep in Ecological bodily terms of frequencies affected by scent glands and emotional 

conversation. In the Vagus nerve it is a point of having dysfunctions towards the body due to a 

lacking of sustenance via the inner voice causing Tinnitus dysfunctions.. At this point these 

dysfunctions cause the body: scent and motion problems that I say leads to the Term sublime body 

notions of Bi-cameral states of body language communication as a sublime narration purveyed via 



the vocalisation to the inner ear. Furthermore the Vagus nerve controls speech which I explain more 

of later. 

In the natural state of the Norm of Society, the inner part of the eyes droop down the nose and then 

this pulling the mouth down. This motion then enters the inner voice box causing a state of sublime 

notions seen as a sleeping person in the Abnormal to be Normal. Here it is an extra 5-10% of 

consciousness in a client. In this comatose or sublime conscious sleepwalking state of wakefulness, 

imbalances may occur due to a lack of certain electro-chemicals in the Brains functioning due to 

prolonged use of drugs or a lack of nutrition of the non-physical illness phenomena. Euphoria is a 

state of Theta or a pleasant dizziness. The person awakening to a euphoric drug imbibing would 

surely fall into this comatose state of mind rather than body. Breath and Heart rate are also a part of 

relaxing past N1 sleep into the N2 state, euphoria existing between N1 and N2. In Human EEG 

studies, the Term Theta refers to frequency components in the 4–7 Hz range, regardless of their 

source in the Brain.  

At this point issues arise in the drug users of euphoria and their desire for sugary sweets. Here a 

link between the blood sugars and Tinnitus can be assessed in the point between the N1-N2 state of 

sleep whereby Theta rhythms are starting to be displayed in the Brain via visual Alpha wave 

laziness or an un-focusing causing a dizziness between the link of the balancing of the eyes and 

ears. In this desiring vitamins from fruits, but also vegetables may be lacking and so causing a need 

for a quick fix of sugary sweets. These Alpha waves are a part of the visualisation of sensory 

perception of visual Confabulation, whereas Theta (euphoria) is the starting of a closing of the ears 

to a sublime consciousness aural Confabulation between or in the points of N1-N2. Theta Waves 

used during the wakening hours may decrease certain nutrients used in the transferral between 

wake/sleep processes of consciousness of the Alpha and Theta states between and in N1 and N2 

that gives a Cognitive state of euphoria. 

Cortical firing in a systematic order may become dysfunctional in Tinnitus encoding of the body 

and mind, or a non-consolidation between the Vagus nerve and the interaction it creates with the 

body’s blood sugars flowing through the Brain via the left and right side veins where Tinnitus 

encoding of body and mind exists in some clients as an emotional Confabulation. When Tinnitus 

and body are linked certain pitches consolidate with motions of body language when in 

wakefulness, or the paranoia of interaction of body language causing un-Ecological delusional 

thought stimulus in the Tinnitus frequencies of Psychosocial emotional looks and feelings via a Bi-

cameral Theory of Mind. This being via the cortical firing reboots in a systematic order of 

Psychosocial unconscious Events of Localised Script in the Norm, but as in a Performance of 

ultrasounds to a client creating a Bi-cameral Script narration which can be Term as a consciousness 

interpreting Psychosocial ultrasounds. Or the Norm of Society relaxing via internal breathing of 

peaceful solitude that causes body relaxation methods, but the opposite being true in some mental 

health clients where as an Abnormal, relaxation becomes the facial stance of sleepwalking via the 

picture below causing the Vagus nerve to interpret the Theory of Mind relayed via body language. 

Between the points of A and B I say there is a point I call the Temporal Sensual Neurone glands 

that guide the Norms sensual hearing and sight. I place these points as the soft parts at the sides of 

the forehead. 

Picture 3 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 6. 

L.V.S and the Taste/smell of Coffee 

The Lower Voice of Significance, becomes an Abnormal to be Normal issue when, the Taste/smell 

of Coffee is out of sync with the ears, nose, throat and visual energy. This can be seen as a battle of 

inner and outer sensory perceptions of scent, vocal and tonal developments. It is also caused via an 

adult/child of established inner vocal thought patterns stored as body language. Here is where a 

client has the right of truth in using a verbally audible communication of Self-therapy until 

innuendo is cleared via a period of Psychosocial Moratorium. This out of sync or misalignment is 

the non-physical illness phenomenon causing mental illness but of then regaining the Inner Peace 

Experience via using verbal Self-therapy. Those with lesser degrees of mental health illness suffer 

from the likes of panic attacks in the Hearts Sympathetic nervous system of a, “Fight or Flight” 

syndrome. A panic attack is the non-consciousness of feeling the Heart.  

This in Theory links to the tendons in the right hand side of the inner voice box and the energy of 

the AVN and SAN of the Heart. When this is analysed the Heart and inner voice both have linkages 

to the Vagus nerve in the Brain via energy dysfunctions in the body of this tendon moving across 

these two areas of the Heart and the inner voice box. In theory this can be seen as an energy line 

much like those involved in acupuncture. Or inward breath causing a synchronicity effect in the 

body’s latent energy flows of Feng Shui. Discussion here will lead around the Vagus nerve and that 

of its contributories in Tinnitus affecting the ears, nose, throat and facial stance that then causes 

Tardif Dyskinesia in the Vagus nerve resulting in aural Confabulation. By using Self-therapy 

sublime issues involved in the L.V.S become a conscious issue that is then translated into Human 

states of conscious acceptances. The Vagus nerves path is along these points of contact, except the 

nose that links to the inner voice box and loud breath for blocking the inner hearing of the ears in 

the Norm. 

When the Brain and Embodiment are placed as the body being a clinical study of electro-chemical 

scent being fed as Symbolic Data to areas of the Brain via the Noise Ratio of Tinnitus remaining 

wordless, then overloads and dysfunctions can be identified to. This is identified to where scent 

flowing from the body and Psychosocial may cause the day/night/day continuum in the sensory 

perceptions of the body feeding the Brain. This is seen through internal nerves affecting a polluted 

system that lacks water, sustenance and vitamin D from breathing. What I say of vitamin D is that 

the lungs absorb this to make the Plasma energy of the body in sleep. 

Lack of water causes a poisoned thickening of blood, but also does not allow the washing of the 

blood system and nutritional rejuvenation. Now when assessment is made of blood and Tinnitus, 



Tinnitus encoding may affect the mind via the senses in the ears and the Artery running close to the 

inner ear. Slow blood movement may cause dysfunctions in Tinnitus encoding to the emotional 

Theory of Mind and may also cause emotional speech paralysis. Another cause identifiable to is 

relaxing into a semi-sleep status in the states of Angiotensin which has causes in the Heart and 

blood pressure which is an inclusion later on?????????. As I have mentioned emotional states of 

mind are affected in Tinnitus via conversation, but also Self-expression of sensual motion. If blood 

does not flow adequately, then Tinnitus dysfunctions could affect Brain frequency functions as 

well. When thickening of the blood occurs nutrition in the Brain may cause slow Neural patterns 

towards the Vagus nerve via the Heart and the Angiotensin blood pressure hormones and fluid 

imbalances keeping a client in the state of Parasympathetic lethargy. So Tinnitus encoding and 

these Neural connections may become out of sync with the senses in emotional Theory of Mind that 

is not in tune with the wordless Embodiment of Tinnitus. Within the cardiac cycle the purkinje 

fibres can be defined as Relativity of the Plasma energy REGULATION of vitamin D via the right 

ventricle of the Heart is how I Theorise these Cardiac end-organs. The Plasma energy is fed via 

ionised moisture being absorbed into the lungs, or hydro-Plasma in the breath of night. This in turn 

is fed into the Hearts right ventricle that is connected to the lungs. The regulation between the two 

chambers of energy intake and the body’s needs, is via the sinoatrical node ( SAN ). The initiation 

of the hydro-Plasma energy is with the inclusive regulatory factor of the atrioventricular node ( 

AVN ). Within the AVN is the input of the energy factor at the Hearts relaxatory motion of the 

blood flow. The SAN being the amount of hydro-Plasma needed from vitamin D via: the 

momentary latent minds biological computations of the amount of energy needed for consumption 

that the vagus nerve - I see as the main area of the Brains regulatory system of mental illness.  

In Terms of the physical and mental aspect the latent Tinnitus of a Sympathetic or a 

Parasympathetic nervous system affecting the bodily actions of a client’s Embodiment of emotions 

is with feelings of panic or sleepiness. This area of the Brain is within the Medulla Oblongata as is 

the Vagus nerve. Here the enactment of Theory of Mind may turn to Conflabulation of an un-

necessary inclusion of awaiting a, “Rest and digest” of the Parasympathetic nervous system 

inclusion. So via L.V.S interactions contained within an Inner Experience of outer peripherals in 

sight, sound and scent it has an effect on the emotional Self. Much like a sudden sound can startle.  

This L.V.S is also an inclusion of Tinnitus and Tardif Dyskinesia via: the Parasympathetic aspect of 

the facial nerve controlling the secretion of the sublingual and submandibular salivary glands, the 

lacrimal gland, and the glands associated with the nasal cavity. The client of the L.V.S as I found 

may use nasal action with the, “Rest and digest” Syndrome of: Tinnitus; sounds of Script; or a 

chorus of individualisms’ forming words correlating to the conscious echoes of fanaticism. The 

Preganglionic fibers originate within the CNS in the superior salivatory nucleus and leave as the 

intermediate nerve (which some consider a separate cranial nerve altogether) to connect with the 

facial nerve just distal (further out) to it surfacing at the CNS. Wikipedia.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salivary_glands
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lacrimal_gland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intermediate_nerve
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facial_nerve

